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ABSTRACT

DIFFERENTIAL SUBJECT MARKING IN WAKHI
Erin Christine SanGregory
Master of Arts
with major in
Applied Linguistics
The Graduate Institute of Applied Linguistics, June 2018
Supervising Professor: Michael Boutin
Wakhi (ISO: wbl) is a Pamir language of the Southeastern Indo-Iranian family
that exhibits a rich case inventory. Although previous descriptions of the Wakhi case
system posit a case inventory of up to six cases, this thesis proposes an inventory of eight
cases: six main cases plus two additional subcases. This thesis describes the case
markers / forms and the canonical uses for each case before turning to the issue of
canonicity. When evaluating the Wakhi cases according to Corbett's (2008) model, it
becomes clear that only one case, the second genitive, is fully canonical, while the
remaining cases demonstrate varying degrees of non-canonicity.
In Afghan Wakhi, 1SG and 2SG subject pronouns may optionally appear in the
accusative 1 (ACC1) case, rather than the nominative case, in the past and perfect tenses.
This alternation in the case assigned to the subject of a verb in different contexts is a type
of non-canonical case called differential subject marking (DSM) (Malchukov & de Swart
2009: 341). DSM is a dialectically conditioned feature of Wakhi: it is used less frequently

in the lower dialect, with usage consistently increasing throughout the middle and upper
dialects. Person is also a correlate of DSM, but emphasis is the most significant feature
investigated. This thesis proposes that the primary function of DSM in Wakhi is to mark
three types of emphasis: contrast, accusations, and responses to accusations and / or
unexpected events.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1.

Purpose
The purpose of this thesis is to describe CASE as it is used in Wakhi, with

particular focus on non-canonical case. Wakhi exhibits several types of non-canonical
case marking, including QUIRKY CASE and DIFFERENTIAL CASE MARKING. In this thesis, I
first describe the form and function of the eight cases that comprise the Wakhi case
system. After I evaluate the relative canonicity of each case, I focus specifically on
describing and analyzing DIFFERENTIAL SUBJECT MARKING (DSM) in Wakhi. In my final
analysis, I determine that DSM is a dialectically conditioned feature of spoken Wakhi
that is used to mark emphasis.
Wakhi is a Southeastern Indo-Iranian language of the Pamir family. 1 It is spoken
exclusively by the Wakhi people, who live across Afghanistan, Tajikistan, Pakistan, and
China and number approximately 58,000 in population (Simons & Fennig 2017). There
are several mutually intelligible varieties. Each variety borrows from the language of
wider communication (LWC) of the country in which it is spoken (Dari in Afghanistan,
Russian in Tajikistan, Urdu in Pakistan, Mandarin in China (presumed)). The varieties
also exhibit some further subdivision into region-specific dialects based largely on the
extent to which they borrow from the LWC.

1

ISO: wbl. Indo-European, Indo-Iranian, Iranian, Eastern, Southeastern, Pamir (Simons & Fennig 2017).

1

2
This thesis focuses on Afghan Wakhi. The Wakhi people of Afghanistan live in
forty-two villages along the Panj River in the Wakhan Corridor, a narrow valley in the far
northeastern part of the country that is sandwiched between the Hindu Kush mountains /
Pakistan to the south, and the Pamir mountains / Tajikistan to the north (Simons &
Fennig 2017). The village of Khandud, which is located about halfway up the Wakhan
Corridor, serves both as the governmental district center and the center of the middle
dialect. Figure 1 displays a map of Afghanistan. Figure 2 displays an enlarged map of the
Wakhan Corridor from the box in Figure 1. The Wakhi villages stretch from Putr (near
Ishkashim) 2 to Sarhad. They lie on the south side of the Panj River opposite the Tajik
border until Gazkhan, 3 where the Afghan Wakhan widens to encompass both banks of
the river.

2
3

Eshkashem on the map.
Gāz Khun on the map.

3

Figure 1: Map of Afghanistan (Google Maps 2016a)

Figure 2: Map of the Wakhan Corridor (Google Maps 2016b)
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1.2.

Wakhi: Typology
Phonology
Wakhi has a sizable consonant inventory that is particularly rich in fricatives.

Table 1, below, displays the full inventory of consonant phonemes in Wakhi. Where
consonants appear in pairs, the phoneme on the left is voiceless. The voiceless glottal
fricative /h/ is a marginal phoneme in Wakhi, mostly used in loan words and as an
optional onset in vowel-initial words, and is therefore not included in this inventory.

Stop

m

θð

ʃʒ

ʂʐ

t͡s d͡z

t͡ʃ d͡ʒ

ʈ͡ʂ ɖ͡ʐ

kg
çʝ

Uvular

Velar

Palatal

Retroflex
ʈɖ

sz

q

xɣ

n

Flap

r5

Lateral
approximant

l

Approximant w

Postalveolar

t d4
fv

Affricate

Alveolar

Interdental

pb

Fricative

Nasal

Labiodental

Bilabial

Table 1: Wakhi consonant inventory (phonemic)

j

The Wakhi vowel inventory is somewhat less clear than is the consonant
inventory. Further work is needed to clarify which vowels are phonemes. Table 2

4

The two stops /t/ and /d/ are actually dental but are included with the alveolars in the chart since there are
no other dental phonemes in Wakhi.
5
For ease of transcription, I use the symbol r to represent the phoneme /ɾ/, which may be realized as a trill
in slow or careful speech.

5
displays the inventory of phonetic vowels apparent in the data at this time. All vowels in
the data included in this thesis are transcribed phonetically.
Table 2: Wakhi vowel inventory (phonetic)

Close

Front

Central

i

ɨ

Close-mid
Mid
Open-mid
Open

e

ɪ

ə

Back
ʊ

ɯu
ɤo
ɔ

ɑ

Wakhi is subject to a number of phonological processes. Since phonology is not
the focus of this work, I do not discuss all of the phonological issues in depth. However,
in the following paragraphs I briefly describe several phonological processes that will be
helpful in reading and understanding the data presented throughout this thesis.
Stress in Wakhi follows two basic patterns. For all word classes except verbs,
stress is stem-final. The final syllable of an uninflected word bears stress, as does the
final syllable of a word whose class or meaning has been changed by the addition of a
derivational suffix. For example, gɑrm 'warm' becomes gɑrmˈiʝ 'warmth' with the
addition of the nominalizing suffix -iʝ. Any inflectional suffixes or clitics that attach to
this stem do not bear stress.
Verbs exhibit a different stress pattern from other words. Verbs in the infinitive
form exhibit word-final stress borne by the infinitive suffix -ək / -ak, as can be seen

6
in (1). 6 However, verbs inflected for tense and / or subject agreement are consistently
stressed on the initial syllable, as in (2).
(1)

wədəˈr-ɑk
see-INF

'to grasp'

(2)

ˈwɨdər-əm

see-1SG.SAGR

'I am grasping'
The only exceptions to these stress patterns occur when a syllabic consonant
serves as the nucleus of the syllable that should be stressed. In such cases, the stress
moves by one syllable, falling on the second syllable for inflected verbs and the
penultimate syllable for all other words. For example, the word pətr 'son' is realized as
ˈpətr, not *pətˈr. Because stress is predictable, I do not include it in my transcriptions.
Aspiration is phonologically conditioned. A voiceless stop is aspirated when it is
word final or when it precedes a vowel, as seen in (3). A stop that precedes another
voiceless stop is also aspirated, as in (4). However, no aspiration is used when the stop is
preceded by a more sonorous consonant, as in (5). 7 I do not indicate aspiration in my
transcriptions.
(3)

tʰɑtʰ

(4)

jupʰkʰ

6

'father'
'water'

All data are from my own fieldwork unless otherwise noted.
For an introduction to sonority, see Parker (2011). Parker includes the traditional sonority hierarchy
(2011: 1162) as well as a more detailed hierarchy (2011: 1177) in his discussion.

7

7
(5)

spɯndr
'plow'

Wakhi has two voicing assimilation rules. The first is a liquid devoicing rule.
Liquids (r and l) assimilate in voicing to a following voiceless stop, as can be seen in (6)
and (7). Since devoiced liquids are strictly allophonic, I do not transcribe them as such in
my data.
(6)

kər̥pɑ

(7)

jɔl ̥t

'blanket'
'bird's nest'
The second voicing assimilation rule is a stop voicing rule. It affects both the 3SG

subject agreement suffix (examples (8) – (10)) and the past tense marker
(examples (11) – (13)). The underlying consonant in both of these suffixes is /t/, as can be
determined from the fact that it occurs not only after voiceless consonants, as in (8)
and (11), but also after vowels, as in (9) and (12). However, the consonant in these
suffixes is realized as [d] following a voiced consonant, as is the case in (10) and (13).
The Wakhi are aware of the voicing alternation and feel the need to write the difference
in their orthography, so I follow their lead in my transcriptions, writing either t or d as
appropriate to indicate the surface form produced by speakers.
(8)

rəʂ-t

go-3SG.SAGR

'(she) is going'

8
(9)

ji-t 8

eat-3SG.SAGR

'(he) is eating'
(10) wəzəm-d

bring-3SG.SAGR

'(she) is bringing (something)'

(11) dəʃ-ti 9

hit-PST

'(he) hit (something)'
(12) pi-ti

drink-PST

'(she) drank (something)'
(13) wəz-di

come-PST

'(he) came'
The Wakhi liquid devoicing rule applies before the stop voicing rule. This rule

ordering can be ascertained from examples such as (14) and (15), which display the verbs
͡tsərɑk 'to do' and wədərɑk 'to grasp', respectively, both inflected for 3SG.SAGR. If the
voicing rule applied first, the voiceless /t/ of the 3SG.SAGR suffix would assimilate to the
final /r/ of the verb stem, effectively bleeding the environment for the liquid devoicing
rule. However, this is not the form we see in either (14) or (15). The presence of the
voiceless liquid /r̥/ followed by the underlying form of the 3SG.SAGR suffix, /-t/,

8
Elsewhere I transcribe and analyze this verb form as a portmanteau morpheme, i.e. jit 'eat.3SG.SAGR',
because it is a suppletive form that differs from the regular nonpast stem jao, which is inflected for all other
person / number forms.
9
The final vowel of the past tense suffix sometimes elides. Further research is needed to determine what
conditions the use / elision of this vowel.

9
demonstrates that the liquid devoicing rule must instead apply before the stop voicing
rule, making it impossible for the suffix to be realized as [-d].
(14) t͡sɑr̥-t

do-3SG.SAGR

'(he) is doing (something)'
(15) wɨdər̥-t

grasp-3SG.SAGR

'(she) is grasping (something)'
In borrowed words from Dari, Wakhi replaces dental and postalveolar consonants
(stops, fricatives, and affricates) with their retroflexed counterparts, as in (16) – (18) .
(16) təmbɑl  ʈəmbɑl
'lazy'

(17) guʃt  guʂt
'meat'

(18) d͡ʒuʃ  ɖ͡ʐuʃ
'boiling'

The default vowel in Wakhi is shwa (ə). Shwa is a phoneme in its own right, but it
is also an allophone of every other vowel, typically appearing when a syllable loses its
stress due to other morphosyntactic and / or morphophonemic processes. When a
consonantal suffix or clitic attaches to a word that ends with a consonant, shwa
epenthesizes between the two consonants to prevent illicit consonant clusters and / or
repair syllable structure. For example, consider the word kɑʂ 'boy'. This noun can be
inflected for genitive plural in two ways. 10 The most typical way would be to inflect kɑʂ

10

See §2.3.1 for a description of the two Wakhi genitive cases.

10
first with the plural oblique suffix -v, 11 and then with the GEN1 suffix -i, as in (19). In this
instance, an epenthetic shwa is not needed because the vowel of the GEN1 suffix provides
the nucleus for a new second syllable. However, the GEN1 suffix can optionally be
deleted, leaving just the plural oblique marker. Since *kɑʂv is an unpronounceable word
in Wakhi, shwa epenthesizes between the two final consonants in (20) to break up the
illicit word-final consonant cluster *ʂv.
(19) kɑʂ-v-i

boy-PL-GEN1

tɑt

father

'the boys' father'

(20) kɑʂ-əv

boy-GEN1.PL

tɑt

father

'the boys' father'

An epenthetic shwa may exhibit vowel harmony with another suffixal vowel, if
present. For example, in (21), the epenthetic shwa of the plural suffix has harmonized
with the ACC2 suffix -i to produce -iv instead of -əv.
(21) t͡ʃuʈ-iv-i

piece-PL-ACC2
'pieces'

Morphosyntax
The basic word order of Wakhi is SOV. Wakhi is like other Southeastern Iranian
languages in that it is primarily head-final: nouns precede verbs, and adjectives precede

11

See §2.2.1 for a description of the two plural markers in Wakhi.

11
the noun that they modify. 12, 13 In spite of Wakhi's head-final tendency, its adpositional
inventory comprises largely prepositions and circumpositions, with few (if any) true
postpositions, as would normally be expected in a head-final language. In addition,
relative clauses do not precede, but instead follow, the nouns that they modify. This
noun-relative clause word order is shared by Pashto (Robson & Tegey 2009: 759), Dari
(Windfuhr & Perry 2009: 504), and presumably others in the Iranian family.
Wakhi has eight cases used to inflect nouns and pronouns: nominative, two
accusatives, dative, two genitives, ablative, and vocative. Wakhi is a case symmetrical
language (i.e. the same cases are marked on both nouns and pronouns (Iggesen 2013a))
that is accusatively aligned in both its case marking and verbal agreement marking
systems. 14 This stands in contrast to other Pamir and Southeastern Iranian languages,
several of which exhibit some form of tense-conditioned split ergativity. Also unlike
other Pamir languages, Wakhi has no morphological gender. Nouns may be inflected
only for number, with a simple distinction between singular (morphologically unmarked)
and plural. Adjectives do not agree with their head noun in either case or number. Wakhi
permits pro-drop for subjects and occasionally also for objects when context makes the
object clear.

12
Windfuhr (2009: 27-28) lists this ADJ N word order as a feature of what he calls the "'Hindukush-Pamir'
tier" of Eastern Iranian languages, which includes Pashto, Yazghulami, the Pamir languages, Parachi,
Ormuri, Yaghnobi, and Ossetic.
13
Wakhi may optionally borrow the NP word order of N-EZ ADJ from Dari, the LWC of the region.
14
See Chapter 2 for a full description of the Wakhi case system.

12
Like other Indo-Iranian languages, Wakhi exhibits a two-stem verb system, with
one stem being inflected for nonpast, and the second stem being inflected for past. 15 In
the case of some verbs, the two stems are identical or the past stem is derivable from the
nonpast stem, but for many verbs the two stems are not noticeably related. There are also
two perfect tenses in Wakhi: the present perfect is built on the nonpast stem, while the
past perfect is indicated by inflectional morphology plus an auxiliary. The Wakhi verb is
obligatorily inflected for subject agreement by means of suffixes (given in Table 3) in the
nonpast tense only (SanGregory 2015: 3). However, Wakhi does have a full set of clitics
that may optionally be used to indicate subject agreement in the past tense, the perfect
tenses, and in verbless clauses or any other verb form (such as the copula) that is not
already inflected via the subject agreement suffixes (SanGregory 2015: 4-5). Table 4
displays the subject agreement clitics.
Table 3: Subject agreement suffixes (SanGregory 2015: 3)
Person Singular Plural
1
2
3

15

-əm

-ən

-t, -d 16

-ən

-∅

-əv

Throughout this thesis, verbs are glossed for past and perfect tenses only. Verbs that are not glossed for
tense are in the nonpast.
16
Recall from §1.2.1 that the 3SG subject agreement suffix is voiced following a voiced consonant.

13
Table 4: Subject agreement clitics (SanGregory 2015: 4)
Person Singular Plural
1

=əm

=ən

=i

=əv

=ət

2
3

=əv

In addition to the subject agreement clitics, Wakhi has several other clitics in its
inventory. The proclitic ɑ= is used as an emphatic marker and often (although not
always) co-occurs with a demonstrative to convey an extra degree of specificity to the
phrase that it marks, as can be seen in (22). Sentence (23) exhibits the enclitic =ɑ, which
is used sentence-finally to mark yes-no questions.
(22) xo

INTERJ

nev

now

nev

now

jəm

DEM1

ɑ=jɑ

EMPH=DEM3

ti

mɔl-əʃ

kɯ rɑ

flock-PL all

dəruʝ-i

2SG.GEN1 lie-ACC2

ʂɑd,

ene

down.to sheep.pen.ACC1 here

win.

see.2SG.IMP

[Mother] 17 'Okay, now all the flocks are in the sheep pen; here now, look at your
lie.' (3.10) 18

17
In examples taken from the dramatic roleplays (dialogues), the speaker is identified in brackets before the
free translation as seen here.
18
Examples that come from the corpus gathered specifically for this thesis research are indexed by text and
sentence number, e.g. (5.29), where the first number indicates the text and the second number the sentence
within that text. Otherwise, examples from my fieldwork are not indexed.
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(23) xo,

xɑrbəzɑ,

tɑrbəz=əm

cantaloupe.ACC1 watermelon.ACC1=1SG.SAGR

INTERJ

mɑgɑm—

but

tu

2SG.NOM

ɣɑ

INTENS

ziɔt

jit-k,

a.lot eat-PRF

nə-jit-k=ɑ?

NEG-eat-PRF=YNQ

[Friend 1] 'Well, (I) have eaten a lot of cantaloupe and watermelon, but—haven't
you eaten (it)?' (6.20)

The function of the enclitic =ʂ, seen below in (24), is a little harder to nail down. I
choose to follow SanGregory (2015: 7) and Beck (2013: 14) in treating =ʂ as a marker of
imperfective aspect. This imperfective clitic can be used in various tenses with differing
effects: in the nonpast, it indicates an action that is currently ongoing (and thus may mark
the present as opposed to future use of the nonpast (SanGregory 2015: 6)); in the past, it
seems to mark a habitual activity; and in the perfect, it indicates that an action has results
that persist into the present (SanGregory 2016: 1).
(24) jɑ

DEM3

rət-k

mɔl-əʃ

kɯ rɑ

flock-PL all

give-PRF

ki—

COMP

down.to

tu=ʂ

2SG.NOM=IPFV

ʂɑd,

sheep.pen.ACC1
mɑʐ-i

fɑnd

1SG-ACC2 lie

tu=ʂ

2SG.NOM=IPFV

fɑnd

lie

rɑnd.

give.2SG.SAGR

[Mother] 'The flocks are all in the sheep pen, and you have been lying that—you

are telling me lies.' (3.07)
1.3.

Literature Review
In the following two sections, I present an overview of the literature that pertains

to my research. I organize my literature review into two sections: in §1.3.1, I present the
literature that pertains specifically to the Wakhi language, and in §1.3.2, I give a brief
introduction to several resources relating to the phenomenon of case.
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Literature review: Wakhi
Afghan Wakhi has not been well researched or documented, which is no surprise
given the remoteness of the areas in which the Wakhi people live. The difficult journey
required to reach those areas, not to mention the chronic unrest and series of wars that
have plagued the region for hundreds of years, has hidden the Wakhi people and their
language from all but the most hardy of outsiders. Aside from a few early works, the
majority of the literature about Wakhi has been written within the last decade and has
focused on the Tajik and Pakistani varieties.
The earliest linguistic description of Wakhi available to me is R. B. Shaw's On
the Ghalchah languages (1876). It is not entirely clear which region Shaw surveyed, but
since the Durand Line was not demarcated until nearly twenty years later, 19 neither
country borders nor dialectical differences would have been the same as they are today.
Shaw provides a sketch of Wakhi grammar that features a very robust description of the
verbal system. While his discussion of nouns and pronouns is somewhat less exhaustive,
he does describe Wakhi as having a set of cases that are marked with either prepositions
or postpositions. 20 The cases marked with postpositions are nominative (in the plural
only), accusative, genitive, and dative, while those he describes as marked with
prepositions are locative, instrumental, and ablative. He notes that the instrumental and

19

The Durand Line was drawn in 1893 for the purpose of improving international relations and trade. It
established Afghanistan as a buffer zone between British India and Russia during the "Great Game" era
and, with only a few modifications from the original, continues to serve as the border between Afghanistan
and modern-day Pakistan (Ansary 2012; Hopkirk 2006).
20
What Shaw describes as postpositions are in actuality inflectional suffixes.
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ablative are typically identical in form, but he does not mention any use of accusative
case pronouns in subject positions.
A gap of sixty years lapsed before the next work on Wakhi appeared. Written by
Norwegian linguist Georg Morgenstierne in 1938, Indo-Iranian frontier languages, vol.
II: Iranian Pamir languages (Yidgha-Munji, Sanglechi-Ishkashmi and Wakhi)
describes three Pamiri languages, including Wakhi. 21 Morgenstierne discusses the
phonetic inventory, phonology, and morphology of each language, with a particular focus
on the language's historical development from Ancient Persian and its relationship to
other languages in the same family. He supplements his section on Wakhi with one
sample text and a lexicon. Morgenstierne recognizes four cases on nouns (nominative,
accusative / oblique, dative, and ablative / instrumental) (1938: 486-487), but includes up
to four additional cases (genitive, predicative genitive, agent, and locative) for pronouns
(1938: 489). His example of the agent case, wuz=əm '1SG.NOM=1SG.SAGR' (1938: 489), is
no more than a 1SG.NOM pronoun combined with the corresponding subject agreement
enclitic. He briefly mentions that the subject pronoun may be realized in the oblique case
in the past tense, but he specifies neither (a) which subject pronouns are licensed to
appear in the oblique nor (b) what factors (other than tense) condition this DSM in Wakhi
(Morgenstierne 1938: 494).
Although it was not published until 1958, D. L. R. Lorimer's two-volume book
entitled The Wakhi language was written based on fieldwork he conducted in Pakistan

21

Today, Yidgha and Munji are recognized as individual languages, as are Sanglechi and Ishkashimi.
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up to three decades earlier. 22 It remains the most comprehensive linguistic description of
Wakhi to date. Volume one presents a detailed grammar of the language, while volume
two contains a lexicon and transcriptions of several texts. In his grammar, Lorimer notes
that four cases can be observed on nouns via morphology: nominative, general oblique
(accusative), dative, and genitive-ablative. He adds genitive as a distinct case on the basis
of attributive genitive forms found in first and second person pronouns. In addition, he
notes the presence of a transitive nominative case that is distinct from the nominative but
identical in marking to the accusative (1958: 97). However, as his naming of the case
suggests, he does not observe any use of this case in conjunction with intransitive verbs.
In the mid-1900s, Soviet linguists took an interest in the minority languages of the
then-U.S.S.R. As a language of Tajikistan, which was at that time part of the Soviet
Union, Wakhi was included in this interest and was the subject of several linguistic works
written in Russian during this era. One such book is Vakhanskii jazyk [Wakhi], written
by Alexander Grünberg & Ivan Steblin-Kamensky and published in 1976. 23
Unfortunately, this book and others like it are inaccessible to many linguists, myself
included, because they have not been translated into English.
Elena Bashir published her article "Beyond split-ergativity: Subject marking in
Wakhi" in 1986. To my knowledge, this article is the first and, to date, only article
focused on DSM in Wakhi, although Bashir refers to it as the "oblique subject
construction" (1986: 16). This terminology arises from her analysis of the case system,
22

In the introduction to the book, Lorimer notes that he did some preliminary fieldwork in 1921 when he
was in the employ of the British government, but that he collected the majority of the data in 1935
(1958: 4).
23
Translated into French under the title La Langue Wakhi in 1988.
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which she describes as having only three cases: direct, oblique, and genitive. Bashir
observes that primarily first and second person singular subjects appear in the oblique
case in the past tense, although data from Pakistan provides evidence that third person
singular and plural subject pronouns may also take the oblique case in the Hunza dialect.
Significantly, she also notes that every instance of an oblique 3SG subject is animate.
These and other observations lead her to hypothesize that the oblique subject construction
has primarily discourse functions, such as indicating a higher degree of agency /
volitionality on the part of the subject, emphasizing the identity of the subject, and
assigning some type of focus to the subject within the immediate discourse context as
well as signaling an event that is significant in the progression of the narrative. Bashir
does not deal with DIFFERENTIAL OBJECT MARKING (DOM), although she does
hypothesize that the optionality of the accusative (oblique) case marker is conditioned by
specificity. Bashir's article has two main shortcomings: (1) she focuses on the Tajik and
Pakistani varieties of Wakhi to the exclusion of the Afghan variety, and (2) she adheres to
the two-term case system common in other Iranian languages, which limits her analysis
and makes her insights difficult to follow at times. Nevertheless, her observations and
hypotheses about DSM provide a foundational starting point for my own research.
Bashir also contributed a chapter on Wakhi to the book The Iranian languages
(2009). In contrast to her original article, which focused particularly on the problem of
DSM in Wakhi, this chapter is a broad overview of the entire language, covering a
variety of topics related to phonetics, phonology, and grammar. However, it presents very
little new information of interest to the discussion of DSM and DOM. Although she does
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not add anything new to the discussion of DSM, Bashir does change her position slightly
on DOM, stating that primary objects are marked when definite (cf. her 1986 analysis,
which stated that object marking was conditioned by specificity). Furthermore, she
proposes that the Hunza dialect differs from the Tajik variety in that it prefers to mark
objects in the past but not in the nonpast.
In 2011, Todd Hughes authored his M.A. thesis entitled "Wakhi agreement
clitics." Hughes analyzes Wakhi clitics as past tense subject agreement morphemes. He
works from within the minimalist framework and attempts to locate the position at which
clitics are base-generated in the clause. He applies both the DOUBLY FILLED COMP FILTER
(DFCF) and PROSODIC INVERSION (PI) to explain why clitics cannot co-occur with subject
NPs and why they are hosted by verbs only in specific instances. All of Hughes's data
with 1SG and 2SG subjects in the past tense exhibit DSM, which seems to be obligatory
instead of optional in the Hunza dialect (Backstrom, p.c.). Given the homogeneity of his
data, it is understandable that Hughes fails to recognize DSM and the effects it has on his
analysis of licit clitic hosts. 24
The first recent work focused specifically on Afghan Wakhi and on discourselevel features was Simone Beck's thesis "Backgrounding and foregrounding, prominence,
and highlighting in Afghan Wakhi" (2013). In this thesis, Beck investigates the verb
salience scheme and various particles, as well as other discourse devices such as
rhetorical questions and pre- and post-posing of constituents, that are exhibited in the four
24

Clitics cannot be hosted by a subject pronoun in a non-nominative case. Because Hughes’s data does not
include subject pronouns in the nominative case, he draws the conclusion that subject pronouns (or any
subjects) are not licit clitic hosts (Hughes 2011: 55-57). However, numerous examples in my data, such
as (29) on page 36, show that nominative subject pronouns can in fact serve as licit clitic hosts.
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main discourse genres (narrative, procedural, behavioral, and expository). She describes
the discourse effects of these different devices and concludes that several devices may be
combined within a text to emphasize the intended effect. Although Beck covers a wide
variety of discourse devices, she does not mention DSM, nor does she investigate the
potential discourse effects associated with this non-canonical use of case in Wakhi.
Hughes furthered his work on Wakhi clitics with his dissertation "Approaches to
Wakhi subject-oriented past tense clitics" (2014). In this updated analysis of Wakhi
clitics, he describes a much wider variety of licit clitic hosts and locations within the
clause than he did in his previous analysis. However, his adherence to the minimalist
framework forces him to depend on the same types of movement operations to account
for clitic behavior as he did in his thesis. Of more interest are his descriptions of the case
system and pronouns in his introductory grammar sketch. Hughes recognizes only four
cases (nominative, accusative, dative, and ablative) for both nouns and pronouns, and he
does not mention any use of accusative case pronouns in subject positions.
Literature review: Case
An overview of the literature pertinent to my thesis would be incomplete without
any reference to case. However, case is a broad topic, with a plethora of books and
articles devoted to the subject. Therefore, I highlight six works that I have found to be
pertinent to my study of case in Wakhi.
Barry J. Blake published the second edition of his volume simply entitled Case in
2001. This book is organized into six chapters that provide a largely theory-independent
treatment of the topic of case. Blake begins by introducing and defining case, a number
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of terms that are significant to the discussion of case, and several side issues that are
often correlated with case (such as concord, methods of case marking, etc.). He goes on
to deal with some of the problems that arise when we attempt to define cases or outline
the case system of a given language, such as the difficulty of distinguishing cases from
each other, differentiating nominative from other cases, and subclassifying grammatical
vs. semantic cases. He also surveys the different types of case marking systems
(nominative-accusative, ergative-absolutive, tripartite, split-S, etc.) found crosslinguistically. I have found Blake's terms and definitions, descriptions of the different
types of case systems, and account of the difficulties involved in describing case systems
to be helpful particularly in understanding and describing canonical case in Wakhi.
Also in 2001, Jae Jung Song wrote his book Linguistic typology: Morphology
and syntax, of which the third chapter is devoted to case. Perhaps the most important
topic he discusses is the difference between the discriminatory and indexing views of
case marking. The discriminatory view holds that the main purpose of case marking is to
distinguish the subject of a transitive clause (A) from the object (P). In contrast, the
indexing view, which was originally proposed by Hopper and Thompson (1980),
suggests that "the function of the marking on the NP in A function is to index the A-ness
of that NP, whereas the function of the marking on the NP in P function is to index the
P-ness of that NP" (Song 2001: 160). In other words, in the indexing view, the marking
(or lack thereof) on a given A or P can signal that the NP in question is more or less
A-like (agentive) or P-like (individuated, affected), thus making case marking an
indicator of the transitivity of the clause. Song takes a moderate view, suggesting that
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neither the discriminatory nor indexing view is inherently more correct than the other, but
that both together provide a more complete picture of the function of case marking than
either can do on its own.
Miriam Butt published Theories of case in 2006. This volume serves as an
introduction to case as it is addressed by major grammatical theories (transformational
grammar, minimalism, lexical-functional grammar (LFG) and other linking theories, role
and reference grammar (RRG), optimality theory). Butt devotes an entire chapter to
ergativity and the difficulties it poses regardless of the theory used to analyze it, while
another chapter presents an overview of case as it was understood in ancient (Greek /
Roman, Arabic, and Indian) traditions. This book has been a valuable resource for
helping me understand how different linguistic frameworks deal with case.
Greville Corbett contributed a chapter entitled "Determining morphosyntactic
feature values" to the book Case and grammatical relations (2008). In this chapter,
Corbett's goal is to define what it means for a case to be canonical—that is, what features
and functions are associated with the ideal / prototypical case. To that end, he proposes a
set of three governing principles and ten criteria that can be used to evaluate the
canonicity of a case from any given language. He demonstrates how to use these criteria
by applying them to Russian case. Corbett concludes that a truly canonical case is a rare
find and posits that what we can expect to find most of the time are cases that exhibit
varying degrees of canonicity. I use Corbett's canonicity criteria as the basis for Chapter 3
of my thesis in order to determine the relative canonicity of each of the Wakhi cases.
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In 2009, Andrej Malchukov & Peter de Swart's chapter "Differential case marking
and actancy variations" appeared in The Oxford handbook of case. Malchukov and
de Swart discuss both DSM and DOM, making it clear from the beginning that these
types of case alternations are almost always driven by factors related to transitivity. For
example, they note that DOM is often triggered when the patient of a clause looks too
much like an agent (whether that be the local agent of the clause or a prototypical agent)
and thus can be neatly accounted for by the discriminatory view of case. DSM, on the
other hand, fails to fit consistently into the realm of one view or the other since "indexing
would favour marking of more prominent subjects (which qualify as better Agents),
while distinguishability would favour marking of less prominent subjects (e.g. inanimate)
which can otherwise be confused with objects" (Malchukov & de Swart 2009: 351).
Malchukov & de Swart also observe that DSM occurs almost exclusively in ergative
languages. This chapter provides an excellent overview of differential case marking and
has proven to be foundational in my research because it provided the terminology I had
been seeking to describe the case alternations I observe in Wakhi.
Cathryn Donohue & Mark Donohue published an interesting article entitled "On
ergativity in Bumthang" in 2016. In this article, they investigate DSM in Bumthang, a
language of Bhutan. Although Bumthang exhibits an ergative-absolutive case system, it
not only allows absolutive subjects in some transitive clauses, but in some cases requires
them. Donohue & Donohue present a clear list of semantic, syntactic, and pragmatic
factors that affect the choice between ergative and absolutive for marking A. They then
present a binary decision tree that arranges these factors in a nested hierarchy and that
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allows them to accurately predict when the subject of a given clause will be realized in
either the ergative or absolutive case. I initially used a similar approach to clarify and
organize the factors affecting DSM in Wakhi, although ultimately none of the features I
charted proved to be significant.
1.4.

Research Methodology
Text collection
The research question driving this thesis is, "What conditions the use of DSM in

Afghan Wakhi?" I recorded twenty-four oral texts specifically for my thesis research. 25
Since DSM affects only first and second person singular subject pronouns in the past and
perfect tenses, all of the texts are narrated in the past tense from either the first person or
second person point of view. The majority of the texts were elicited using visual prompts
such as picture strip stories (Action English pictures, Frauman-Prickel & Takahashi
1985) or flashcards (The Story-builder deck, Sardinha 2011). Six of the texts were
dramatic roleplays (dialogues) performed extemporaneously by two speakers in response
to verbal prompts such as, "A father just learned from a teacher that his son isn't doing
well in school. What does the father say to his son?" I also referred to several texts
originally elicited for other research projects, as well as a variety of elicited words,
phrases, and sentences, in the course of my thesis research.
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See Appendix 1 for a list of the texts recorded specifically for this thesis. Three complete sample texts
are provided in Appendix 2, Appendix 3, and Appendix 4.
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Text transcription
After recording the texts, I transcribed them with the aid of several Wakhi
speakers. I worked primarily with a young man who was living in a city outside the
Wakhan Corridor while studying at a teacher's college. First I gave him the audio files
and had him work independently to transcribe the texts by hand using the Wakhi
orthography. 26 After he finished, he read his transcriptions back to me while I typed them
in the international phonetic alphabet (IPA) in Microsoft Word. I clarified and noted the
meanings of unknown words with my language consultant during the process of
transcription but did the bulk of the interlinearizations at another time.
When I was in the Wakhan Corridor for a work trip in January / February of 2016,
I attempted to transcribe several newly-recorded texts using the process described above.
I discovered that the two people I had working with me in the village were neither as
skilled at doing accurate transcriptions on their own nor as capable in using the audio
recorder in playback mode as my original consultant had been. Therefore, I modified my
process to cut out the initial step of transcription. Instead, I played the recordings from
the computer and had my consultants repeat what they heard phrase by phrase in careful
speech while I transcribed directly into IPA. I used the same method in Kabul in March
of 2016 while transcribing several texts with the assistance of another young Wakhi man
who was attending university there.
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In Afghanistan, Wakhi is written with an Arabic-based script.
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Text interlinearization
After working together with Wakhi consultants to transcribe the recorded texts,
the first stage of analysis was to interlinearize the texts. These interlinearizations included
morpheme-by-morpheme glossing and free translations. Up to this point, I have done all
of my transcriptions and interlinearizations in Microsoft Word and have transferred only
one text to Fieldworks Language Explorer (FLEx). The main reason that I have held off
on using FLEx is the complexity of the Wakhi verbal system. As I mentioned in §1.2.2,
Wakhi has a two-stem verb system. In addition, a number of Wakhi verbs are inflected
irregularly for subject agreement (in the nonpast) or for tense (primarily past and perfect).
Both the two-stem system and the widespread inflectional irregularities posed a challenge
in FLEx, especially early on when I was still not sure how best to analyze them.
Therefore, instead of putting all of my data into FLEx up front and then going through
multiple tedious systemic revisions, I chose to keep my transcriptions in Word.
After I interlinearized each text, I checked the meanings of a few new words that I
had missed during transcription. In April 2017, I also checked each interlinearized text
against its recording to catch words or phrases missed during the original transcription, as
well as to catch edits made by my language consultant (e.g. changes in pronouns or
reordering of clauses). I kept a record of any changes that involved DSM so I could pay
special attention to those instances in my research.
Testing
I analyzed DSM on two levels: (1) via testing with native Wakhi speakers to
ascertain their intuitions about the use of this construction in a discourse context, and
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(2) via linguistic analysis conducted on my own, to discover what linguistic factors may
condition its use. I designed and conducted two separate tests with native speakers based
largely on the guidelines suggested in Matthewson (2004) for conducting semantic
fieldwork.
For Test 1, I chose 30 tokens of DSM from my data. Ten of the tokens were ACC1
subject pronouns, 27 10 were nominative subject pronouns, and 10 were tokens that my
transcription helper changed (either switched the case, added an ACC1 subject where the
speaker used pro-drop, or deleted an ACC1 subject that was said in the recording) and thus
seemed worthy of investigation. I chose the 30 tokens from 12 (half) of the 24 texts in my
corpus. During testing, I began by playing an entire recorded text for a participant to
listen to. Then I played a clipped recording of a few sentences (usually 3-5) of context
that contained the target token. Finally, I read the specific sentence and changed the case
of the target token (ACC1 to nominative and vice versa).
After playing the context recording and changing the case of the target token, I
asked participants (1) if the changed pronoun was licit in that context, and (2) what the
sentence meant with the different pronoun. The second question proved not to work,
since participants usually said something along the lines of, "It means the same thing."
Instead, I switched to asking them which pronoun they preferred or would say in their
dialect. Following this question, they were then often able to give me a little more
information about usage / meaning.
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See §2.2.2 for a description of the two types of accusatives in Wakhi.
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My initial plan was to conduct Test 1 during a trip to the Wakhan Corridor in
May-June 2017. I intended to test with men and women from different age groups in each
of the three dialect regions, with a goal of 18 participants. However, due to unforeseen
circumstances, I was not able to visit the Wakhan at all during 2017, which necessitated
that I revise my test plans. Quite a few young men leave the Wakhan to attend university,
but very few women leave their homeland. Therefore, I decided to conduct my testing
solely with college-aged young men. Although this choice limited me to the speech
patterns of a specific demographic of Wakhi speakers, it also reduced the number of
variables that I had to account for in my research.
I conducted Test 1 in Kabul in July-August 2017 with 9 male college students,
three each from the three dialect areas of the Wakhan. During the course of the testing, a
number of participants (5 out of 9) made comments indicating that there might be a
correlation between DSM and the interpretation of tense in Wakhi: namely, that the use
of an ACC1 subject pronoun would cause a clause to be interpreted as being in the more
distant past, while the use of a nominative subject pronoun would cause the clause to be
interpreted as being in the recent past (relative to the time of the narrative). I therefore
designed a second, smaller test to investigate this possibility.
For Test 2, I chose to use 10 of the 30 tokens from the original test. I used only
the single sentence that contained the target token, usually in its entirety, although I did
shorten a few of the sentences to keep them simple. Then, for each token, I crafted a short
context story that could be changed for time. I decided to test using 8 different
timeframes: a year ago, a month ago, a week ago, yesterday, 30 minutes ago, 15 minutes
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ago, 5 minutes ago, and just now. I also decided to test each token in both the nominative
and ACC1 to try to equalize for any potential bias caused by the case of the subject
pronoun. Since using 8 timeframes and 2 cases produced 16 options, I created 4 versions
of the test so that each participant would only have to answer 4 questions for each token.
My goal for Test 2 was to have 4 participants per dialect area so that I would be
able to administer the full test for each dialect area. I was able to meet this goal,
conducting the entire second round of testing in Badakhshan Province over the course of
two weeks in September 2017.
For both Test 1 and Test 2, I recorded each test session as well as taking written
notes. Unfortunately, I lost most of the recordings from Test 2 due to an equipment
malfunction, but my handwritten notes were sufficient for my research purposes. After I
completed each test, I compiled all of the data I obtained into Excel spreadsheets to
facilitate analysis.
Informed consent
All of the data used in this research project were collected with the informed
consent of the participants who made the recordings / participated in testing. The first
time I asked participants to make a recording, I gave them an informed consent form to
read in Dari or read the form to them myself (for participants who were illiterate). After
the participants read the form, I gave them the opportunity to ask questions, and I
clarified the main points if necessary. Based on the Wakhi and Afghan value of privacy, a
key point in the informed consent was that the audio recordings and the names of the
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participants would be kept confidential. All of the people who made audio recordings or
participated in the testing for this research project signed the informed consent form.
1.5.

Outline
Wakhi has a complex case system that has previously been analyzed as having

from two to four main cases, plus several additional cases. In Chapter 2, I describe the
case system in depth, proposing six main cases plus two new subcases for a total of eight
cases. After laying out my evidence for and describing the typical usage of these eight
cases, I tackle the question of the case marking and verbal agreement alignment patterns
and conclude that Wakhi is accusative-aligned across the board.
In Chapter 3, I give an overview of Corbett's (2008) criteria for evaluating the
relative canonicity of case. I then apply his methodology to each of the Wakhi cases to
determine both how they measure up to Corbett's ideal and how they compare to each
other in terms of canonicity. In Chapter 4, I delve into the topic of differential subject
marking (DSM). I begin by describing the phenomenon of DSM as exhibited in Wakhi,
after which I examine how DSM does / does not correlate to several factors, including
dialect, interpretation of tense, person, and emphasis. In Chapter 5, I summarize the
preceding chapters and offer a few concluding remarks.

2. THE WAKHI CASE SYSTEM
Many languages throughout the world exhibit CASE, a "system of marking
dependent nouns for the type of relationship they bear to their heads" (Blake 2001: 1).
While case itself is common cross-linguistically, the number of cases employed and the
ways in which they are marked vary from language to language. In addition, variations in
the alignment of the case marking for the subject of an intransitive clause (S), subject of a
transitive clause (A), and object of a transitive clause (P) give rise to several different
systems of case marking, such as NOMINATIVE-ACCUSATIVE, ERGATIVE-ABSOLUTIVE,
TRIPARTITE,

etc. (Song 2001: 140-141).

The Pamiri languages of the Southeastern Iranian family exhibit several of these
variations in case marking and case systems. Payne (1980: 151-152) posits that these
variations are due to the fact that the ergativity inherited from the Old Persian passive
participial construction is at a different stage of decay in each language.
In this chapter, I describe canonical case marking in Afghan Wakhi. Using data
from my own fieldwork, I show that Wakhi employs six main cases plus two additional
cases, although the ABLATIVE and VOCATIVE display syncretism with the GENITIVE 2 and
ACCUSATIVE 1,

respectively. Based on evidence from both case marking and agreement

marking patterns, I also show that Wakhi case marking follows a nominative-accusative
system.
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2.1.

Overview: Case in Wakhi
Wakhi has been described as having "the most complex of the case systems found

in the Pamir group" (Payne 1980: 178). A quick overview of the literature shows this to
be true if for no other reason than that no two linguists describe the Wakhi case system
the same way. To begin with, Payne (1980: 178-179) states that most NPs possess both
absolute (i.e. NOMINATIVE) and oblique stems. He notes that in most cases the oblique
stem does not stand alone, but rather serves as the base for an additional, more specific
case marking suffix. Payne briefly mentions several other cases in passing, but since his
main concern is the overall case marking system, he spends most of his time discussing
and differentiating between the nominative and accusative, which he calls the oblique
(1980: 179).
Bashir (2009: 828) describes the Wakhi case system as having two main cases
plus three additional cases, one of which is marked only on pronouns. Bashir calls the
main cases DIRECT (DIR) and OBLIQUE (OBL). She further subdivides OBL into OBL1, which
is unmarked, and OBL2, which is marked and focused. Her additional cases are a
POSSESSIVE / GENITIVE
ABLATIVE / SOURCE

form glossed as POSS, a DATIVE / GOAL case (GL), and an

case (SRC). Bashir arranges these cases into a sort of layered structure

with different levels or strata of cases with Level 1 forming the base for Level 2 forms,
and Level 2 forms as the base for additional forms. In addition, she limits the cases that
can be marked on different types of NPs (no POSS on full NPs; no distinction between
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DIR, OBL1,

and OBL2 in pronouns other than 1SG and 2SG), thus effectively analyzing

Wakhi as having an ASYMMETRICAL case marking system (Bashir 2009: 828-829). 28
In one of the earliest published works on Wakhi, Lorimer (1958: 97) notes that
four cases can be observed on nouns via morphology: nominative, general oblique
(accusative), dative, and genitive-ablative. He adds genitive as a distinct case on the basis
of attributive genitive forms found in first and second person pronouns. In addition, he
notes the presence of a transitive nominative case that is distinct from the nominative but
identical in marking to the accusative (Lorimer 1958: 97).
Based on data collected during my fieldwork, I propose that Wakhi has six main
cases: nominative, accusative, dative, genitive, ablative, and vocative. In addition, I
propose two new cases, a second accusative and a second genitive, for a total of eight
cases in Wakhi. My data concurs with Lorimer's (1958) in that four of these cases can be
distinguished by unique morphological marking in the form of suffixes; however, I posit
that the default cases in terms of morphological marking (or lack thereof) are the
nominative, accusative 2, dative, and genitive 2. While the ablative and vocative in most
instances are syncretic with the genitive 2 and accusative 1, respectively, I believe that
the circumstances in which they are used and the additional markers (such as
prepositions) that are used with them (particularly the ablative) distinguish them as
distinct cases in their own right. I analyze the "transitive nominative" (Lorimer 1958: 97),

28

In an asymmetrical case marking system, different classes of nominals are marked for different cases,
resulting in different, class-specific case inventories (Iggesen 2013a). For example, English exhibits
asymmetrical case marking because pronouns are marked for case, but nouns are not.
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also called the oblique subject construction (Payne 1980: 180-181), as differential subject
marking (DSM) and address it in Chapter 4.
2.2.

Grammatical Cases
Wakhi cases can be classified as either GRAMMATICAL CASES or SEMANTIC CASES.

Grammatical cases are those used to encode the core arguments of the predicate, whereas
semantic cases encode possessors, oblique arguments, and / or adjuncts (Blake 2001: 31).
In Wakhi, the nominative, accusative, and dative cases mark the core arguments (subject,
object, and secondary object, respectively) of the predicate and thus are grammatical
cases. In §2.2.1 – §2.2.3, I describe the form of the case marker and the distribution of the
case for the three types of grammatical cases in Wakhi.
Nominative
Nominative is the name traditionally given to the case used to mark the subject of
the sentence, whether that be S or A. Cross-linguistically, the nominative case is often
(although not always) unmarked, which makes sense given that it usually represents the
most basic or citation form of a noun. In Wakhi, nominative case is unmarked and can fill
the role of subject regardless of the transitivity of the verb. This is apparent in the
examples below, where kaʂ 'boy' functions as the S of a one-place predicate (25) and as
the A of a two-place predicate (26) or a three-place predicate (27). Note that because the
nominative is the default, unmarked case, I have chosen not to gloss nominative nouns as
such but to leave them unmarked unless it is necessary to distinguish the nominative from
another case.
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(25) jɑn

ət

jəm

ðəʂ

wəz-di.

then and

kɑʂ

boy late

DEM1

rɑŋg

ət

color and

jəm

kɑʂ, didiʝ-d=əv

DEM1

boy see-PST=3PL.SAGR

ki

jəm

COMP DEM1

come-PST

'Then (it was) this way and the boy, they saw that the boy came late.'
(26) jəm

DEM1

kɑʂ jəm

dəʃt,

jɑn

ɑmdəgɑr-i

boy 3SG.ACC1 hit.3SG.SAGR then each.other-ACC2

wədər-ən—

grab-3PL.SAGR

əm

DEM1

kɑʂ-ən

boy-GEN2 29

kərti— jəm

sweater

DEM1

ki

COMP

kərti=ʂ

sweater=IPFV

kɯ t͡ʃuʈ

all

torn

vit-k.

become-PRF

'The boy hit it, then when (they) gripped each other—the boy had a sweater—the
sweater got torn to shreds.'

(27) kɑʂ=əʂ

piʃ-ər

guʂt

rɑnd.

boy=IPFV cat-DAT meat.ACC1 give.3SG.SAGR

'The boy is giving the cat meat. / The boy is giving meat to the cat.'
As is the case with nominative nouns, nominative pronouns in Wakhi are also the
most basic, unmarked forms of their class. Nominative pronouns are used for the S of a
one-place predicate (28) and for the A of a two- or three-place predicate (29). Although I
do not gloss nominative nouns as such, I do gloss nominative case pronouns because I
find it helpful to distinguish not only the various first and second person forms, which
exhibit a significant amount of suppletion, 30 but also to distinguish between the functions

29

See §2.3.1 for a description of the two genitives in Wakhi.
1SG and 2SG pronouns exhibit suppletion in both plural and oblique forms (see fn. 34 on page 37
regarding my use of the term oblique) while also using some of the same case endings as nouns. See Table
6 on page 45 and Table 8 on page 56 for full pronoun paradigms.

30
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of the third person pronouns, which at times exhibit syncretism between the nominative
and ACC1 forms. 31
(28) wuz

rəçp-əm.

1SG.NOM sleep-1SG.SAGR
'I am sleeping.'

(29) jɑn

wuz=əm

ɑo

then 1SG.NOM=1SG.SAGR 3SG.GEN1

çɨ

kɑf,

t͡ʃuʈ-iv-i

DEM1-ACC2

t͡sərəng

how

kərt-i

piece-PL-ACC2 gather do-PST

fikər=əm

self.GEN1 palm.ACC1 thought=1SG.SAGR
jəm-i

d͡ʒɑm

kərt-i

do-PST

ki:

COMP

wuz

1SG.NOM

də

in

nev

now

gɔm-əm?

make-1SG.SAGR

'Then I gathered its [the broken plate's] pieces together in my hand, and (I)
thought: Now what should I do (for) this?' (7.3)

Wakhi does not have a distinct third person pronoun. The word that the majority
of Wakhi speakers produce when asked for such a pronoun or when translating from
another language into Wakhi is jɑo, as seen in (30). 32 This pronoun jɑo is one of three
demonstratives in Wakhi: jəm 'DEM1' (this), jɨt 'DEM2' (that), and jɑo 'DEM3' (that-far).
Although the far demonstrative is the one perhaps most typically thought of as
representing 3SG.NOM, any of the three forms can be used to refer to the third person, 33 as
the use of jəm 'DEM1' in (31) shows. The form chosen may have discourse as well as
deictic functions and is a topic for further research.

31

See §2.2.2 for a description of the two types of accusatives.
A native speaker of Wakhi used jao when asked to translate this sentence from Dari into Wakhi.
33
Wakhi is not unique in this respect. In a survey of 225 languages, 33 languages were found to use all of
the available demonstratives for the third person pronoun (Bhat 2013).
32
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(30) jɑo

t͡sə

3SG.NOM from

sɑ-v-ən

seb

dəʐ-di

2-PL-ABL apple.ACC1 take-PST

'He got an apple from you [PL].'
(31) jəm

rəʂt

3SG.NOM go.3SG.SAGR
'He goes to the forest.'

ɑ=d͡ʒɪŋgɑl.

EMPH=forest

It is important to note that the plural suffix used to inflect nominative case nouns
(and some pronouns) differs from that used in any of the oblique cases. 34 Consider the
plural nominative in (32) as opposed to the plural ablative in (33).
(32) piʃ-əʃ

rəçp-ən.

cat-PL sleep-3PL.SAGR
'The cats are sleeping.'

(33) ʃɑt͡ʃ t͡sə

piʃ-v-ən

mɔi

dəʐ-d.

dog from cat-PL-ABL fish.ACC1 take-PST
'The dog took the fish from the cats.'

In (32), the nominative subject of the sentence has been marked with the
nominative plural marker -(ə)ʃ 'PL'. However, the plural marker on the ablative in (33) is
not -(ə)ʃ but -v. As noted at the beginning of §2.1, several linguists have analyzed Wakhi
nouns as having two stems: a nominative stem and an oblique stem. However, a closer
look at examples such as (32) and (33) makes it clear that it is not a stem change, but
rather a different suffix, that is used in the oblique cases.

34
When I refer to the "oblique cases" here and throughout, I do so after the manner of the ancient Greeks,
who distinguished between the nominative and all the other cases by referring to the non-nominative cases
as the "oblique cases" (Blake 2001: 18-19, 30). This tradition had nothing to do with whether a case was
used to mark what is called an "oblique argument" in modern terminology, but rather with their
conceptualization of the nominative as standing upright with each successive case falling farther away from
that axis or ideal.
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The process described above takes place with second and third person pronouns
as well. In (34), below, a 2PL pronoun serves as the subject of the clause and thus appears
in the nominative case. However, the 2PL pronoun in (35) has been inflected for ACC2.
Just as in (33) above, the nominative plural suffix has been replaced with the oblique
plural marker -v preceding an oblique case marker (in this instance, ACC2).
(34) sɑiəʃ 35

ətʃk

mɑ-rək 36 mə-rɑnd-əv!

2PL.NOM none.EMPH 1SG-DAT

NEG.IMP-give-2PL.SAGR

[Daughter] 'Don't you guys give me anything at all!' (3.61)

(35) ji

nəfɑr

sɑ-v-i 37

win-d.

one person 2-PL-ACC2 see-3SG.SAGR

'Someone [lit., 'a person'] sees you [PL].'
Accusative
Accusative case typically "encode[s] the affected participant in a transitive
clause" (Kittilä & Malchukov 2009: 549). In other words, accusative case is used to mark
the P argument of a two-place predicate. The Wakhi accusative can be subdivided into
two distinct but related cases. The first of these accusative cases, which I call accusative
1 (ACC1), exhibits minimal marking. Singular nouns and 1PL and 3SG pronouns exhibit
syncretism with the nominative, 38 e.g. seb 'apple.ACC1' in (36), repeated from (30). First

35

Although the 2PL.NOM pronoun sɑiəʃ does exhibit the nominative plural suffix -(ə)ʃ, I choose to gloss this
pronoun as a portmanteau morpheme instead of as sɑi-əʃ '2-PL.NOM' in an effort to keep my glossing
conventions consistent across the nominal and pronominal paradigms.
36
Wakhi speakers sometimes replace the dative suffix -r with -rək. Thus far, I have not been able to
determine what difference, if any, exists between the two suffixes. For the time being, I treat them as being
in free variation with each other.
37
Where pronouns exhibit suppletive stems for oblique and / or plural forms, I choose to keep the stem
gloss as simple as possible instead of including information that is expressed through additional inflectional
morphology. I also try to keep the glosses for inflectional morphology as simple as possible. For example,
here in (35) I analyze the 2PL.ACC2 pronoun as sa-v-i '2-PL-ACC2' instead of as '2.OBL-PL.OBL-ACC2'.
38
See Table 6 on page 45 for a full pronominal paradigm.
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person singular and both second person pronouns have suppletive forms, while plural
nouns and 3PL pronouns are marked via the suffix -i. Examples of the 1SG.ACC1 and
2SG.ACC1 pronominal forms can be seen in (37) and (38), respectively. Sentence (39)
displays an example of a plural noun inflected for ACC1.
(36) jɑo

t͡sə

sɑ-v-ən

3SG.NOM from

seb

dəʐ-di

2-PL-ABL apple.ACC1 take-PST

'He got an apple from you [PL].'

(37) wɑxt-i

time-SPEC
dəʐ-di,

ki

COMP

ʂkən-i,

break-PST

də ʐɨ

ɑ=ðɑi

EMPH=man

ɑ=ji

EMPH=one

dɑst=i

mɑʐ

t͡ʃuʈ

piece

vɑit͡ʃ-i

jug-ACC2

dəʃ-ti,

take-PST on 1SG.GEN1 hand.ACC1=3SG.SAGR 1SG.ACC1 hit-PST
ʐɨ

1SG.GEN1

dɑst

hand

vit-i

wuçən.

become-PST blood

'When (it) broke, that guy took a piece of that jug and hit me on the hand, and my

hand started bleeding.' (21.10)
(38) wuz

1SG.NOM

tɑo

tɑnɔ ji

ʂpɯn-ər

rɑnd-əm.

2SG.ACC1 only one shepherd-DAT give-1SG.SAGR

[Mother] 'I will give you only to a shepherd.' (3.57)
(39) wuz

t͡sə

ɑilɔq-ən

rɑ

diɔr-v-i

1SG.NOM from summer.pasture-ABL down.to village-PL-ACC1
xɑm-əm.

descend-1SG.SAGR

'I am going down to the villages from the summer pasture.'
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(40) wuz

1SG.NOM

t͡sə

murɑbɑr-ən

tə kipkut

də tui

from Murabar-ABL to Kipkut.ACC1 at wedding.ACC1

wəzi-əm.

come-1SG.SAGR

'I am coming from Murabar to the wedding at Kipkut.'
As seen above in (39) and both instances in (40), ACC1 is used to mark the objects
of prepositions. It can optionally mark the primary object of a verb (as in (36) – (38)), or
it can also be used to mark 1SG and 2SG subjects in the past and perfect tenses, as
in (41). 39
(41) jɑn

jɑo=ʂ

then 1SG.NOM=IPFV

rəqɔsi
dance

ki

ɣɑ

COMP INTENS

xəʃrui bɑit
pretty

song

çɑt-i,

say-PST

mɑʐ=əʂ

1SG.ACC1=IPFV

kər-t.

do-PST

'Then when he was singing so beautifully, I danced.' (21.04)
The second accusative, which I call accusative 2 (ACC2), uses the ACC1 form of

both nouns and pronouns as its stem. This stem is then inflected with the suffix -i, which
is syncretic with the suffix used to mark 3PL pronouns and plural nouns for ACC1, as
described above. The result is that 3PL pronouns and plural nouns look identical in either
ACC1

or ACC2, whereas all other forms are distinct. For example, consider the singular

noun piʃ 'cat' inflected for ACC2 in (42) and the ACC2 form of the 1SG pronoun in (43).
Both of these singular forms are inflected with -i 'ACC2', whereas their ACC1 counterparts

39

ACC1 marking of pronominal subjects is called differential subject marking (DSM) and is the topic of
Chapter 4.
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(sentences (36) and (37), above) bear no inflectional marking. ACC2 is used solely to
mark the primary object of a verb; therefore, its uses are more limited than those of ACC1,
which include marking not just primary objects, but also objects of prepositions and some
pronominal subjects.
(42) kɑʂ=əʂ

piʃ-i

didiʝ-d

boy=IPFV cat-ACC2 see-3SG.SAGR

'The boy sees the cat.'
(43) ʐɨ

çɯi-əʃ

mɑʐ-i

win-ən.

1SG.GEN1 sister-PL 1SG-ACC2 see-3PL.SAGR

'My sisters see me.'

Different languages treat the objects of a three-place predicate in different ways.
For example, ancient Greek could sometimes use the accusative case to mark both objects
in a ditransitive clause (Blake 2001: 29). In Wakhi, only the more theme-like object, as
in (44), receives accusative case. Note that although both clauses in (44) have a theme as
object, the first (jɑoi) is marked for ACC2 while the second (xərɔk) is unmarked and is
therefore ACC1.
(44) wuz

jɑo-i

wəzm-əm

tɑ-r,

tu

mɑ-r

xərɔk

1SG.NOM 3SG-ACC2 bring-1SG.SAGR 2SG-DAT 2SG.NOM 1SG-DAT food.ACC1

rɑnd.

give.2SG.IMP

'I will bring it to you, and you give me food supplies.' (23.04)
Since the two accusative cases overlap in both form and function, it might be

tempting to analyze Wakhi as having only one accusative case. Under such an analysis,
any unmarked noun or 3SG pronoun would be considered nominative, and all nouns and
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pronouns marked with the suffix -i would be considered accusative. However, the
suppletive 1SG and second person forms (mɑʐ, tɑo, and sɑv, respectively) would be
problematic for two reasons: (1) they would fit neither the nominative nor the accusative
paradigms, and (2) if they are suppletive accusative forms, why can they be further
inflected with the accusative suffix -i as in (43)? I believe that these suppletive
pronominal forms and their ability to receive inflection are strong evidence of two
accusative cases that are more difficult to see in nouns and third person pronouns due to
the various syncretisms exhibited in those paradigms. 40
The overlap in the use of both accusatives to mark primary objects is a type of
non-canonical case called differential object marking (DOM). Differential object marking
is often conditioned by transitivity. Specific transitivity parameters (Hopper & Thompson
1980: 252) that commonly influence DOM are those that have to do with Oindividuation, such as animacy, definiteness, and specificity (Malchukov & de Swart
2009: 345).
Animacy is not a factor for DOM in Wakhi. In (37) and (43), above, the 1SG
pronoun was inflected for ACC1 and ACC2, respectively. Non-human animates can also be
marked for either of the accusative cases, as can be seen for ʝəɯ 'cow' in (45) and (46),
below. The same is true for inanimates: in (36) above, seb 'apple' is in ACC1; however,
in (47), below, ruʝn 'oil' takes ACC2 marking. Although animacy can therefore be ruled
out, further research is needed to determine whether specificity and / or definiteness are
relevant factors in conditioning DOM in Wakhi.

40

See Table 9 in §3.1.3 for a full paradigm of the noun kaʂ 'boy'.
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(45) rəʈ͡ʂ

go.2SG.IMP

ɑ=ʝəɯ

EMPH=cow.ACC1

'Go look for that cow.'
(46) jəm

kɑʂ

DEM1

ʂɑpt

wolf

boy
əm

DEM1

ki

COMP

ʂkurg.

search.2SG.IMP

rəʂt

tr-əm

ʂɑpt nɑg,

go.3SG.SAGR over.to-DEM1 wolf direction.ACC1

ʝəɯ-i

lət͡sər-t,

jɑn

cow-ACC2 leave-3SG.SAGR then

əm

DEM1

əm

DEM1

kɑʂ-i

boy-ACC1

wɨdər-t.

grab-3SG.SAGR

'When this boy went over in the direction of the wolf, the wolf left the cow and
then grabbed the boy.'
(47) xɑi,

INTERJ

wuz=əm

1SG.NOM=1SG.SAGR

ɑ=ruʝn-i

EMPH=oil-ACC2

[Mother] 'Well, I didn't spill that oil.' (4.27)

nə-ʝir-ɔv-di.

NEG-spill-TRANS-PST

Dative
In contrast to the other grammatical cases, the dative case defies a simple
definition. Even its status as a grammatical case must be determined on a languagespecific basis depending on whether it marks a core argument of a three-place predicate
or whether its use is restricted simply to marking oblique arguments. Cross-linguistically,
some of its most common uses are to mark "recipients, benefactive / malefactives,
experiencers, goals, and purposes" (Næss 2009: 572-573).
I noted in §2.2.2 that only one of the objects in a ditransitive clause is marked
with the accusative case in Wakhi. The other object, which usually bears the semantic
role of recipient, beneficiary, or goal, takes a different case marker: the dative
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suffix -(ə)r. Since this usage falls within the range of uses identified for the dative, and
since the object so marked is a core argument of the verb, 41 I classify the Wakhi dative as
one of the grammatical cases.
Sentence (48) contains a typical example of a dative encoding a beneficiary. The
argument marked for dative in (49) appears to be an experiencer that is a single object of
the verb disɔvdəm 'I showed', but in reality məʃqɔb 'plate' from the previous clause is the
stimulus and the second (primary) object, albeit a gapped one.
(48) kɑʂ=əʂ

piʃ-ər

guʂt

rɑnd.

boy=IPFV cat-DAT meat.ACC1 give.3SG.SAGR

'The boy is giving the cat meat. / The boy is giving meat to the cat.'
(49) jɑn

then

çɨ

ɑ=jəm

EMPH=DEM1

tɑt-ər

məʃqɔb=əm

wɔzəm-di də xun,

plate.ACC1=1SG.SAGR bring-PST

in

house.ACC1

disɔvd=əm.

self.GEN1 father-DAT show=1SG.SAGR

'Then (I) brought the plate into the house and showed my father.' (7.13)
The dative marker for pronouns is identical to that for nouns. The suppletive first
and second person pronoun forms to which it attaches are fairly predictable from the
accusative forms. An example of the dative form of a 2SG pronoun can be found in (50).

41

Although I currently consider dative-marked arguments to be core arguments, syntactic evidence is
needed to confirm this hypothesis.
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(50) e

VOC

ðɤʝd,

mɑʐ

tɑ-r

daughter 1SG.ACC1 2SG-DAT

rəʈ͡ʂ

jɑ

go.2SG.IMP

çɨ

DEM3

t͡sə

çɑt-i

ki:

say-PST

SBJV

mɔl-v-i

tu

2SG.NOM

COMP

ðit͡s.

self.GEN1 flock-PL-ACC2 milk.2SG.IMP

[Mother] 'Daughter, didn't I say to you that: You, go, milk those flocks of ours.'
(3.01)

The tables below display a summary of §2.2. Table 5 displays the suffixes for the
nominal case markers, while Table 6 displays the full inventory of pronouns for the
grammatical cases. Note that the three forms for the third person are the near, mid, and
far demonstratives, respectively.
Table 5: Grammatical case endings—nouns

SG

nominative

accusative 1

accusative 2

dative

-∅

-∅

-i

-(ə)r

-(ə)ʃ

PL

-i

-i

-ər

Table 6: Grammatical cases—pronouns
nominative
person
SG

PL

1

wuz

sɑk

2

tu

sɑiəʃ

accusative 1
3

jəm
jɨt

jɑo

jəməʃ
jɨtəʃ

jɑoəʃ

1

mɑʐ

sɑk

2

tɑo

sɑv

accusative 2
3

jəm
jɨt

jɑo

jəmvi
jɨtvi
jɑvi

1

mɑʐi

sɑki

2

tɑoi

sɑvi

dative
3

jəmi
jɨti

jɑoi

jəmvi
jɨtvi
jɑvi

1

mɑr

sɑkər

2

tɑr

sɑvər

3

jəmər
jɨtər
jɑr

jəmvər
jɨtvər
jɑvər
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2.3.

Semantic Cases
In §2.2 I described the three types of grammatical cases of Wakhi. The remaining

three types of cases, genitive, ablative, and vocative, mark possessors, oblique arguments,
and adjuncts, respectively, and thus fall into the category of semantic cases. In §2.3.1 –
§2.3.3 I describe the form of the case marker and the distribution of the case for each of
these semantic cases.
Genitive
The genitive case is most commonly used to indicate possession, and as such, it is
sometimes called "possessive case" instead of "genitive." The genitive can be used in
some languages to mark the S argument of specific verbs in so-called "quirky case"
constructions, while in others it may overlap with the dative (Blake 2001: 149). In
Wakhi, the genitive case applies strictly to possessors.
The Wakhi genitive can be subdivided into two distinct but related forms. For
lack of a better term, I call the first of these forms "genitive 1" (GEN1). 42 A GEN1 NP is
the possessor of the NP that it immediately precedes. The GEN1 lacks an overt marker on
nouns and on third person pronouns, as in (51) and (52), respectively. However, the first
and second person pronouns (both singular and plural) have suppletive forms to indicate
GEN1.

Example (53) contains an example of a 1PL.GEN1 pronoun.

(51) kɑʂ

tɑt

boy.GEN1 father
'the boy's father'

42

This genitive has also been called the "attributive genitive" (Lorimer 1958: 101).
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(52) jɑo

tɑt

3SG.GEN1 father

'his / her father'
(53) spɔ

tɑt

1PL.GEN1 father
'our father'

Wakhi has no verb meaning 'to have'. Instead, it uses a genitive + copula
construction, 43 known as the OBLIQUE POSSESSIVE (Stassen 2013), to communicate the
idea of possession expressed in other languages by the verb 'to have'. 44 This type of
genitive construction is not unique to Wakhi and can be found in other nearby languages,
such as Pashto and Urdu (Pate, p.c.). Blake (2001: 121) calls it the "adverbal genitive"
when describing its use in the Caucasian language Avar. In keeping with my naming of
GEN1,

I choose to call the genitive used in this type of construction "genitive 2" (GEN2).

The predicative genitive is marked on both nouns and pronouns with the suffix -(ə)n
'GEN2'. For nouns, the suffix attaches directly to the regular stem like any other case
marker (54). For pronouns, on the other hand, the GEN1 form functions as the stem to
which the GEN2 case marker attaches (55). 45
(54) piʃ-ən

mɔi

cat-GEN2 fish

təi.
be

'The cat has a fish.'

43
The copula may be omitted without affecting either the grammaticality or the meaning of the clause since
Wakhi regularly allows for zero-copula constructions.
44
Lorimer (1958: 105) calls this genitive the "predicative genitive."
45
This is true for all pronouns except 3PL pronouns. There is only a single 3PL.GEN1 form, jav, while
3PL.GEN2 has three forms that use the nominative demonstratives as stems.
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(55) ji

çui

ʐɨn

də gɔzxun.

one sister 1SG.GEN2 in Gazkhan
'I have a sister in Gazkhan.'

For simplicity's sake, I choose to gloss pronouns inflected for GEN2 as
portmanteau morphemes, as in (55) above. One of the reasons behind this choice is that
occasional pronouns, such as the 2SG pronoun in (56), appear to be doubly inflected for
GEN2—that

is, the usual GEN2 form, consisting of the GEN1 stem + GEN2 marker, has

what appears to be yet another instance of the GEN2 marker suffixed to it. According to
Bashir (2009: 831), such forms display not two instances of the GEN2, but the ablative
case marker attached to the genitive. Under her analysis, then, this type of construction
appears to be something akin to case stacking.
(56) tin-ən

2SG.GEN2-GEN2

kɑmpjutɑr (təi)
computer (be)

'You have a computer.'

Alternatively, what appears to be double inflection / case stacking could have a
simple phonological explanation. If the underlying form of the GEN2 suffix were taken to
be -ən, attaching this suffix to the GEN1 stem would result in word forms such as ti-ən
'2SG-GEN2'. One of two potential phonological processes could then apply to simplify the
vowel cluster in the middle of the word: (1) the shwa could elide, producing the surface
form tin as in (57); or (2) a copy of the final consonant n could epenthesize between the
final vowel of the stem and the initial shwa of the case suffix to produce the form tinən.
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Both of these processes are productive in Wakhi, and the resulting forms appear to be in
free variation. 46
(57) sɔd͡ʒiq,

chewing.gum

tɑ-r

xɑi,

INTERJ

tin

2SG.GEN

pɑisɑ;

money

pɑisɑ

rɑnd,

wuz

money.ACC1 give.2SG.IMP 1SG.NOM

wəzm-əm.

2SG-DAT bring-1SG.SAGR

[Boy 1] 'Chewing gum, well, you have money; give (me) money, and I'll bring it
to you.' (5.14)
Ablative
Cross-linguistically, ablative is often described as a local case because its

functions can include marking certain locative adjuncts of the verb, primarily source.
However, marking locatives is not its only function. Ablative can be used to mark a
number of semantic roles in addition to location. For example, the Latin ablative has
traditionally been described as marking separation, instrumental, and locative, with
separation being further subdivided into source, origin, 47 and comparison (Blake 2001: 6,
34-35).
Ablative case marking in Wakhi occurs primarily on the objects of certain
prepositions. The prepositions that take ablative objects express many of the same
functions associated with ablative case in other languages. For example, the preposition
tsə 'from' always governs an ablative object and exhibits the same separation functions as

The same processes apply to the 1SG.GEN2 pronoun, which can appear as either ʐɨn (cf. (55)) or ʐɨnən
(cf. (62)).
47
Blake (2001: 35) uses source to refer to a location (e.g. "I return from Athens"), whereas origin refers to
composition or parentage, as in "born of excellent parentage."
46
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Latin. The preposition də has a variety of meanings, most of which govern an ACC1
object; however, when də means 'with', it requires an ablative object and marks
instrument and accompaniment.
The following examples display several of the functions of prepositional phrases
that have ablative objects. An example of the tsə + ablative PP of origin can be seen
in (58). Example (59) exhibits two instances of the ablative, in each of which the
preposition tsə 'from' has a different function—the first instance in tsə xunən 'from the
house' is an example of an ablative object of tsə in its source function, while the second
instance in a=dəm tʃiz ʂçɨnən 'with that thing' is an example of an ablative object of də in
its accompaniment function. Example (60) is also an example of a tsə + ablative PP of
source, but marked on the 2SG pronoun instead of a noun.
(58) sɑpt

t͡sə

basket from

t͡ʃɨɣ-ən

d͡ʒir

wɔst.

reed-ABL ready become.3SG.SAGR

'Baskets are made from reeds.'
(59) ki

COMP

ðəʂ wizit,

late come.3SG.SAGR from

ʂɑpt

ɑ=d=əm

ʝəɯ

ʂçɨn,

wolf

t͡sə

EMPH=with=DEM1

cow.GEN1

presence.ACC1

xun-ən

house-ABL

t͡ʃiz

thing.GEN1
jɑ

DEM3

kɑʂ

boy

wəzi-ən

come-3PL.SAGR

ʂçɨn-ən,

presence-ABL
dr=əm

ki

jəm

COMP DEM1

ɑ=d=əm

EMPH=at=DEM1

zuf

at=DEM1.ACC1 faint

kər-k.

do-PRF

'When (he) came late, (they) came from the house such that the wolf was with that
thing—with that cow—and the boy had fainted there.'
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(60) jɑn

then

tu,

ɑ=ʐɨ

EMPH=GEN1

be.PST

dəstkɑol=əv

t͡sə

purse.ACC1=3PL.SAGR from

tɑo-ən

zə-t

2SG.ACC1-ABL grab-PST

ɔxer.
end

'Then (they) grabbed my purse from you, eventually.' (10.09)
As is evident in all three of the examples above, the ablative marker for both
nouns and pronouns in Wakhi is the suffix -ən 'ABL'. At first blush, this looks identical to
the GEN2 marker and must lead to the question, "Is ablative truly distinct from GEN2 in
Wakhi?" I believe that the answer to this question is "Yes," for two reasons.
First, the distinction between ablative and GEN2 is clear in the first and second
person pronominal forms. As mentioned in §2.3.1, the GEN2 case marker affixes to the
GEN1

stem. However, for the ablative, the ACC1 form functions as the stem to which the

case marker attaches. Compare the ablative form of the 2SG pronoun in (60) to the GEN2
form of the same pronoun in (61). 48 The same alternation in stem can be seen in the
1SG.GEN2 pronoun ʐɨnən and the 1SG.ABL pronoun maʐən in (62) and (63), respectively.
(61) ti-nən

kɑmpjutɑr

2SG.GEN1-GEN2 computer
'You have a computer.'

48

(təi)
(be)

The stems for the ablative and GEN2 pronouns are glossed ACC1 and GEN1 in (60) – (63) for the sake of
clarity. Elsewhere, I do not gloss the inherent case of an inflected pronominal form.
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(62) jɑn=ət

mɑ-r

çɑt-i

then=2SG.SAGR 2SG-DAT
tʃiz

say-PST

ki:

COMP

xɑi,

INTERJ

ʐɨn-ən

ji

1SG.GEN1-GEN2 one

təi.

thing be

'Then you said to me that: Well, I have one thing.' (23.03)
(63) jɑn=i

wəz-di

then=3SG.SAGR come-PST

də

mɑʐ-ən=i

ɣɔlmɑɣɔl

with 1SG.ACC-ABL=3SG.SAGR argument

'Then he came and argued with me.' (21.06)

kər-ti.

do-PST

Second, the ablative is usually (although not always) governed by a preposition,
while the genitive is never governed by a preposition. Each instance of the ablative in the
examples above is governed by a preposition: tsə 'from' in (58), (60), and the first
instance in (59), and də 'with' in the second instance in (59). Instances of the ablative
without a governing preposition, such as that in (64), below, are fairly rare (most likely a
rapid speech phenomenon). Thus, based on the difference in stems and the governing
requirement, I analyze the ablative as distinct from GEN2 even though the markers for the
two cases are syncretic.
(64) jɑn

t͡ʃiz

then what

vit-k—

become-PRF

ɑ=ji

EMPH=one

ʝəɯ-ən

nəʂ-ətk.

cow-ABL lost-PRF

'Then what happened—one of the cows got lost.' 49
Vocative

Vocative is the case of direct address. Both Blake (2001: 8) and Daniel & Spencer
(2009: 627) note that the vocative is unique and thus is not always included as a case.

49

I interpret the bare ablative in this sentence as if the preposition tsə 'from' has been elided because it
otherwise resembles the partitive use of tsə + ablative phrases, e.g. jiu tsə savən 'one of you [PL]'.
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Iggesen (2013b) does not count vocative as a case at all since, even though it is
sometimes marked via morphological means, it does not serve a syntactic purpose within
a clause. For example, the vocative is not a dependent—its case is not assigned by
another word, such as a predicate or a preposition. Nor is it an integral part of a clause;
rather, it stands outside a clause as an adjunct, usually coming before (but sometimes
after) a statement to gain the addressee's attention (Blake 2001: 8).
Although every language typically has some method of directly addressing a
listener, not all languages have a distinct vocative case. Many languages use simply the
nominative form of the noun for direct address. In such instances, the language may be
said to have a vocative form but not a vocative case. In other languages, the vocative may
be included as a member of the case system when distinguished by a specific
morphological case marker that attaches to the NP, or it may be marked via a particle,
among other strategies. When the vocative is marked by a particle, the particle most often
appears before the NP (Daniel & Spencer 2009: 626-627, 630).
Although the nominative can be used for direct address in Wakhi, the two latter
strategies, a morphological case marker and a vocative particle, are both more common.
The vocative case marker -i 'VOC' is syncretic with the ACC1 case marker, but its usage as
a form of direct address without a governor clearly distinguishes it from the accusative
case. The example in (65) displays the vocative marker attached to a personal name,
while (66) provides an example of both the vocative particle and the vocative inflectional
suffix being used simultaneously.
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(65) Mʊqɑdɑs-i

Moqɑdɑs-VOC
'O Moqadas!'

(66) e

VOC

zɑ-v-i,

child-PL-VOC

ʃɑk

bad

jɑrk

work

'Hey children, don't misbehave!'

mə-t͡sɑr-əv!

NEG.IMP-do-2PL.SAGR

A more curious instance of the vocative suffix appears in (67). At first glance, it
could appear that the adjective aziz 'dear' exhibits concord with its head noun ʃɔgərdvi
'students'. However, the -i suffix attached to the head noun is not the vocative; rather, it is
an example of the Persian ezafe particle, which connects nouns to their following
adjectival modifiers and is occasionally borrowed into Wakhi. When the ezafe particle is
used, the noun and adjective in a phrase are reversed from their usual (ADJ N) order, as
is the case here. This borrowed NP construction is not too unusual due to contact with
Dari, the language of wider communication (LWC). Neither is the presence of a case
marker (the actual vocative marker in this phrase) at the end of an NP unusual—this is
common throughout Wakhi and is evidence that the Wakhi case markers are actually
phrasal affixes instead of simple suffixes. 50 What is unusual is the number agreement
exhibited by the presence of the oblique plural suffix on the adjective. 51 This particular
phrase is the only example I have encountered so far in which an adjective agrees with its
head noun in number. This is certainly a matter for further research, but unless other

50

A phrasal affix is a type of simple clitic. Since Wakhi NPs are head-final in native constructions, and
since the case markers therefore always attach to the head noun, I have (so far) chosen to mark the case
endings as suffixes instead of clitics for simplicity’s sake.
51
Recall from §1.2.2 that adjectives do not agree with their head noun in either number or case.
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examples surface, it will be impossible to determine with any certainty what is causing
this otherwise unattested concord between a head noun and its dependent.
(67) ʃɔgərd-v-i

ɑziz-v-i

student-PL-EZ

'dear students'

dear-PL-VOC

The most common of the vocative strategies in Wakhi is the use of the prenominal
particle e 'VOC'. This strategy is probably to some degree less formal than the other
strategies, most often being used with kinship terms or basic person classifiers, such as
'boy' (seen below in (68)), 'daughter', 'man', etc.
(68) e

VOC

ʝir-di,

kɑ,

ne,

boy

no

ne,

no

w-ɔlɔ

INTERJ-God

ʐɨ

ʝuz,

ʐɨ

ʝuz

1SG.GEN1 firewood 1SG.GEN1 firewood

kɯ.

spill-PST all

[Boy 1] 'Dude, no, no, oh God, my firewood—my firewood spilled, all of it!'

(5.30)

All of the vocative examples given here are nouns. I have yet to discover a
pronoun marked for vocative case using either a suffix or a particle. This does not
necessarily mean that pronouns cannot be marked for vocative in some way—consider
the English "Hey, you!" I would surmise that, if any Wakhi pronouns can be marked for
vocative, it would be the second person pronouns since second person is the SPEECH ACT
PARTICIPANT

(SAP) most commonly addressed in dialogue (oneself not usually being a

candidate for direct address except under special circumstances).
In §2.3, I have overviewed the semantic cases in Wakhi. I have discussed the
division of the genitive into two subcases and demonstrated that the ablative is indeed
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distinct from GEN2 despite sharing the same case marking suffix. I have also shown
examples of the suffix and the particle that can be used to mark the vocative. The tables
below summarize this information. Table 7 displays the case markers used on nouns,
while Table 8 displays the pronominal forms in the semantic cases.
Table 7: Semantic case endings—nouns

SG

genitive 1

genitive 2

ablative

vocative

-∅

-(ə)n

-(ə)n

-i

-i

PL

-ən

-ən

-i

Table 8: Semantic cases—pronouns
genitive 1
person
SG

PL

1

ʐɨ

spɔ

2

ti

sɑv

genitive 2

ablative

3

1

2

3

jɨt

ʐɨnən

tinən

jɨtən

jəm
jɑo
jɑv

ʐɨn,

spɔtsən

tin,

sɑvən

jəmən
jɑoən

jəmvən
jɨtvən
jɑvən

2.4.

1

mɑʐən

sɑkən

2

tɑoən

sɑvən

3

jəmən
jɨtən

jɑoən

jəmvən
jɨtvən
jɑvən

Case Marking System and Alignment
Chapter 50 of The World Atlas of Language Structures Online discusses the

difference between CASE SYMMETRICAL and CASE ASYMMETRICAL languages. A case
symmetrical language is defined as "exhibiting identical sets of case categories for all
nominals" (Iggesen 2013a). In contrast, case asymmetrical languages are more selective
in choosing which types of nominals are eligible to be marked for certain cases. Thus,
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some subsets of nominals may be marked for either additional or fewer cases than other
nominals in the same language (Iggesen 2013a).
In §2.2 and §2.3, I outlined the eight cases of Wakhi, described their
morphological markers, and demonstrated how they are canonically used. In the
discussion of each case, I included examples for both the case marking on nouns and the
case forms / marking of pronouns, thus demonstrating that every case except the vocative
is consistently distinguished across NP types. 52 Vocative aside, 53 the Wakhi case system
can therefore be classified as case symmetrical.
In addition to symmetry / asymmetry, another important typological classification
for a language is the type of case ALIGNMENT it exhibits. Bickel and Nichols (2009: 305)
define alignment as "the identical vs. distinct coding or treatment or behaviour of
argument roles that are different at some other level or in some other part of the
grammar." To put it more simply, "The term alignment may be intuitively understood as
reflecting how the two arguments of the transitive verb, the agentive argument (A) and
the more patient-like argument (P), align with the sole argument of the intransitive verb,
the S" (Siewierska 2013). Determining the alignment of a language allows us to classify
it as being nominative / accusative, ergative / absolutive, tripartite, etc. Wakhi very
clearly follows a nominative / accusative (or simply accusative) alignment system in both
its case marking and its subject agreement marking, as I demonstrate in §2.4.1 – §2.4.2.

52

Note that for case symmetrical languages, it is whether case marking is consistent across nominals that
matters, not whether the case markers are identical for all nominals.
53
I discount the vocative where case symmetry is concerned since, as briefly discussed at the beginning
§2.3.3, it tends to be marginal compared to the other cases.
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Evidence from case marking
In an accusative alignment system, the S and A arguments are treated the same
(Siewierska 2013). In a case language, this equates to S and A being marked with the
same case, which is usually called nominative as noted in §2.2.1. Examples (69) – (70),
repeated from (25) – (26), show kaʂ 'boy' occurring as the S of an intransitive clause (69)
and the A of a transitive clause (70). In contrast, when kaʂ serves as the P of a transitive
clause in (71), it is marked for accusative case (specifically, ACC2).
(69) jɑn

ət

jəm

ðəʂ

wəz-di.

then and

kɑʂ

boy late

DEM1

rɑŋg

ət

color and

jəm

DEM1

kɑʂ— didiʝ-d=əv
boy

see-PST=3PL.SAGR

ki

jəm

COMP DEM1

come-PST

'Then (it was) this way and the boy, they saw that the boy came late.'
(70) jəm

DEM1

kɑʂ jəm

dəʃt,

boy 3SG.ACC1 hit.3SG.SAGR

wədər-ən—

grab-3PL.SAGR

əm

DEM1

kɑʂ-ən

jɑn

then

ɑmdəgɑr-i

each.other-ACC2

kərti— jəm

boy-GEN2 sweater

DEM1

kərti=ʂ

ki

COMP

sweater=IPFV

kɯ t͡ʃuʈ

all

torn

vit-k.

become-PRF

'The boy hit it, then when (they) gripped each other—the boy had a sweater—the
sweater got torn to shreds.'

(71) jɑn

then

jəm

DEM1

kɑʂ-i

ʒərɑm-d.

boy-ACC2 gnaw-3SG.SAGR

'Then (it [wolf]) gnawed on the boy.'
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In each of the above examples, the subject occurs in the nominative case
regardless of whether it is S or A. This case marking is not unique to nouns; the same
behavior is exhibited on pronouns in examples (72) and (73), below. The subject pronoun
wuz '1SG.NOM' in (72) is the S of the intransitive verb rəçpɑk 'to sleep'. In (73), wuz
functions as the A of the transitive verb ʂəriʂ diŋgɑk 'to glue', whereas the second
pronoun jəm-i '3SG-ACC2' is the P of the same verb and is marked for ACC2.
(72) wuz

1SG.NOM

rəçp-əm.

sleep-1SG.SAGR

'I am sleeping.'
(73) jɑn=əm,

xɑi,

fikər

then=1SG.SAGR well thought
jəm-i

3SG-ACC2

ʂəriʂ
glue

kərt-i

do-PST

ki:

jəm,

COMP DEM3

bɔjɑd

should

wuz

1SG.NOM

dim-əm.

hit-1SG.SAGR

'Then, well, (I) thought that: As for this, I should glue it.' (7.04)
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, Wakhi exhibited ergativity (possibly tense-

conditioned split ergativity) at an earlier period. If it were still a split-ergative language,
the use of the nominative case for NP subjects would be restricted to the nonpast tense.
However, this is not the case. Whether nouns or pronouns, NP subjects take the
nominative case in other tenses / aspects. For example, in (74) the nominative pronoun
wuz '1SG.NOM' serves as the subject of the past tense verb rɤʝdi 'went', while in (75) the
nominative ʂapt 'wolf' serves as the subject of the present perfect jitk 'has eaten'. 54

54

In the past or perfect tenses, 1SG and 2SG pronominal subjects sometimes appear in ACC1. See Chapter 4
for a discussion of why this phenomenon is not evidence for an ergative system, but rather for differential
subject marking (DSM).
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(74) wuz=əm

rɤʝ-di

də dukɔn,

ji

ʂəriʂ=əm

1SG.NOM=1SG.SAGR go-PST to store.ACC1 one glue.ACC1=1SG.SAGR

dəʐd-i,

wɔzəm-d=əm.

take-PST bring-PST=1SG.SAGR

'I went to the store, got a glue, and brought (it).' (7.05)
(75) ki

COMP

ji

one

nɑʝd

wɔst,

night become.3SG.SAGR
ʝəɯ-i

cow-ACC2

wudg

today

jit-k,

jəm

rəʂt-i

3SG.NOM go.3SG.SAGR-SPEC

ki

COMP

ʂɑpt

wolf

nəi?

eat-PRF no

'When night fell, he went such that [he saw] a wolf ate a cow today, no?'
In this section I have demonstrated that S and A arguments in Wakhi take the
nominative case, regardless of NP type (noun or pronoun) or tense / aspect. Thus, Wakhi
follows an accusative case system.
Evidence from agreement
Although case marking is a good place to start when determining the case
alignment of a language, looking only at case marking provides an incomplete picture.
Analyzing the verbal agreement marking patterns of a language can help fill out this
picture and lead to a more accurate and complete understanding of its alignment.
In the nonpast tense, obligatory suffixes are used to inflect all Wakhi verbs except
the copula for subject agreement (SanGregory 2015: 3). 55 Verbs always agree with their
subjects in person and number, regardless of whether that subject is the S of an

55

The Wakhi copula təi ‘be’ is irregular and is uninflected for subject agreement except in the subjunctive
mood (SanGregory 2015: 3).
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intransitive clause (76) or the A of a transitive clause (77) (second verb). In addition,
verbs are inflected for subject agreement regardless of the type of their subject NP. Thus
subject agreement is marked when the subject is a pronoun, as in (76); a noun, as in both
instances in (77); or a null (pro-drop), as in (78).
(76) jəm

rəʂt

3SG.NOM go.3SG.SAGR

'He went to the forest.' 56
(77) jəm

kɑʂ

DEM1

ʂɑpt

wolf

boy
əm

DEM1

ki

COMP

ʝəɯ-i

ɑ=d͡ʒɪŋgɑl.

EMPH=forest

rəʂt

tr-əm

ʂɑpt nɑg,

go.3SG.SAGR over.to-DEM1 wolf direction.ACC1

cow-ACC2

lət͡sər-t,

leave-3SG.SAGR

jɑn

then

əm

DEM1

əm

DEM1

kɑʂ-i

boy-ACC2

wɨdər-t.

grab-3SG.SAGR

'When this boy went over in the direction of the wolf, the wolf left the cow and
then grabbed the boy.'
(78) jɑn

then

jəm

DEM1

kɑʂ-i

ʒərɑm-d.

boy-ACC2 gnaw-3SG.SAGR

'Then (it) gnawed on the boy.'

When Wakhi verbs are inflected for the past or perfect tenses, they are uninflected
for subject agreement. However, Wakhi has a full set of optional clitics that are used to
indicate subject agreement, not only in these tenses, but also in any other instance where
a predicate is uninflected for subject agreement (copula, verbless clauses) (SanGregory

56

Although the original Wakhi verb is in fact nonpast, as can be seen by the lack of tense marking in the
gloss, the free translation for this and other verbs in this section are in the past tense in English. This
change in tense was made for the sake of naturalness in the free translations.
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2015: 3-5). As was the case with the subject agreement suffixes, clitics mark agreement
with both S (79) and A (80), but never P.
(79) wuz=əm

nɑod-i.

1SG.NOM=1SG.SAGR cry-PST
'I cried.'

(80) jɑn

then
tu,

ɑ=ʐɨ

EMPH=1SG.GEN1

be.PST

dəstkɑol=əv

t͡sə

purse.ACC1=3PL.SAGR from

tɑo-ən

zə-t

2SG-ABL grab-PST

ɔxer.
end

'Then (they) grabbed my purse from you, eventually.' (10.09)
In this section, I have given evidence that the Wakhi S and A are treated the same
in regards to agreement marking, whether that agreement marking be inflectional suffixes
or clitics. This equality of treatment is also found in case marking, as I described in
§2.4.1. The consistent similar treatment of S and A leads me to conclude that Wakhi
solidly follows an accusative alignment pattern.
2.5.

Conclusion
Wakhi is a case symmetrical language that exhibits six main cases: nominative,

accusative, dative, genitive, ablative, and vocative. The accusative can be can be further
divided into two subcases, ACC1 and ACC2, based on both form and function. The same is
true for the genitive, producing GEN1 and GEN2. Based on consistent evidence from both
case marking and agreement marking patterns, Wakhi is an accusative-aligned language.

3. EVALUATING CANONICITY IN CASE
The most traditional way of looking at case is to describe the morphological,
syntactic, and semantic features of the cases in a given language, as I have done in
Chapter 2. Such an approach gives a picture of the case system as it is used in natural
language, which is typically the goal of descriptive linguistic efforts. However, Corbett
suggests that another approach can also be valuable when analyzing case: "In trying to
get a new view of this complex phenomenon we may take a 'canonical' approach. We
extrapolate from what there is to what there might be. And within that scheme of
theoretical possibilities we can situate the real instances we have found" (2008: 3).
CANONICAL case refers to the typical or standard ways of using and marking case crosslinguistically, while cases that are atypical or that deviate from the norm in some respect
can be described as being NON-CANONICAL.
Corbett's (2008) canonical approach defines what the ideal, fully canonical case
should look like. He cheerfully admits that fully canonical cases are rare in the languages
of the world, but he is not daunted; rather, he enthusiastically takes up the challenge of
defining canonicity so that he can determine how the cases of a given language (in this
case, Russian), measure up to the standard. However, comparison to the ideal is only one
of the benefits of the canonical approach: evaluating the relative canonicity of a
language's cases allows for comparison to other languages as well as comparison within a
language to see how canonical its various cases are in respect to each other. As Corbett
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demonstrates with Russian, language-internal classification and comparison can be useful
when trying to determine whether certain morphological marking patterns truly qualify as
cases or not.
In this chapter, I first give a brief overview of Corbett's (2008) approach for
evaluating the canonicity of case. In §3.2 – §3.9, I apply this method to each of the
Wakhi cases in turn to determine how canonical they are. I conclude in §3.10 by
summarizing my efforts, comparing the Wakhi cases to one another in terms of
canonicity, and ranking the canonicity of each case quantitatively.
3.1.

Overview: Determining Canonicity
Corbett (2008) lays out a very well-delineated method for evaluating the

canonicity of a case. This method comprises three overarching principles and ten criteria
that he uses to assess the canonicity of case as a "gradient phenomen[on]" (2008: 4)
rather than as a black-and-white feature. I list and briefly describe Corbett's principles
and criteria below in §3.1.1 – §3.1.3. For a full explanation, see Corbett (2008: 6-14).
Corbett's Principle I
Corbett's Principle I says, "Features and their values are clearly distinguished by
formal means" (2008: 6). According to Corbett, "clearly distinguished" as applied to case
means having "a transparent and regular mapping from form to function" (2008: 7). In
other words, there must be consistent evidence for the case. Criteria 1-4 specify what
kind of evidence must be distinguishable in order for a case to be classified as canonical.
Criterion 1: Canonical features and their values have a dedicated form (are
'autonomous'). (Corbett 2008: 7)
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In the ideal, or canonical situation, we would find a one-to-one correspondence
between function and form. That is, one marker or form would be used to indicate one
and only one case value, and that case value would be represented by only one
morphological form (Corbett 2008: 7). For example, in Wakhi the dative is fully
canonical in this respect: any noun or pronoun inflected with the suffix -(ə)r can only be
dative, and the dative cannot be indicated by any other morphological means (cf. §2.2.3).
Criterion 2: Canonical features and their values are uniquely distinguishable
across other logically compatible features and their values. (Corbett 2008: 8)
For a case to be canonical, it must be exhibited consistently not just across other
features (e.g. gender, number), but also across the values of those features (e.g. singular
and plural). Agglutination is canonical as long as the case value can be distinguished
consistently and independently. On the other hand, cumulation (the phenomenon found
when a single morpheme expresses multiple features, such as case and number) is judged
to be non-canonical (Corbett 2008: 15). If a given case were to be distinguishable only
for a certain gender or number, that case would be judged to be less than fully canonical
(Corbett 2008: 8).
Criterion 3: Canonical features and their values are distinguished consistently
across relevant word classes. (Corbett 2008: 8)
Cross-linguistically, numerous word classes hold the potential for marking case:
nouns, pronouns, adjectives, and determiners are some of the prime candidates.
According to this criterion, a language that marks case on three of these word classes is
more canonical than a language that marks case on only one word class. For example,
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English is highly non-canonical according to criterion 3 because case can only be
distinguished on pronouns (Corbett 2008: 8).
Criterion 4: Canonical features and their values are distinguished consistently
across lexemes within relevant word classes. (Corbett 2008: 8)
Criterion 4 brooks no exceptions: for a case to be fully canonical, it must be
exhibited by all members of the word class (e.g. all nouns). This criterion does not
require that the case marker itself be consistent (that is the purview of criterion 1), but
simply that the case be marked in some way for all lexemes within the word class.
Deviations from the norm may occur either as under-differentiation (e.g. a class of
uninflectable words) or over-differentiation (e.g. a subclass of adjectives that exhibits
concord with their head noun when most adjectives do not exhibit case) (Corbett 2008:
8-10).
Corbett's Principle II
"The use of canonical morphosyntactic features and their values is determined by
simple syntactic rules" (Corbet 2008: 10). The main idea behind this principle is that "the
rules of syntax do not have access to purely morphological features, such as inflectional
class" (Corbett 2008: 10). Criteria 5-10 have to do with the syntax-morphology interface
and thus fall under Principle II.
Criterion 5: The use of canonical morphosyntactic features and their values is
obligatory. (Corbett 2008: 10)
This criterion does not allow for optionality in case marking. For a case to be
canonical, it must be used whenever it would typically be required by the context,
whether that requirement be syntactic or semantic. According to Corbett, "Any noun
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must be in some case, and so if there is a nominal form with no overt marker, this will
still be interpreted as having a specific case value (the particular value will depend on the
paradigm). . . . The bare stem will not be interpreted as being outside the case system"
(2008: 11). Thus, an uninflected form is assumed to have a default case rather than no
case at all (Corbett 2008: 10-11). For Wakhi, an unmarked singular noun or 3SG pronoun
may be assigned nominative, ACC1, or GEN1 depending on the context. Syncretism in the
1PL pronoun sak means an unmarked form may be either nominative or ACC1. 57
However, I consider the nominative to be the default case, so any other form that is
syncretic with the nominative is non-canonical in respect to autonomy (criterion 1).
Criterion 6: Canonical use of morphosyntactic features and their values does not
admit syntactic conditions. (Corbett 2008: 12)
The key to criterion 6 is that there be "no additional syntactic conditions"
(Corbett 2008: 12), since some cases (i.e. the grammatical cases) by definition are
controlled by a syntactic rule. Additional syntactic conditions that would make a case
non-canonical could include word order and negation, among others (Corbett 2008: 12).
Criterion 7: Canonical use of morphosyntactic features and their values does not
admit semantic conditions. (Corbett 2008: 12)
In Wakhi, certain predicates may select an object in a case other than accusative
depending on the intended meaning (cf. §3.5). Differential subject marking in Wakhi is
conditioned by the semantics of emphasis (§4.5), while differential object marking is
likely conditioned by transitivity parameters such as specificity and / or definiteness. All

57

See the tables on pages 45 and 56 for pronominal case marking paradigms. A full nominal paradigm can
be found in Table 9 at the end of this section.
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of these conditions are semantic in nature and thus cause the cases involved to be noncanonical to some degree (Corbett 2008: 12).
Criterion 8: Canonical use of morphosyntactic features and their values does not
admit lexical conditions from the target (governee). (Corbett 2008: 12)
If the lexical entry for a given word must specify the case the word takes with
certain governors (other than what would be expected in that context), that case is noncanonical. Corbett explains it this way:
One way of thinking of criterion 8 is to say that in canonical case use one can
combine the lexical meaning of the lexeme and the grammatical meaning of the
feature value in a compositional fashion. In Russian, the instrumental (without
preposition) can be used to indicate the time of an event, but provided the
governed noun denotes a part of the day, or a season of the year. This constraint
from the lexical semantics of the noun is non-canonical. (2008: 13)
Criterion 9: Canonical use of morphosyntactic features and their values does not
admit additional lexical conditions from the controller (governor). (Corbett 2008:
13)
As was the case with criterion 6, the word additional is significant. Controllers
such as verbs and prepositions necessarily impose conditions on their governees. Corbett
gives an example from Russian, in which a few verbs, when negated, require genitive
subjects (2008: 13). Because those verbs otherwise take nominative subjects, the
additional stipulation for genitive under negation qualifies as an additional lexical
condition from the governor and thus makes the Russian genitive somewhat noncanonical for this criterion.
Criterion 10: The use of canonical morphosyntactic features and their values is
sufficient (they are independent). (Corbett 2008: 14)
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According to this criterion, for a case to be canonical, its inflectional marker must
be all that is required to convey that a given nominal form has been inflected for that
case. If any additional morphemes are required, that case is non-canonical; as Corbett
states, "In canonical instances, features and their values can stand alone" (Corbett 2008:
14). For example, the Wakhi ablative is non-canonical in this regard because it typically
co-occurs with one of the prepositions ͡tsə 'from' or də 'with'.
Corbett's Principle III
Corbett's Principle III states, "Canonical morphosyntactic features and their
values are expressed by canonical inflectional morphology" (2008: 14). A full definition
of "canonical inflectional morphology" is beyond the scope of this work; for a
comprehensive treatment of the matter see Corbett (2008: 14-15) and Corbett (2007).
Where case marking is concerned, affixes are the most common / canonical type of
inflectional morphology, with suffixes being more common than prefixes (Spencer 2009:
185-186; Haspelmath 2009: 507; Corbett 2007: 14); therefore, a case form such as the
Wakhi vocative particle e is non-canonical because it is not an affix. Where inflectional
affixes are used, the same type of affix (prefix or suffix) must be used consistently
throughout the case system in order to achieve canonicity; for example, if a language
marks most cases with a suffix, but one case is marked by a prefix, that case would be
non-canonical in terms of Principle III (Corbett 2008: 15).
In the remainder of this chapter, I evaluate the canonicity of each of the eight
Wakhi cases, discussing primarily the instances where they prove to be non-canonical to
some degree. For each case, I include a table that displays Corbett's (2008) ten criteria, as
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well as Principle III. An X in the chart indicates complete non-canonicity, while an (X)
indicates behavior that is both partially canonical and partially non-canonical.
Full case paradigms for pronouns can be found in Chapter 2, with grammatical
cases displayed in Table 6 on page 45, and semantic cases in Table 8 on page 56. A
sample noun paradigm is given in Table 9, below.
Table 9: Case paradigm for kɑʂ 'boy'
singular plural
NOM
ACC1
ACC2
DAT
GEN1
GEN2
ABL
VOC

3.2.

kɑʂ

kɑʂ-əʃ

kɑʂ-i

kɑʂ-v-i

kɑʂ

kɑʂ-(ə)r
kɑʂ

kɑʂ-(ə)n
kɑʂ-(ə)n

(e) kɑʂ-i

kɑʂ-v-i
kɑʂ-v-ər

kɑʂ-(ə)v(-i) 58
kɑʂ-v-ən
kɑʂ-v-ən

(e) kɑʂ-v-i

Nominative
The nominative case in Wakhi is largely canonical, only failing to meet the mark

in respect to criteria 6 and 7, as can be seen in Table 10. A few examples (see (115)
and (116) on page 116) indicate that the nominative may be limited to subjects that
precede the object and the verb, whether that be in canonical word order (SOV) or a

58

See the discussion of shwa epenthesis in §1.2.1 for an explanation of the possible genitive plural forms.
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fronted position in the clause. 59 Although further research is needed to confirm this
syntactic condition, I choose to give the nominative an (X) for criterion 6 at this time.
The nominative case also earns an (X) for criterion 7, no semantic conditions,
because it is involved in differential subject marking (DSM). I discuss DSM in detail in
Chapter 4. By way of summary, the nominative alternates with ACC1, which is used to
mark several types of emphasis (see §4.5 for a complete discussion of DSM and
emphasis). Since the nominative conveys non-emphatic meaning, its use is thus
semantically conditioned.

3.3.

no lexical conditions from
governee

no additional lexical
conditions from governor

use is sufficient (features /
values are independent)

canonical inflectional
morphology

8

9

10

III

obligatory
5

no semantic conditions

distinguished consistently
across lexemes
4

7

distinguished consistently
across relevant word
classes
3

(X)

(X)

no syntactic conditions

distinguishable across
other features / values
2

NOM

6

dedicated form
(autonomous)
1

Table 10: Non-canonicity in nominative

Accusative 1
ACC1

earns an (X) for four criteria (Table 11). This case is partially non-canonical

for criterion 1 because only the 1SG, 2SG, 2PL, and 3PL pronouns have autonomous forms.

59

See §4.6 for examples and discussion.
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Otherwise, ACC1 is syncretic with the nominative for singular nouns and 1SG and 3SG
pronominal forms. 60
The first accusative (ACC1) takes the place of the nominative in marking subjects
that are in non-canonical word order (OSV or OVS). As mentioned in §3.2, this topic
requires further research; however, I choose to mark ACC1 as partially non-canonical for
criterion 6, no syntactic conditions, until further research either confirms or denies my
hypothesis.
Recall from §3.2 that ACC1 is one of the cases involved in DSM and that its use
marks several types of emphasis. ACC1 also alternates with ACC2 as part of differential
object marking (DOM) in Wakhi. Cross-linguistically, DOM is typically motivated by
semantic factors such as animacy, definiteness, and / or specificity (Malchukov & de
Swart 2009: 345). I suspect definiteness and / or specificity to be the relevant factors in
DOM in Wakhi, although further research is needed to confirm these suspicions. For
these reasons, ACC1 is also partially non-canonical for criterion 7, no semantic conditions.
Plural nouns and 3PL pronouns are inflected for ACC1 via the inflectional suffix -i.
Otherwise, the first accusative is marked via either syncretism or suppletion. Singular
nouns and 3SG.ACC1 pronouns are syncretic with their nominative counterparts, as is the
1PL.ACC1 pronoun. The 1SG.ACC1 pronoun and both second person pronouns (singular
and plural) in ACC1 exhibit distinct suppletive forms (cf. Table 6 on page 45). Suppletion

60

Here and throughout the remainder of the chapter, I compare the case at hand only to those cases that
have been previously addressed. I do this largely because my understanding of the case hierarchy (Blake
2001: 155-158) leads me to conclude that it is more reasonable to consider a case lower on the hierarchy as
exhibiting syncretism with a higher case than the other way around.
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is not a form of canonical inflectional morphology; therefore, ACC1 is somewhat less than
canonical for Principle III.

3.4.

use is sufficient (features /
values are independent)
10

canonical inflectional
morphology

no additional lexical
conditions from governor
9

(X)

III

no lexical conditions from
governee

obligatory
5

8

distinguished consistently
across lexemes
4

no semantic conditions

distinguished consistently
across relevant word
classes
3

7

distinguishable across
other features / values
2

(X)

no syntactic conditions

dedicated form
(autonomous)
(X)

6

ACC1

1

Table 11: Non-canonicity in ACC1

(X)

Accusative 2
The second accusative (ACC2) in Wakhi is partially non-canonical for criterion 1,

autonomy. ACC2 uses the ACC1 form as its stem for nouns, 61 first person, second person,
and 3SG pronouns; the inflectional case marker for ACC2 that attaches to this ACC1-based
stem is -i, which is syncretic with the ACC1 marker used for plural nouns and 3PL
pronouns. The 3PL.ACC2 pronominal forms are fully syncretic with the 3PL.ACC1 forms.
This high degree of syncretism with ACC1 causes ACC2 to earn an (X) for criterion 1.
ACC2

in Wakhi is also non-canonical for criterion 7, no semantic conditions,

because it is involved in DOM in Wakhi. As discussed above in §3.3, DOM is a

61

For nouns, the ACC1 form is syncretic with the nominative, so the ACC2 nominal stem is also syncretic
with the nominative by transitivity.
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semantically conditioned linguistic phenomenon. Otherwise, ACC2 behaves canonically
according to the other criteria.

ACC2

3.5.

use is sufficient (features /
values are independent)

canonical inflectional
morphology

10

III

no additional lexical
conditions from governor

no syntactic conditions
6

9

obligatory
5

no lexical conditions from
governee

distinguished consistently
across lexemes
4

8

distinguished consistently
across relevant word
classes
3

no semantic conditions

distinguishable across
other features / values
2

(X)

7

dedicated form
(autonomous)
1

Table 12: Non-canonicity in ACC2

(X)

Dative
The dative in Wakhi is partially non-canonical for two criteria: criterion 7, no

semantic conditions, and criterion 9, no additional lexical conditions from governor. The
dative fails to be fully canonical for criterion 7 because some two-place predicates like
kəmək tsərak 'to help' select a dative object rather than an accusative object, as would be
expected. As seen in (81), below, the verb kəmək kərti 'helped' takes the dative object
mɑ-r '1SG-DAT'.
(81) jɑn

ɖɔkdɑr ʂçɨn=i

then doctor presence=3SG.SAGR

ɖɔkdɑr
doctor

mɑ-r

1SG-DAT

kəmək
help

ki

COMP

mɑʐ

ju-ti,

dr=ɑ

1SG.ACC1 carry-PST at=DEM3.ACC1

kər-ti.

do-PST

'Then when he had taken me to the doctor, there the doctor helped me.' (24.8)
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Dative objects of two-place predicates are always non-canonical. When the object
of a two-place predicate is semantically a patient or a theme, accusative case occurs.
However, if the object is an experiencer, dative case occurs. Additional predicates that
require a dative experiencer as an object are xuʂ 'pleasing' and bəkɔr 'needed', as seen
in (82) and (83), respectively. This list is not exhaustive, and I expect that further
research will reveal additional predicates that semantically require a dative object. 62
(82) kəʐ

mɑ-r

xuʂ.

knife 1SG-DAT

pleasing

'The knife pleases me. / I like the knife [lit., The knife is pleasing to me].'
(83) kɑpt͡ʃ

spoon

mɑ-r

1SG-DAT

bə-kɔr.

with-work

'I need a spoon [lit., A spoon is needed for me].'
The dative is non-canonical in respect to criterion 9 because two-place predicates
like kəmək tsərak 'to help' that normally select a dative object can also select a PP
complement that has an ablative object. An example of this can be seen below in (84),
where the verb kəmək ͡tsɑr 'help' takes a PP accompaniment argument with an ablative
object. Since the governor has a single requirement in canonical situations, any additional
conditions are not canonical.
(84) tu

də

mɑʐ-ən

2SG.NOM with 1SG-ABL

kəmək

help

t͡sɑr.

do.2SG.IMP

'Help me [lit., You (SG) help with me].'

62

I am basing my analysis on the hypothesis that the dative-marked arguments in sentences such as (82)
and (83) are objects. Additional syntactic evidence is needed to confirm whether this hypothesis is valid.
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When the verb kəmək 'help' takes a dative object as in (81), the help given is
complete—the helpee does nothing. In contrast, when the same verb takes a tsə + ablative
PP argument, as in (84), the PP indicates that both helper and helpee worked together to
accomplish something.

3.6.

(X)

no additional lexical
conditions from governor

use is sufficient (features /
values are independent)

canonical inflectional
morphology

10

III

no syntactic conditions
6

9

obligatory
5

no lexical conditions from
governee

distinguished consistently
across lexemes
4

8

distinguished consistently
across relevant word
classes
3

no semantic conditions

distinguishable across
other features / values
2

DAT

7

dedicated form
(autonomous)
1

Table 13: Non-canonicity in dative

(X)

Genitive 1
The first genitive (GEN1) in Wakhi is partially non-canonical for criterion 1 as

well as Principle III. GEN1 is less than canonical for criterion 1, autonomy, because there
are autonomous GEN1 forms for first person, second person, and 3PL pronouns, but not
for nouns or 3SG pronouns. 63
Recall from §3.1.3 that canonical inflectional morphology is consistent across
word classes and, for case, typically takes the form of an affix. The Wakhi first and

63

Singular nouns and 3SG pronouns in GEN1 are syncretic with the nominative, while plural nouns are
(usually) syncretic with ACC1 (cf. Table 9 on page 70). However, due to syncretism exhibited by ACC1 with
the nominative, and by ACC2 with ACC1, singular nouns and 3SG pronouns in GEN1 are also syncretic with
ACC1, and plural nouns with ACC2.
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second person GEN1 pronouns in both the singular and plural are suppletive forms (cf.
Table 8 on page 56). Therefore, GEN1 fails to be fully canonical for Principle III because
the first and second person GEN1 pronouns are not inflected via canonical morphology.

GEN1

3.7.

distinguished consistently
across relevant word
classes

distinguished consistently
across lexemes

obligatory

no syntactic conditions

no semantic conditions

no lexical conditions from
governee

no additional lexical
conditions from governor

use is sufficient (features /
values are independent)

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

canonical inflectional
morphology

distinguishable across
other features / values
2

(X)

III

dedicated form
(autonomous)
1

Table 14: Non-canonicity in GEN1

(X)

Genitive 2
The second genitive (GEN2) in Wakhi meets all of Corbett's (2008) criteria for

canonicity in case, including Principle III. Since no other case meets all of the criteria,
GEN2

is therefore the most canonical of the Wakhi cases.
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dedicated form
(autonomous)

distinguishable across
other features / values

distinguished consistently
across relevant word
classes

distinguished consistently
across lexemes

obligatory

no syntactic conditions

no semantic conditions

no lexical conditions from
governee

no additional lexical
conditions from governor

use is sufficient (features /
values are independent)

canonical inflectional
morphology

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

III

Table 15: Non-canonicity in GEN2

GEN2

3.8.

Ablative
In contrast to GEN2, ablative is highly non-canonical. The ablative is fully non-

canonical for criterion 10, and it is partially non-canonical for three additional criteria (1,
7, and 9), as can be seen in Table 16.
The Wakhi ablative is non-canonical for criterion 10, independence. The ablative
must usually have a governor, typically either the preposition ͡tsə 'from' or də 'with'. 64
Instances of the ablative standing alone are very rare; thus, independence should be
considered an exception rather than a regular possibility for the ablative. For these
reasons, I give the ablative an X for criterion 10.
The ablative is mostly non-canonical in terms of autonomy, earning an (X) for
criterion 1 because the ablative case marker -ən is syncretic with the GEN2 marker. Only
the complete forms maʐən '1SG.ABL', sakən '1PL.ABL', and taoən '2SG.ABL' are distinct
from the GEN2 forms (ʐɨnən, spɔtsən, and tinən, respectively). The ablative is also

64

See §2.3.2 for examples and further discussion.
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partially non-canonical for criterion 7, no semantic conditions, and thus merits an (X)
because the preposition tsə 'from' governs the ablative case with a source or origin
function as described in §2.3.2.
Criterion 9, no additional lexical conditions from governor, is also a challenge for
the canonicity of the ablative. The ablative meets this criterion with the preposition ͡tsə
'from', which governs the ablative and only the ablative. However, the preposition də is
more complex. This preposition has a wide variety of meanings, including 'at, in, on,
with'. Typically, də takes its object in ACC1, as do most other prepositions in Wakhi (t͡sə
excepted). However, when də means 'with', it requires its object to be in the ablative and
is used to indicate an accompaniment or instrumental relationship (see §2.3.2 for a full
discussion of the ablative). Therefore, the ablative earns an (X) for criterion 9.

3.9.

use is sufficient (features /
values are independent)

canonical inflectional
morphology
III

no syntactic conditions
6

10

(X)

(X)

X

no additional lexical
conditions from governor

obligatory
5

no lexical conditions from
governee

distinguished consistently
across lexemes
4

8

distinguished consistently
across relevant word
classes
3

no semantic conditions

distinguishable across
other features / values
2

7

dedicated form
(autonomous)
(X)

9

ABL

1

Table 16: Non-canonicity in ablative

Vocative
The Wakhi vocative case is partially non-canonical for two criteria as well as for

Principle III. Although the vocative particle e is distinct, the vocative fails to be fully
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canonical for criterion 1 because the inflectional suffix -i is syncretic with the ACC1
marker. 65
At this point, I have clear data only for vocative nouns. Although it is probable
that some sort of vocative pronominal forms exist, I assume that they would be limited to
second person pronouns since third person is not a speech act participant and speakers do
not typically address themselves with first person vocatives. Therefore, at this point I
choose to give the vocative an (X) for criterion 3, distinguished consistently across
relevant word classes.
I provisionally mark the vocative as canonical (no X) for criterion 5, obligatory.
The vocative does seem to be obligatory with both singular and plural common nouns.
Although it can also be used with proper nouns as in (65), repeated below as (85), my
data is not sufficient to show whether it is always required with proper nouns. 66
Therefore, I rank the vocative as canonical for criterion 5, but I am open to change should
further evidence prove a need to do otherwise.
(85) Mʊqɑdɑs-i

Moqɑdɑs-VOC
'O Moqadas!'

Finally, the vocative fails to meet the conditions of Principle III, canonical
inflectional morphology. The vocative suffix -i is canonical by virtue of being an affix
and by being used consistently throughout the vocative paradigm; however, as an

65

Although the ACC1 inflectional marker -i is found only on plural nouns and 3PL pronouns, it is used to
mark both singular and plural vocatives after the pattern of ACC2.
66
I believe that it is possible to call a person's name without using either the vocative suffix -i or the
vocative particle e, but this possibility is not represented in the data I have gathered up to this point.
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independent word, the vocative particle e is very non-canonical. Therefore, the vocative
earns an (X) for partial non-canonicity in respect to Principle III.

VOC

3.10.

obligatory

no syntactic conditions

no semantic conditions

no lexical conditions from
governee

no additional lexical
conditions from governor

use is sufficient (features /
values are independent)

5

6

7

8

9

10

canonical inflectional
morphology

distinguished consistently
across lexemes
4

(X)

III

distinguished consistently
across relevant word
classes

distinguishable across
other features / values
2

(X)

3

dedicated form
(autonomous)
1

Table 17: Non-canonicity in vocative

(X)

Conclusion
In §3.2 – §3.9, I discussed the non-canonical features of each of the eight cases in

Wakhi. Table 18, below, displays a summary of this data for all of the cases. In an effort
to compare the canonicity of the Wakhi cases quantitatively, I have given each case a
numerical score at the bottom of the table. My methodology for scoring is as follows:
each X (full non-canonicity) is worth 1 point, while an (X) (partial non-canonicity) is
worth 0.5 points. The higher the total for a given case, the more non-canonical that case
is. Admittedly this scoring system is not perfect, since (X) can represent a broad spectrum
of non-canonicity ranging from nearly canonical to almost fully non-canonical, and the
degree of non-canonicity is not reflected in a flat score of 0.5. However, it does allow for
a broad level of comparison that is sufficient for my purposes at present.
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As Table 18 shows, the ablative has a score of 2.5 and is, therefore, the least
canonical of the Wakhi cases. Next is ACC1 with a score of 2, followed by the vocative at
1.5. All the remaining cases except GEN2 (nominative, ACC2, dative, GEN1) are tied with a
score of 1. A score of 0 makes GEN2 the only Wakhi case to be fully canonical.
Table 18: Summary of non-canonicity in the Wakhi case system
NOM

ACC1

ACC2

(X)

(X)

1

dedicated form
(autonomous)

2

distinguishable across other
features / values

3

distinguished consistently
across relevant word classes

4

distinguished consistently
across lexemes

5

obligatory

6

no syntactic conditions

(X)

(X)

7

no semantic conditions

(X)

(X)

8

no lexical conditions from
governee

9

no additional lexical
conditions from governor

10

use is sufficient (features /
values are independent)

III

canonical inflectional
morphology
Score

DAT

GEN1

GEN2

(X)

ABL

VOC

(X)

(X)

(X)

(X)

(X)

(X)

(X)

(X)
X

(X)
1

2

(X)
1

1

1

(X)
0

2.5

1.5

When introducing the canonical approach to analyzing case, Corbett warns, "The
instances which would qualify as canonical according to our definitions, the ones that are
the indisputable instances, will almost certainly not be frequent. This is expected, and
certainly not to be treated as a problem" (Corbett 2008: 4). Thus, the shades of non-
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canonicity seen throughout the Wakhi case system are not a departure from the crosslinguistic norm, but rather a living example of the deviation from canonicity that is
inherent to case systems around the world.

4. DIFFERENTIAL SUBJECT MARKING
4.1.

Introduction
DIFFERENTIAL CASE MARKING is the general term for regular alternations in the

case assigned to a core argument in a clause. Malchukov & de Swart (2009: 341) identify
two main types of case alternations: SPLIT ALTERNATIONS, which involve the assignment
of a different case value depending on the verb involved, and FLUID ALTERNATIONS,
which involve the assignment of a different case value (with the same verb), usually
based on the transitivity of the clause. Split alternation is what takes place with quirky
case—certain verbs always require a complement in the same non-canonical case. In
contrast, differential subject marking (DSM) is an example of fluid alternation because
the same verb can take a subject in one of two different cases depending on the context.
It is difficult to make any general statements about DSM other than that it is more
common in ergative languages than in accusative ones (Malchukov & de Swart
2009: 353). Since subjects may sometimes be marked to indicate either a higher or lower
degree of agentivity, 67 either the indexing or the discriminatory view of case may be
relevant in explaining DSM in a given language (de Hoop & de Swart 2008: 5).
Additional factors that have been related to the use of DSM include nominal form (e.g.
pronouns vs. nouns or vice versa), tense / aspect / modality, clause type (matrix vs.

67

For this reason, Jenny & Hnin Tun propose that many cases of DSM would be better labeled as
differential agent marking (2013: 694).
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subordinate), specificity and / or referentiality, polarity, syntax, information structure,
contrast, and other discourse and pragmatic functions (de Hoop & de Swart 2008: 1;
Kornfilt 2008: 79, 83; Błaszczak 2008: 114; Jenny & Hnin Tun 2013: 728-729).
Furthermore, the use of DSM is not restricted to A, but may also be found on S,
particularly when S exhibits some of the features more commonly associated with A
(agentivity, volitionality) or when S is an experiencer or a possessor (de Hoop &
Narasimhan 2008: 67, 69; Ganenkov et al. 2008: 197; Jenny & Hnin Tun 2013: 694-695).
DSM in Wakhi
As mentioned in §2.2.1, pronominal subjects in Wakhi may optionally appear in
the ACC1 rather than the nominative case with certain restrictions, which I describe
below. Since Wakhi unequivocally follows an accusative alignment pattern, I classify this
alternation in the case of subject pronouns as differential subject marking per the
definition given above.
Like other types of differential subject marking, DSM in Wakhi is a fluid case
alternation; however, it can be further classified as ASYMMETRICAL CASE ALTERNATION
because the case of the subject alternates between a morphologically unmarked case
(nominative) and a morphologically marked case (ACC1) (Malchukov & de Swart 2009:
341). 68 The fact that Wakhi exhibits DSM is curious typologically because, as mentioned
in §4.1, DSM is much more common in ergative languages than in accusative languages
(Malchukov & de Swart 2009: 353). I demonstrated in §2.4 that Wakhi is accusative-

68

As opposed to SYMMETRICAL CASE ALTERNATION, where two morphologically marked cases alternate
(Malchukov & de Swart 2009: 341).
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aligned; however, if I were to accept as true the hypothesis that Wakhi, like the other
Pamir languages, has experienced the decay of an earlier ergative case marking pattern
(Payne 1980: 152), I could further hypothesize that DSM developed during that ergative
phase but remained in effect after the ergative system gave way to the present accusative
one.
In Wakhi, ACC1 subjects produced by DSM are governed by two important
constraints. First, DSM is restricted to 1SG and 2SG pronouns. Second, it is restricted to
the past and perfect tenses. As I mentioned above, Wakhi DSM is an example of fluid
case alternation, meaning that the same verb can take a subject of a different case
depending on the context. This case alternation is apparent in the following examples.
In (41), repeated below as (86), the verb rəqɔsi kərt 'danced' takes the 1SG.ACC1 pronoun
maʐ as its subject. In contrast, in the very next sentence of the same story (87), the same
verb doesn't even have an explicit subject—the only indication of the subject is found in
the clitic subject agreement morpheme =əm '1SG.SAGR'. This is perhaps not the clearest
example since it lacks an explicit nominative pronoun as subject, but given that the
subject agreement clitics can co-occur only with nominative case subject pronouns
(SanGregory 2015: 11; Hughes 2011: 46-47), the only licit subject pronoun in this clause
would be nominative.
(86) jɑn

jɑo=ʂ

then 1SG.NOM=IPFV

rəqɔsi
dance

ki

ɣɑ

COMP INTENS

xəʃrui bɑit
pretty

song

çɑt-i,

say-PST

kər-t.

do-PST

'Then when he was singing so beautifully, I danced.' (21.04)

mɑʐ=əʂ

1SG.ACC1=IPFV
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(87) wɑxt-i

time-SPEC
ðɑi

ki

COMP

wəz-di,

man

come-PST

qɑr

kər-ti

angry do-PST

ki

rəqɔsi-ʝ=əm=əʂ

kər-ti

ət,

jɑn

ji

dance-NMLZR=1SG.SAGR=IPFV do-PST and then one
win-di

see-PST

COMP

mɑʐ-i,

1SG-ACC2

tu=ʂ

jɑn=əʂ

skə mɑʐ

then=IPFV on
t͡ʃizər bɑit

2SG.NOM=IPFV why

1SG.ACC1

ɣɑ

INTENS

çɑn?

song say.2SG.SAGR

'When (I) danced, then a guy came and saw me, and then (he) got very angry with

me, [saying] that: Why are you singing?' (21.05)
Distribution of DSM in Wakhi

DSM is not restricted to the subjects of only a certain type of verb. It can occur
with verbs that have a highly affected P, such as with dəʃti 'hit' in (88), as well as with
verbs that have a less-affected or unaffected P, such as with windi 'see' in (89). 69 In
addition, examples of ACC1 subjects can be found in clauses with intransitive verbs, such
as with naodi 'cried' in (88) and with wəʂti 'feared' in (90).

69

For a thorough discussion of the transitivity scale and the effects transitivity has on discourse, see Hopper
and Thompson (1980).
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(88) wɑxt-i

time-SPEC
bə

also

ki

COMP

ɑirɔn

surprised

wuçən vit,
blood

remain-PST

jɑn=i

wɔz

wɔz

then

wəz-di

jɑ

mɑhzɑrɑt

t͡ʃɑl-di:

bɑxʃiʃ

want-PST excuse

t͡sɑr,

ðɑi

DEM3

pɑs

then=3SG.SAGR again come-PST back

1SG-ABL=3SG.SAGR forgiveness
tɑo

nɑo-di,

become.PST 1SG.ACC1 cry-PST

wərəʝn-i,

mɑʐ-ən=i

mɑʐ

man
t͡sə

from

mɑʐ

do.2SG.IMP 1SG.ACC1

dəʃ-ti.

2SG.ACC1 hit-PST

'When (it) started bleeding, I cried; then also that guy was surprised, and then (he)
came back again and sought forgiveness from me: Forgive (me), I hit you.'
(21.11)

(89) win-di, tɑo

bə

see-PST 2SG.ACC1 also

pəlis-əv

win-di, jɑn=ət

rən.

police-PL.ACC1 see-PST then=2SG.SAGR flee.PST

'(They) saw (you), and you also saw the police, and (you) fled.' (10.07)
(90) jɑn-i

then=SPEC

ki

COMP

tɑo

win-di, tɑo

wəʂ-t=ət.

2SG.ACC1 see-PST 2SG.ACC1 fear-PST=2SG.SAGR

'Then when (she) saw you, you were afraid.' (20.13)
Overview of analysis

DSM is a complex linguistic feature that cannot be analyzed by a one-size-fits-all
approach. For example, although DSM is often conditioned by transitivity factors (see
§4.1), Donohue & Donohue (2016: 179) propose that a combination of syntactic,
semantic, and discourse factors is responsible for DSM in Bumthang, a language of
Bhutan. These factors comprise focus, realis / irrealis, person, number, telicity, and
perfective aspect, all of which can be arranged in a hierarchical decision tree that
accurately predicts when DSM will be used (Donohue & Donohue 2016: 186).
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I attempted to use Donohue & Donohue's (2016) approach in my own research,
but I ultimately found that approach to be insufficient for unraveling the mysteries of
DSM in Wakhi. While analyzing the data from my corpus and from the two tests I
conducted with native speakers, I found that it is more productive to analyze DSM as a
correlate of three different linguistic features. In §4.2, I describe DSM's status as a
dialectically conditioned feature of Afghan Wakhi. I discuss the correlation (or lack
thereof) between DSM and tense and DSM and person in §4.3 and §4.4, respectively. In
§4.5, I show how DSM is used to mark three different types of emphasis in Wakhi,
including contrast, accusations, and responses to accusations or uncontrollable /
unexpected events. I present several outstanding exceptions to my analysis in §4.6 before
offering some concluding remarks in §4.7.
4.2.

DSM and Dialect
Based on my interactions with Wakhi speakers from different parts of the

Wakhan, and particularly on my inability to elicit any examples of DSM from one
particular language consultant from the middle dialect, I hypothesized that DSM is more
a feature of the upper dialect of Wakhi than the lower dialect. The data I obtained from
both Test 1 and Test 2 confirm this hypothesis.
The data from Test 1 show that, for the lower dialect, participants accepted
nominative subjects two and a half times more often than they did ACC1 subjects. In
contrast, participants from the middle dialect accepted ACC1 subjects about 20% more
often than they did nominative subjects. The difference was most drastic for the upper
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dialect, where ACC1 subjects were accepted about 50% more often than nominative
subjects.
Table 19 displays the data obtained from Test 1. Each row displays the data for a
given dialect. The columns under the headings ACC1 and NOM show the number of
tokens for the given dialect and case. The final column on the right displays the total
sample size for this test, which is 90. It is important to note that in Table 19, I have
chosen to count ambiguous tokens, i.e. instances where participants gave an answer such
as "both work" or "no difference." Therefore, the sum of the ACC1 and NOM responses for
a given dialect may exceed 90. This is not a mistake, but rather a purposeful attempt to
gain a holistic view of which case(s) are licit in which contexts.
Table 19: DSM by dialect—Test 1
ACC1

NOM

Out of

Lower

25

66

90

Middle

68

55

90

Upper

55

36

90

The data from Test 2 show a similar pattern. Nominative subjects are clearly
preferred in the lower dialect, while preference for ACC1 subjects rises through the
middle and upper dialects. On average, participants from the lower dialect again accepted
nominative subjects more often than they did ACC1 subjects, with nominative outranking
ACC1

by 20%. In contrast, participants from the middle and upper dialects both preferred

ACC1

subjects over nominative subjects. For participants from the middle dialect, ACC1
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subjects were preferred over nominative ones by about 58%. Participants from the upper
dialect preferred ACC1 subjects three times more frequently than they did nominative
subjects. These data can be seen in Table 20.
Note that the data from Test 2 are given as the mean of the total responses given
by the participants from each dialect. For the lower and middle dialects, the total possible
number of responses (ACC1 and nominative together) is 20; however, the total possible
number of responses for the upper dialect is only 10 because the data from two (half) of
the participants was unreliable and had to be thrown out. In tabulating the data presented
in Table 20 and throughout §4.3, I have omitted ambiguous cases so as to facilitate
statistical analysis.
Table 20: DSM by dialect—Test 2
ACC1

NOM

Out of

8.75

10.5

20

Middle 12.13 7.63

20

Lower

Upper

7.25

2.38

10

The dialectical correlations from Test 2 are more striking when seen in a
percentage frequency distribution chart, as in Figure 3, below. The dialects are given on
the x axis, while the usage of case is indicated on the y axis. In this chart, the usage of
ACC1

vs. NOM pronominal subjects is given in terms of percentages. Since the number of

tokens for the upper dialect is different from the number of tokens for the other two
dialects, percentages reveal the overall dialectical trends that are not obvious from the
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raw data in Table 20. It is very clear from Figure 3 that ACC1 subjects increase in usage
from the lower dialect to the upper dialect while nominative subjects exhibit the opposite
pattern, decreasing in usage from the lower dialect to the upper dialect.

80%

Case Usage

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Lower

Middle

Upper

Dialect
ACC1

NOM

Figure 3: Percentage frequency distribution of DSM by dialect (Test 2)
In order to determine if the trend for ACC1 to be used more frequently in the
middle and upper dialects is statistically significant, it was necessary to perform a
statistical analysis of the data. The test used to analyze the dialectical data was logistic
regression. Logistic regression is useful when the dependent (outcome) variable is binary,
i.e. there are only two options. This is the case with DSM in Wakhi: speakers must
choose between either ACC1 or nominative. The independent (predictor) variable used in
logistic regression may be either categorical or continuous. The three dialects of Wakhi
as I grouped them are categorical, although in reality the shift from one dialect to another
is most likely continuous.
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The results from logistic regression are given in terms of probabilities. Therefore,
the probability of one outcome is the inverse of the probability of the second outcome.
When the effect of the independent variables on the dependent variables is significant,
logistic regression shows this significance by a distinct change in probability.
The results from the logistic regression equation where dialect is the predictor
variable are distinctly different, as Table 21 shows. Thus, dialect is statistically
significant in conditioning the use of ACC1 as indicated by a P-value of 0.000. 70
Table 21: Probability of selecting ACC1 in a given dialect
Dialect Probability
Lower

0.452

Middle

0.614

Upper

0.753

As the data from both Test 1 and Test 2 show, canonical nominative subjects are
preferred over ACC1 subjects in the lower dialect, whereas ACC1 subjects are increasingly
preferred in the middle and upper dialects, with the highest degree of preference in the
upper dialect. This difference in dialectical preference is statistically significant;
therefore, I conclude that my hypothesis was correct and that DSM in Wakhi is indeed a
dialectically conditioned feature.

70
A P-value is a measure of statistical significance that indicates the likelihood that the distribution of the
data is occurring by chance. A small P-value indicates a low probability that the distribution is random, or
to put it in other terms, a small P-value indicates that the observed trend is most likely determined by some
outside factor. The usual threshold for determining statistical significance, and the one that I have used in
this thesis, is a P-value of 0.05 or less.
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4.3.

DSM and Tense
The data obtained from Test 1 showed an unexpected potential correlation

between DSM and how immediate / remote the clause is interpreted to be. Five of the
nine participants (one from the lower dialect, two each from the middle and upper
dialects) from Test 1 made comments to this effect, 71 explaining their preference for one
pronoun over another with statements such as "mɑʐ ['1SG.ACC1'] shows that the event was
completely in the past," or "tu=ət ['2SG.NOM=2SG.SAGR'] shows that the event took place
up to [but not more than] 10-15 minutes ago." Based on this anecdotal evidence, I
hypothesized that one of the functions of DSM in Wakhi could be to signal a more distant
past interpretation of the clause, whereas a canonical nominative subject would trigger a
more immediate past interpretation. I therefore designed and conducted Test 2 in order to
test this hypothesis quantitatively. 72
Table 22 displays the total results from Test 2 by timeframe. Each row displays
the results for one of the eight timeframes used in the test: a year ago, a month ago, a
week ago, yesterday, 30 minutes ago, 15 minutes ago, 5 minutes ago, and just now.
Although ACC1 was consistently preferred above the nominative, no clear pattern in the
use of DSM according to timeframe is discernable. Overall, there is a very slight increase
in the use of DSM in the more distant timeframes, but the trend is minor and shows
curious increases and decreases from one timeframe to the next.

71
72

The number of comments by any one participant ranges from 2 to 28, with 3-5 being most typical.
See §1.4.4 for a full description of the design and methodology of Tests 1 and 2.
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Table 22: Use of DSM according to timeframe (all dialects)
Timeframe

ACC1

NOM

T1 Year

28

20

T2 Month

31

18

T3 Week

29

21

T4 Yesterday

32

17

T5 30 min.

26

23

T6 15 min.

29

20

T7 5 min.

25

24

T8 Just now

25

21

In order to determine if the slight trend for ACC1 to be used more frequently in the
distant past is statistically significant, it was necessary to perform a statistical analysis of
the data. Here again as for the dialectical data in §4.2, the test used to analyze the data
was logistic regression. The choice of case (ACC1 vs. nominative) was again the outcome
variable, but the predictor variable for this test was time.
The results from the logistic regression analysis of time show no significant
change in the probability that ACC1 will be used in one timeframe vs. another. The
probabilities are overall very consistent, as can be seen in Table 23. This consistency is
no surprise given that the same pattern was observable in the raw data in Table 22, above.
The regression equation shows that the predictor variable (time) is not statistically
significant as indicated by a P-value of 0.827.
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Table 23: Probability of selecting ACC1 in a given timeframe (all dialects)
Time

ACC1

T1

0.583

T2

0.633

T3

0.580

T4

0.653

T5

0.530

T6

0.592

T7

0.510

T8

0.532

Although time is not a significant factor in conditioning DSM, dialect is, as
discussed in §4.2. It is possible to run a logistic regression model with multiple predictor
variables in order to analyze the effects of the intersection of those variables. Figure 4
displays the data for such a model that uses both time and dialect as predictor variables
for DSM in Wakhi. The P-value for the time variable is 0.830, which indicates that once
again the effect of time on the use of ACC1 subjects is not statistically significant.
However, the effect of dialect is statistically significant, as shown by a P-value of 0.000.
The P-value for the regression model as a whole is 0.003, which indicates that this model
is very convincing.
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Probability of using ACC1

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
T1

T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

T7

T8

Timeframe
Lower

Middle

Upper

Figure 4: Probability of selecting ACC1 in a given timeframe by dialect
Several things in Figure 4 are worthy of mention. First, the lines for each dialect
are separated by a fairly substantial distance, which correlates to the significance of
dialect in conditioning DSM. Second, each line exhibits a slight downward trend, which
indicates a slightly lower probability that ACC1 subjects will be used in the more recent
timeframes as opposed to the more distant timeframes. Finally, observe the peaks and
valleys evident within the overall downward trend. Why the probability of using ACC1
increases and decreases with such regularity is a question that I cannot answer at this
time. However, it is curious that the line for each dialect is almost exactly parallel to the
lines for the other dialects, peaks and valleys included. This very regular parallelism
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suggests that another variable is at work and that, whatever that variable may be, its
effect is consistent across dialects.
As the data discussed in this section show, time is not statistically significant as a
predictor of whether a Wakhi speaker will use ACC1 vs. nominative subject pronouns.
Therefore, I conclude that my hypothesis was incorrect and that DSM is not significantly
correlated with the interpretation of time in a clause.
4.4.

DSM and Person
The data from Test 2 reveals an unexpected correlation between DSM and person;

that is, 1SG subjects are preferred in the canonical nominative case, whereas 2SG subjects
are preferred in the ACC1 case. This correlation is true overall and for each individual
dialect except for the upper dialect, which deviates from the norm and evidences more
ACC1 1SG

subject pronouns than nominative ones. 73 Nevertheless, the upper dialect still

has more 2SG subject pronouns in ACC1 than 1SG subject pronouns. Table 24 shows the
overall correlation between DSM and person, while Table 25 displays the correlation by
dialect.
Table 24: Correlation between DSM and person (all dialects)

73

ACC1

NOM

Out of

1SG

81

112

200

2SG

144

52

200

I suspect that this deviation from the norm can be attributed to the strength of DSM as a dialectical
feature in the upper dialect.
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ACC1

NOM

Out of

Lower
dialect

1SG

26

50

80

2SG

44

34

80

Middle
dialect

1SG

29

50

80

2SG

68

11

80

Upper
dialect

Table 25: Dialectical correlation between DSM and person
Person

1SG

26

12

40

2SG

32

7

40

Assuming that DSM developed while Wakhi still exhibited split ergativity (cf.
§4.1.1), the correlation between DSM and 2SG subjects is somewhat confusing. Since
DSM is evidenced only in the first and second person singular, it is logical to assume that
the same distinction would also have applied to ergativity in the past. The cutoff after
second person follows the person-animacy hierarchy, since entities at the high end of the
hierarchy (first and second person, or speech act participants) are much more likely to be
distinguished by special marking patterns or other features that do not apply to entities
lower on the hierarchy (Song 2001: 169-170). Between first and second person, first
person would be the prime candidate for special marking since it is highest on the
hierarchy. Thus, the higher correlation between DSM and 2SG subjects, as opposed to
1SG subjects, is a surprising reversal of a well-attested cross-linguistic feature.
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While it seems possible that ACC1 2SG pronouns may also be used as vocatives, 74
I have found only 11 2SG.ACC1 pronouns in my corpus that could potentially be
interpreted as vocatives. This small number of potential vocatives is clearly not enough to
influence the percentages drastically. Thus, without diachronic linguistic data to show
how ergativity and DSM developed (and, in the case of ergativity, subsequently decayed)
in Wakhi, it is impossible for me to explain why DSM is more common for 2SG as
opposed to 1SG subjects—if I confine myself to looking at DSM from within the
framework of ergativity and the person-animacy hierarchy. However, as I describe in
§4.5, particularly in §4.5.3, this apparently anomalous behavior makes much more sense
when DSM in Wakhi is analyzed as an emphasis marker used, among other things, to
make accusations.
4.5.

DSM and Emphasis
In her book on person, Anna Siewierska notes that although person markers may

well have discourse as well as syntactic functions, their discourse functions tend to be
less well-studied and understood. She observes that "in the case of independent person
markers . . . different paradigms for a given syntactic function may exist and may come
to be associated with different discourse functions" (2004: 67). As mentioned in §4.1.1,
DSM is typically exhibited by ergative languages and therefore most likely developed in
Wakhi during its ergative period. Following Siewierska, I suggest that the original
function of DSM in a split-ergative Wakhi may well have been syntactic, but that it

74

Further research is needed to confirm whether the 2SG.ACC pronoun is indeed used as a vocative in
Wakhi.
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gradually gave way to a discourse function, specifically that of marking EMPHASIS. I
propose that this discourse function has persisted beyond the decay of ergativity in Wakhi
and demonstrate below that viewing DSM as a marker of emphasis can explain the
current use of DSM in Afghan Wakhi.
Siewierska defines emphasis as "some kind of discourse prominence, typically
either contrast (including counter-expectation) and / or intensification" (2004: 67).
Personal intensification in Wakhi is usually achieved by using the emphatic pronoun çɑt
'self' immediately after the personal pronoun. 75 The emphatic pronoun may be used once
for mild intensification, as seen in (91), or it may be repeated to strengthen the
intensification even further, as in (92). 76
(91) ɑslɑn

tu

çɑt

tə

xun

surely 2SG.NOM self.EMPH up.to house

nɑg

direction.ACC1

nə-rəç-k.

NEG-go-PRF

[Daughter] 'Surely you yourself haven't gone up to the house.' (3.35)
(92) nəi, tu=ʂ
no

çɑt

çɑt

wɑʂ-ti.

2SG.NOM=IPFV self.EMPH self.EMPH fall-PST

[Boy 2] 'No, you were falling all by yourself.' (5.23)
In contrast, DSM does not appear to have an intensifying function in Wakhi.
Rather, it serves to mark (1) contrast, including contradiction, (2) accusations, including
self-accusations, and (3) responses to accusations, surprises, or other unexpected /
uncontrollable external events. While only contrast falls under Siewierska's definition of

75

The emphatic pronoun and the nominative reflexive pronoun are identical in Wakhi, with the proper
interpretation being determined by context.
76
This use of repetition to increase the strength of an utterance is a classic feature of expressive meaning as
opposed to descriptive meaning (Potts 2007: 182-183).
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emphasis, I believe that the characteristics and uses of accusations and responses in
Wakhi warrant including them as subtypes of emphasis as well.
Anecdotal evidence from Test 1 points toward DSM as an emphatic marker. For
22 of the 30 tokens, participants who preferred an ACC1 subject pronoun explained their
preference with comments such as "it is stronger;" "it shows contrast;" or "it shows
surprise." 77 The assistant whom I hired to help me review the test recordings described
the ACC1 subject pronouns as being "always stronger" than their nominative alternatives,
but he also observed that stronger doesn't always mean better in a given context.
I am aware of the danger of relying too heavily on explanatory comments from
native speakers. As Matthewson warns, such anecdotes are merely clues that can guide a
researcher's investigation, not irrefutable evidence (2004: 408). However, in this case the
intuitive clues given by native speakers are corroborated by textual evidence. All 21
tokens of DSM in the dramas, and 33 of the 35 tokens in the narratives, can be classified
as one of the above-mentioned types of emphasis (contrast, accusation, response).
Emphasis in dialogue
The type of emphasis exhibited by DSM in Wakhi differs according to genre. In
dialogue as found in the dramatic roleplays, the split between contrast and accusation is
almost even (9 to 8, respectively). Four tokens exhibit features of both contrast and
accusation, but no examples of DSM used in response to either an accusation or an
external event appear in the roleplays. These data are summarized in Table 26.

77

This element of surprise suggests that DSM could also mark mirativity. Mirativity (and other types of
evidentiality) is a topic for further research. For more information regarding mirativity, see DeLancey
(1997).
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Table 26: DSM and emphasis in dialogue
# of Tokens
Contrast

9

Accusation

8

Both

4

Total

21

Emphasis in narrative
In the narrative genre, DSM correlates with all three types of emphasis. However,
here also there are differences according to the genre of a given clause. Pure narrative
text exhibits DSM primarily in cases of contrast or response to an event. For example, the
subject of (94), tao '2SG.ACC1' stands in contrast to the 1SG subject of the preceding
sentence (93), in which the narrator states that he had first poured and drunk a glass of
milk himself. DSM used to signal a response to an event can be seen in the first instance
of (95), again tao '2SG.ACC1', when the narrator describes that the 2SG protagonist got
worried when his milk spilled unexpectedly.
(93) wuz=əm

ts-a-n

1SG.NOM=1SG.SAGR from-DEM3-ABL

ji

piɔlɑ

one cup.ACC1

pit=əm.

drink.PST=1SG.SAGR

'I filled one cup from that (milk) and drank (it).' (20.03)

xɔli

kər-t,

empty do-PST
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(94) tɑo

mɑʐ

win-di

2SG.ACC1 1SG.ACC1 see-PST

ki,

COMP

xɑi

INTERJ

wuz

bə

1SG.NOM also

ʒɑrʒ

milk.ACC1

puv-əm.

drink-1SG.SAGR

'You saw me, so that [you thought]: Well, I will also drink some milk.' (20.04)
(95) wɑxt-i

time-SPEC

xɑi,

INTERJ

ki

ʒɑrʒ

milk

COMP

mɑʐ

ʝir-di,

spill-PST

ʒɑrʒ-i

tɑo

pərɑiʃɔn

2SG.ACC1 worried

vit-i

become-PST

ki,

COMP

ʝir-ɔv-di.

1SG.ACC1 milk-ACC2 spill-TRANS-PST

'When the milk spilled, you became distressed because: Well, I spilled the milk.'
(20.06)

Neither accusations nor responses to accusations can be found in pure narrative
text, although one token does seem to exhibit both contrast and accusation. This example,
seen in (97), clearly exhibits contrast to the 1SG protagonist and topic of the preceding
sentence given in (96), the woman whose purse is about to be stolen. The DSM in (97)
also seems to exhibit a certain degree of accusation, which can probably be accounted for
by the fact that the narrative is told in the second person as if recounting the story of his
crimes to the thief (antagonist) and thus uses some features typically reserved for direct
address.
(96) wuz=əm

1SG.NOM=1SG.SAGR

kɑf

ji

palm.ACC1 one

ji

rəwɔr

one day

wəz-di

come-PST

də bɔzɔr,

to

də ʐɨ

bazaar.ACC1 in

dəstkɑol tu.
purse

be.PST

'One day I came to the bazaar, and I had a purse in my hand.' (10.01)

1SG.GEN1
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(97) jɑn

tɑo

wəz-di.

then 2SG.ACC1 come-PST
'Then you came.' (10.02)

The category of contrast within narrative includes four tokens, such as those
found in (98) and (99), below, that do not immediately present as contrast because they
are the first word of the story. The contrast is there, but at an even higher discourse level,
not at the narrative level. In order to see this higher level of contrast, it is necessary to
understand how the narrative texts in my corpus relate to each other and, armed with this
understanding, to then examine a narrative-initial example of DSM within the context of
the preceding narrative in the corpus.
I elicited and recorded all of the narratives in my corpus on the same day with the
same Wakhi speaker. Thus, each narrative is not just a discrete discourse on its own, but
also part of the larger discourse of the entire day of elicitation. The narratives are further
connected to each other because, as part of my effort to examine DSM as it occurs in both
the first and second persons, I elicited several of the narrative texts from both points of
view. That is, I used the same picture strip story as a prompt but asked the language
consultant to tell the story in the first person and then again in the second person. Given
the confusing nature of 1SG and 2SG pronouns in general, getting the language consultant
to understand which point of view I wanted him to use in narration sometimes took quite
a bit of discussion and negotiation.
The methodology described above accounts for the 2SG.ACC1 pronoun in (99): the
second person narrator of this text (text #14) stands in contrast to the first person narrator
of text #13 seen in (98), which was the previously elicited text.
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(98) mɑʐ

ji

rəwɔr trə

1SG.ACC1 one day

məktɑb nɑg

over.to school

'One day I went over to school.' (13.01)
(99) tɑo

ji

rəwɔr

2SG.ACC1 one day
ət

çɨ

and self.GEN1

t͡ʃɑtər

tɑʝ-di

trə

tɑʝ-di.

direction.ACC1 depart-PST
məktɑb nɑg,

depart-PST over.to school
ət

çɨ

kitɔb=ət

jɑn

direction.ACC1 then
çɑt-ən

umbrella and self.GEN1 book.ACC1=2SG.SAGR self-ABL

dəʐ-di.

take-PST

'One day you left for school, and (you) took your umbrella and your book with
you.' (14.01)

The opening 1SG.ACC1 pronoun found in (98) can be accounted for by a slight
variation on this type of high-level discourse contrast. Text #13 (the immediate context
of (98)) and the preceding narrative in the corpus, text #12, are both told from the first
person perspective. However, text #12 is the story of an older man enjoying a beautiful
day, while text #13 is the story of a girl going to school in the rain. In this case, then, the
ACC1

first person subject that opens text #13 stands in contrast to the main participant of

text #12 not in terms of grammatical person, but in terms of the referent of the first
person pronoun (an old man vs. a young girl).
Data from Test 1 lends credence to my above claims that the narrative texts in my
corpus collectively form a larger discourse unit and that text-initial examples of DSM
may contrast with something outside of the narrative in which they are found. I tested one
token of text-initial DSM in narrative, which is displayed in (100), below. The first
person narrator and main character of this text, #11, stands in contrast to the second
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person main character of text #10. Both texts were elicited from the same picture strip
story. When I asked if the 1SG.ACC1 subject pronoun maʐ could be replaced with the
1SG.NOM pronoun wuz, six of the nine participants not only judged the nominative
pronoun to be appropriate, but also actually preferred the nominative over the accusative.
Two additional participants judged the nominative wuz to be equivalent to the ACC1 maʐ
in meaning, but while one of these participants stated no preference, the other preferred
the accusative pronoun. I believe that the overall preference for the substituted
nominative subject is significant because the participants heard and interacted with the
text as a self-contained unit of discourse; they did not have any knowledge of the order in
which the texts were originally elicited, nor were they aware of the process by which the
language consultant and I negotiated the perspective (e.g. 1SG vs. 2SG) used in narration.
Thus, to their ears, there was no high-level discourse contrast and thus little reason to use
DSM.
(100) mɑʐ

ji

rəwɔr

1SG.ACC1 one day

də

in

ti

2SG.GEN

kɑf

wəz-di

come-PST

palm.ACC1

də bɔzɔr
to

bazaar.ACC1

ki

COMP

ji

one

dəstkɑol

purse

tu.

be.PST

'One day I came to the bazaar when you had a purse in your hand.' (11.01)
Narrative text does not exhibit DSM used in response to accusations; however, it
does feature DSM as a response to an event. 78 The event that triggers the use of DSM
may be uncontrollable although not unexpected, such as the rain in (101), or it may be

78

Such a response is indicated for the primary agent depicted in the story, not the narrator of the story.
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both uncontrollable and unexpected / surprising, such as the appearance of the mother
in (90), repeated below as (102).
(101) jɑn

then

ki

COMP

kər-t

ət

do-PST and

bɔrɪʃ wɔdɑr-ti, tɑo

çɨ

wɔdɑr-ti

sɑr.

rain

hold-PST

hold-PST

sɨ

t͡ʃɑtər-i

əʈ

2SG.ACC1 self.GEN1 umbrella-ACC2 open

çɨ

on self.GEN1

head.ACC1

'Then when it rained, you opened your umbrella and held it over your head.'
(14.04)

(102) jɑn-i

then=SPEC

ki

COMP

tɑo 79

win-di,

2SG.ACC1 see-PST

tɑo

wəʂ-t=ət.

2SG.ACC1 fear-PST=2SG.SAGR

'Then when (she) saw you, you were afraid.' (20.13)

A number of the narrative texts in my corpus feature sections of speech, either as
dialogue between participants or as thought / self-talk within a participant's own mind.
The uses of DSM in these contexts differ from those found in pure narrative contexts. In
speech clauses embedded in narrative, the vast majority of DSM tokens correspond with
accusations. For example, in (103), the speaker accuses himself of having done a bad
thing after he spills a glass of milk.

79

In context, it is clear that this instance of tao is functioning as an object in a tail-head linkage with the
preceding sentence: waxti ki pitət, ti nan tao windi 'While you were drinking, your mother saw you.'
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(103) wɑxt-i

time-SPEC

vit-i

ki

jupk

water

COMP

become-PST

ki

spill-TRANS-PST

pɑs

wuz=əm

ʃɑk jɑrk

kər-ti,

1SG.ACC1 bad work do-PST

jɔ

or

ʒɑrʒ

milk

pərɑiʃɔn

spill-PST back 1SG.NOM=1SG.SAGR worried

mɑʐ

COMP

ʝir-ɔv-d,

ʝir-di,

jupk=əm

water.ACC1=1SG.SAGR

tu.

be.PST

'When the water spilled, then I got worried that: I did a bad thing; (I) spilled the

water (or maybe it was milk).' (19.05)

A small minority of the DSM tokens in speech clauses are used in response to
accusations, as can be seen in (105). Here the son and main participant in the story
responds to his father's accusatory question from (104).
(104) jɑo

çɑt-i

3SG.NOM say-PST

ki:

xɑi,

COMP INTERJ

tɑo

jəm-i

t͡səsɔxt

gɔçt?

2SG.ACC1 3SG-ACC1 what.kind do.PST

'Then he said: Well, what did you do (to) it?' (7.15)

(105) wuz=əm

çɑt,

mɑʐ

jəm

ʂəriʂ dəʃ-ti.

1SG.NOM=1SG.SAGR say-PST 1SG.ACC1 3SG.ACC1 glue hit-PST

'I said, I glued it.' (7.16)

No examples of DSM used for contrast or in response to an event can be found in
speech clauses in narrative, although occasional accusations such as that found in (103),
above, could potentially be analyzed as a combination of accusation and response (in this
case, to the unexpected event of spilled milk). It is possible that a larger corpus could
potentially fill these gaps in the types of emphasis used in speech clauses. Table 27,
below, displays the distribution of the types of emphasis correlated with DSM in Wakhi
narrative texts.
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Table 27: DSM and emphasis in narratives

Speech

Narrative

Emphasis type

# of Tokens

Contrast

12

Accusation

0

Contrast + Accusation

1

Response to accusation

0

Response to event

10

Subtotal

23

Contrast

0

Accusation

8

Contrast + Accusation

0

Response to accusation

2

Response to event

0

Subtotal

10

Total

33

As Table 26 (page 103) and Table 27 show, 54 tokens of DSM in my corpus can
be classified as some type of emphasis. However, two additional tokens of DSM in
narrative texts do not exhibit any type of emphasis. Of these two exceptions, one exhibits
both DSM and a subject agreement clitic in the same clause. Subject agreement clitics
cannot co-occur with ACC1 subjects (SanGregory 2015: 11; Hughes 2011: 46-47), so this
example, given as (108) below, is exceptional on multiple levels. It seems probable that
the narrator misspoke—based on the structure of the two preceding sentences, one of
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which uses DSM (106) and one a subject agreement clitic (107), he was most likely
attempting to create a tail-head linkage and used both forms instead of choosing only one
to echo.
(106) tɑo

skə nəɯ-ən

2SG.ACC1 on

vit-i.

cry-PTCPL.ACC1 became-PST

'You started crying.' (22.13)
(107) nɑo-d=ət.

cry-PST=2SG.SAGR

'(You) cried.' (22.14)
(108) wɑxt-i

time-SPEC
nəɯ-ən=ət

ki

COMP

tɑo

nɑo-d=ət,

də

xəbɑr=ət

vit.

ɔlɑt-i

2SG.ACC1 cry-PST=2SG.SAGR with state-EZ

cry-PTCPL.ACC1=2SG.SAGR

awake=2SG.SAGR become.PST

'When you cried, [when] (you) were in the state of crying, (you) woke up.' (22.15)
Emphasis in second person subjects
In §4.4, I described the correlation between DSM and second person. When
viewed in terms of Wakhi's historical ergativity and the person-animacy hierarchy, the
preponderance of 2SG.ACC1 subjects is unexplainable. However, when viewed in terms of
emphasis, particularly accusation, the imbalanced distribution of 1SG.ACC1 and 2SG.ACC1
forms makes sense. In my corpus, 16 out of 54 tokens of DSM were used in making
accusations, but only 2 of those tokens are self-accusations made in the first person,
whereas the other 14 are addressed to another participant using the second person. This
pattern should not be surprising: accusations are typically addressed to another person,
not to oneself. Thus, analyzing DSM as a marker of accusation explains the correlation
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between DSM and second person as a feature of natural human speech patterns rather
than as a reversal of a cross-linguistically attested hierarchy.
DSM, emphasis, and ethnography of communication
As I have demonstrated, DSM in Wakhi cannot be explained via clause- or
sentence-level grammatical analysis. It is necessary to analyze DSM on a higher level in
order to obtain an accurate picture of how it functions within a conversation, a narrative,
and even a larger discourse. Ochs et al. aptly describe the importance of studying
grammar within social contexts as they advocate for CONVERSATIONAL ANALYSIS:
Once we register that language figures in the actual, practical activities of the
lives of people and societies, and that how the language is configured is more
than incidentally related to its involvement in those activities, it is readily
apparent that, at the very least, attention must be paid to what the relationship is
between activity, action and the orderly deployment of language called grammar.
(1996: 21)
What I have done in this thesis towards analyzing DSM only touches the surface
of conversational analysis. The texts that I gathered largely included some degree of
confrontation because, at that stage in my research, staging confrontation was the best
way that I knew to elicit DSM. Further research in the area of conversation analysis and
ethnography of communication, including research into a wider range of communicative
events and speech acts, will be necessary to discover if the function of DSM as an
emphasis marker extends to other situations and types of communication.
4.6.

Residue
As in any linguistic analysis, there are several anomalies in my data that I have as

yet been unable to account for. In this section, I briefly describe these anomalies as well
as two areas of study that failed to shed any light on the use of DSM in Wakhi.
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In §4.1.1 and §4.5.2, I mentioned that the Wakhi subject agreement clitics can
only co-occur with a full subject pronoun when that pronoun is in the nominative case.
However, my corpus contains four examples of DSM in the same clause as a subject
agreement clitic. These examples are given in (109) – (112), below. I described (108),
repeated below as (109), as being exceptional for two reasons: besides co-occurring with
a subject agreement clitic, it also fails to exhibit any form of emphasis. In contrast, the
remaining three examples do exhibit some form of emphasis. The example of DSM
in (110) is contrastive in context because the speaker had previously stated that he had
not so much as seen a cantaloupe, while the actor as well as the action in (111) contrast to
those of the preceding clause, in which the narrator states that he (in the role of a
shopkeeper) gave the subject of (111) dry goods from his store. 80 The DSM in
sentence (112) (repeated from (90)) is a response to an unexpected, surprising event: the
appearance of the protagonist's mother, who sees him drinking milk that he is presumably
not supposed to be drinking.
(109) wɑxt-i

time-SPEC
nəɯ-ən=ət

ki

COMP

tɑo

nɑo-d=ət,

də

xəbɑr=ət

vit.

ɔlɑt-i

2SG.ACC1 cry-PST=2SG.SAGR with state-EZ

cry-PTCPL.ACC1=2SG.SAGR

awake=2SG.SAGR become.PST

'When you cried, [when] (you) were in the state of crying, (you) woke up.' (22.15)

80

The effect of the two clauses together is, "I gave you the ingredients. (Then) you took those ingredients
to your house" (emphasis exaggerated).
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(110) xo,

INTERJ

tɑo

xɑrbəzɑ

jit-k=ət?

2SG.ACC1 cantaloupe.ACC1 eat-PRF=2SG.SAGR

[Friend 2] 'Okay, have you eaten cantaloupe?' (6.17)
(111) tɑo

2SG.ACC1

ɑ=jɑ

EMPH=DEM3

mɑowɔd=ət

ju-ti

də çɨ

materials.ACC1=2SG.SAGR carry-PST at

self.GEN1

xun.

house.ACC1

'You took those ingredients to your house.' (23.08)
(112) jɑn-i

then=SPEC

ki

COMP

tɑo

win-di, tɑo

wəʂ-t=ət.

2SG.ACC1 see-PST 2SG.ACC1 fear-PST=2SG.SAGR

'Then when (she) [your mother] saw you, you were afraid.' (20.13)

At this time, I cannot explain why DSM co-occurs with a subject agreement clitic
in the examples above. My best guess is that they are probably slips of the tongue. I
hypothesize that if I were to check these examples with native speakers of Wakhi, they
would judge them to be ungrammatical and would delete either the DSM or the subject
agreement clitic, as they did when I inadvertently said sentence (113) during testing. 81
(113) *tɑo

2SG.ACC1

ɣɑ

INTENS

xɑr=ət

tu-ətk.

donkey=2SG.SAGR be-PRF

[Boy 1] 'You have been such a donkey.' (5.33)

A different type of exception appears in a comment from Test 1 regarding (114),
below. The subject of the final clause was originally said in the ACC1 case by the narrator
and thus is an example of DSM. Several participants preferred this pronoun in the

81

The original subject in (113) was the 2SG.NOM pronoun tu. When testing with the first two participants
for Test 1, I substituted tao '2SG.ACC1' but failed to delete the 2SG.SAGR clitic =ət. Both participants judged
that utterance to be ungrammatical, after which I stopped using the clitic with tao in the remaining tests.
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nominative case rather than ACC1, but one participant explained his preference for a
nominative subject pronoun in terms of emphasis / contrast.
(114) tu=ʂ

2SG.NOM=IPFV

kərmit͡ʃ

vit-i

ɑ=jɨt-i

EMPH=DEM2-LNK

tər

ʂɤʝd kərmit͡ʃ

new sneaker.ACC1

xʂɔk

sneaker become-PST over.to dirt.clod

bɑnd, tɑo

nə-puməs-t,

jɨt

NEG-put.on-PST DEM2

wɑʂ-t.

stuck 2SG.ACC1 fall-PST

[Boy 1] 'You didn't put on those new sneakers, and that [old] sneaker got stuck on
a dirt clod, and you fell.' (5.29)

In my own analysis, I did judge the DSM token in (114) to exhibit contrastive
emphasis. Since this was the only time in all of my testing that a participant linked
emphasis and the nominative case, I suspect his opinion to be an outlier rather than a
representative case.
As I mentioned previously, the example of DSM in (109), above, does not exhibit
any form of emphasis. The only other example of DSM in my data that does not clearly
correspond to emphasis can be seen in (115), below. This example is interesting because
it departs from the SOV word order typical of Wakhi, inverting the subject and the object
to produce a marked OSV word order instead. ACC1 case subject pronouns can be found
in other inverted or postposed constructions, such as the postposed subject in (116); in
fact, responses from test participants indicate that a nominative subject is not licit
in (116) because the grammar is "backwards" with a postposed nominative subject.
Therefore, I suggest that the ACC1 subject in (115) may be conditioned by a grammatical
prohibition on nominative subjects in inverted / postposed positions, although further
research is necessary to confirm this hypothesis.
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(115) xəʃrui xərɔk, təhɔm
pretty food

tɑo

d͡ʒir

kər-ti,

food.ACC1 2SG.ACC1 ready do-PST

jɑo=ət

3SG.ACC1=2SG.SAGR

jit-i.

eat-PST

'You prepared lovely food, and (you) ate it.' (23.12)
(116) mə-zi

NEG.IMP-way

ʝuz=ət

gɔ,

do.2SG.IMP

mə-zi

NEG.IMP-way

bə

firewood.ACC1=2SG.SAGR also

gɔ,

ʐɨ

do.2SG.IMP 1SG.GEN1

ʝir-ɔv-di,

tɑo.

spill-TRANS-PST 2SG.ACC1

[Boy 2] 'Don't do this; don't do this; you spilled my firewood, too!' (5.31)
In the early stages of my research, a preliminary study of a small subset of my
data indicated a possible correlation between DSM and information structure.
Particularly, I hypothesized that DSM could serve as a marker of new topic on the clausal
level. I also thought it possible that DSM could be part of the participant reference system
of Wakhi. Subsequent research has failed to support either of these hypotheses. However,
an in-depth study of information structure in Wakhi would likely reveal whether the
contrastive emphasis exhibited by DSM spans both topic and focus or whether DSM is
used to mark only contrastive topic or contrastive focus.
4.7.

Conclusion
In Wakhi, the case of 1SG and 2SG pronominal subjects may alternate between

nominative and ACC1 in tenses other than the nonpast. This type of fluid, asymmetrical
case alternation is known as differential subject marking (DSM). DSM in Wakhi is a
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dialectical feature, being most common in the upper dialect and decreasing in use /
preference through the middle and lower dialects of the Wakhan Corridor.
DSM in Wakhi is used primarily to mark three types of emphasis: contrast,
accusations, and responses to accusations or uncontrollable / unexpected events.
Additional research is needed to shed light on the possibility that DSM is used to mark
subjects that are in non-canonical position in the clause.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis, I have described the case system of Wakhi, a Pamir language of
Afghanistan. I have paid particular attention to canonicity, both in terms of the canonical
or typical uses of each case as well as in terms of relative canonicity in respect to an
ideal. I have also investigated differential subject marking (DSM) in depth in an effort to
understand how this grammatical phenomenon is used within Wakhi discourse.
In Chapter 1, I described the focus and purpose of this thesis. I introduced Wakhi
from a typological perspective, providing an overview of both phonological and
morphosyntactic features. I then reviewed the literature pertaining to both Wakhi and
case before describing my research methodology.
The focus of Chapter 2 is the Wakhi case system. In this chapter, I began by
briefly discussing several previous analyses of the cases of Wakhi. While the number of
cases named in these analyses varies, it never exceeds six. In contrast, I proposed that
Wakhi has six main cases plus two additional subcases for a total of eight cases in its
inventory: nominative, two accusatives, dative, two genitives, ablative, and vocative. I
described the nominal and pronominal markers and / or forms for each case and provided
examples of their range of use. Although the cases of Wakhi exhibit a significant amount
of syncretism, especially in the nominal paradigm, I demonstrated that small but
significant differences in the pronominal paradigms provide evidence for a richer case
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inventory than has previously been described. I further demonstrated that Wakhi is
accusative-aligned in terms of both case marking and verbal agreement patterns.
In Chapter 3, I took a look at case through the lens of canonicity. Corbett (2008)
defines canonicity not as an absolute, but rather as an attribute that can be measured by
degrees. He suggests that true canonicity is rare, and he therefore defines a system of
three principles and ten criteria that can be used to determine the relative canonicity of a
case in comparison both to the ideal and to other cases. I evaluated each of the eight
Wakhi cases against Corbett's (2008) criteria and determined that, true to his prediction,
only one case (genitive 2) is fully canonical, while the other cases all exhibit noncanonicity to varying degrees.
Chapter 4 is devoted to differential subject marking (DSM). DSM is a type of
non-canonical case that is classified as a fluid case alternation; i.e. the same verb can take
a subject in a different case depending on context. In Wakhi, DSM is also an
asymmetrical case alternation because one of the cases involved is morphologically
unmarked while the other is morphologically marked. These two cases are the nominative
and accusative 1 (ACC1), respectively. DSM in Wakhi is not permitted in the nonpast
tense, although it can appear in the past or perfect tenses. DSM is also prohibited from
occurring in the same clause as a subject agreement clitic. Only 1SG and 2SG subject
pronouns may appear in ACC1, but 2SG subjects exhibit DSM much more frequently than
1SG subjects do.
My research reveals that DSM is a dialectically conditioned feature of Afghan
Wakhi. DSM is least common in the lower dialect, but its rate of acceptance steadily
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increases through the middle and upper dialects. I have proposed that the main function
of DSM in Wakhi is to mark three types of emphasis: contrast, accusations, and responses
to accusations and events that are uncontrollable or unexpected.
Although the emphasis-marking function of DSM in Wakhi may seem unusual, I
find similarities to the way DSM is used in colloquial Burmese. DSM is a fairly common
phenomenon in the Tibeto-Burman family, of which Burmese is a member; however,
Burmese is unique in the family because it is accusative rather than ergative (Jenny &
Hnin Tun 2013: 697).
In Burmese, the particle ká is used to mark some subjects (although subject
marking is not its only function); therefore, subjects marked with ká are examples of
DSM. As in Wakhi, DSM in Burmese may be used on either A or S regardless of the
agentivity or volitionality associated with the marked argument (Jenny & Hnin Tun 2013:
694, 697). After surveying a wide range of uses and effects associated with DSM in
Burmese, Jenny & Hnin Tun conclude that ká is a "pragmatic rather than a syntactic
operator" (2013: 728). Furthermore, they describe the primary function of ká to be that of
foregrounding, stating that, "In many cases, DSM is used to add emphasis to the subject
or the whole proposition. . . . The foregrounding function of ká may be the most
fundamental notion, covering the other aspects of the marker" (Jenny & Hnin Tun
2013: 729). Those other aspects include disambiguating between A and P, marking a
subject that is farther away from the predicate, marking subjects that are topical /
thematic, and marking contrast (Jenny & Hnin Tun 2013: 728-729). Interestingly enough,
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Jenny and Hnin Tun note that contrast is possible either "with other referents present in
the discourse or in the extra-linguistic context of the situation" (2013: 728).
The uses of DSM in Burmese, particularly those of marking contrast (both within
a contained discourse and within a greater context) and emphasis, correspond closely to
the functions of DSM that I have identified in Wakhi. Although these uses may not be as
typical as other conditioning factors such as agentivity or TAM, they still have to do with
the idea of subject prominence as discussed in the literature (cf. de Hoop & de Swart
2008, Malchukov 2006). Therefore, I conclude (as have others before me, e.g. Bashir
(1986)) that DSM, and particularly DSM in Wakhi, is not simply a grammatical feature
that can be explained by rules of syntax, but rather a discourse feature that must be
examined at a higher level in order to be more fully understood.

A PPENDIX 1:
L IST

OF

T EXTS
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Dialogues

13 Going to School in the Rain

01 School Drama

14 You Went to School in the Rain

02 Marriage Drama

15 I Jumped in a Puddle

03 Milking Drama

16 I Jumped in the Mud

04 Spilled Oil Drama

17 I Spilled the Milk

05 Argument Drama

18 I Spilled the Milk in Surprise

06 Bald Head Drama

19 I Angrily Spilled the Milk

Narratives Elicited with Action
English Pictures
07 I Dropped a Plate

20 You Spilled the Milk
Narratives Elicited with Story-builder
Picture Cards

08 I Broke a Plate in Anger

21 A Fight

09 I Stole a Purse

22 A Dream

10 You Stole My Purse

23 Making a Trade

11 I Stole Your Purse

24 An Injury and a Lesson

12 Nap in the Sun

A PPENDIX 2:
T EXT 03 M ILKING D RAMA
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The following dialogue was performed by two native speakers of Wakhi in
response to the prompt, "A mother sent her daughter to milk the sheep and goats. She has
just seen that the daughter didn't do the milking. What does she say to her daughter?"
(1)

e

VOC

ðɤʝd,

mɑʐ

tɑ-r

daughter 1SG.ACC1 2SG-DAT

rəʈ͡ʂ

go.2SG.IMP

jɑ

DEM3

çɨ

t͡sə

çɑt-i

say-PST

SBJV

mɔl-v-i

ki:

tu

2SG.NOM

COMP

ðit͡s.

self.GEN1 flock-PL-ACC2 milk.2SG.IMP

[mother] 'Daughter, didn't I say to you that: You, go, milk those flocks of ours.'
(2)

tɑo

2SG.ACC1

jɑ

DEM3

mɔl-v-i

t͡ʃizər nə-ðəç-k?

flock-PL-ACC2 why

'Why haven't you milked the flocks?'
(3)

e

VOC

nɑn,

wuz=əm

t͡sə

NEG-milk-PRF

mother 1SG.NOM=1SG.SAGR from

rɤʝ-d=əm

rɑ

xun-ən

house-ABL

ʂɑd=əm

niəʂ-ti

come.out-PST
didiʝ-di

go-PST=1SG.SAGR down.to sheep.pen.ACC1=1SG.SAGR look-PST
trɑ

over.to

ki

COMP

mɔl-əʃ

flock-PL

nɑst.

NEG.be

[daughter] 'Mother, I came out of the house, and when (I) went down to the sheep
pen, I saw that the flocks weren't there.'
(4)

kɯ mɔl-əʃ
all

rəç-k

rɑ

gɔz

nɑg.

flock-PL go-PRF down.to pasture direction.ACC1

'All the flocks have gone down toward the pasture.'
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(5)

bui

trui

ɑ=dr=ɑ

two three

tu,

EMPH=at=DEM3.ACC1

ɑ=jɑ

EMPH=DEM3

jɑ-v=əm

ðəɤʝ-ni

ət

be.PST 3-PL=1SG.SAGR milk-PST and

ʒɑrʒ=əm

ju-ti

tɑ

xun.

milk.ACC1=1SG.SAGR carry-PST up.to house.ACC1

'Two or three were there, and (I) milked them and took the milk up to the house.'
(6)

jɑ

DEM3

ʒɑrʒ dr=ɨt

tɑ

xun

milk at=DEM2.ACC1 up.to house.ACC1

[mother] 'That milk isn't up at the house.'
(7)

jɑ

DEM3

mɔl-əʃ

kɯ rɑ

flock-PL all

rət-k

ki—

give-PRF

COMP

ʂɑd,

nɑst.

NEG.be

tu=ʂ

fɑnd

down.to sheep.pen.ACC1 2SG.NOM=IPFV lie

tu=ʂ

mɑʐ-i

fɑnd rɑnd.

2SG.NOM=IPFV 1SG-ACC2 lie

give.2SG.SAGR

'The flocks are all in the sheep pen, and you have lied that—you are telling me
lies.'
(8)

xo,

INTERJ

ɑtmɑn ɑ=ʒɑrʒ-i
surely

EMPH=milk-ACC2

piʃ

cat

jit-k.

eat-PRF

[daughter] 'Well, surely the cat has eaten the milk.'
(9)

nə-diʃ-əm,

xɑi,

NEG-know-1SG.SAGR

INTERJ

xun

tu.

ju-t

house.ACC1 take-PRF be.PST

ɑ=ʒɑrʒ=əm

EMPH=milk.ACC1=1SG.SAGR

'(I) don't know, well, (I) had carried that milk up to the house.'

tə

up.to
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(10) xo

nev

now

INTERJ

jəm

DEM1

ɑ=jɑ

EMPH=DEM3

ti

dəruʝ-i

mɔl-əʃ

kɯ rɑ

ʂɑd,

ene nev

flock-PL all down.to sheep.pen.ACC1 here now

win.

2SG.GEN1 lie-ACC2 see.2SG.IMP

[mother] 'Okay, now all the flocks are in the sheep pen; here now, look at your
lie.'

(11) tu=ʂ

fɑnd rɑnd.

2SG.NOM=IPFV

lie

'You are lying.'
(12) mɔl-v-i

give.2SG.SAGR

ʃɔjɑd

flock-PL-ACC2 maybe
gɔz-ən

jɑ

DEM3

zɑi-əʃ

child-PL bring-PRF

wəzm-ətk, rɑ

pasture-ABL bring-PRF

wəzm-ətk, pɑs

t͡sə

again from

ʂɑd

kəʈ-ətk.

down.to sheep.pen.ACC1

put-PRF

[daughter] 'Maybe the children have brought the flocks, (they) brought them back
from the pasture and put them down in the sheep pen.'
(13) xɑi

INTERJ

ɑ=ʒɑrʒ

jɑn

EMPH=milk

then

nev

kumər?

now where

[mother] 'Well then, where is the milk now?'
(14) ɑ=ʒɑrʒ

EMPH=milk

bə

also

tɑ

xun!

up.to house.ACC1

[daughter] 'The milk is up at the house!'
(15) wuz=əm

tɑ

xun

tu,

ti

dərək

tɑ

1SG.NOM=1SG.SAGR up.to house.ACC1 be.PST 2SG.GEN1 presence up.to
nɑg

direction.ACC1

nə-tu.

NEG-be.PST

[mother] 'I was up at the house, and you weren't there.'
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(16) tu

fɑnd

mə-rɑnd,

2SG.NOM lie

NEG.IMP-give.2SG

tɑ

xun=ət

bə

up.to house.ACC1=2SG.SAGR also

nə-tu!

NEG-be.PST

[daughter] 'Don't lie, (you) weren't up at the house!'
(17) ɑlbɑt—

certainly

'Certainly—'
(18) mɑʐ

də xun

tu.

1SG.ACC1 at house.ACC1 be.PST

[mother] 'I was at the house.'
(19) tɑo,

mɑ-r

2SG.ACC1 1SG-DAT
ɑ=rɑ

sədui-d

appear-3SG.SAGR

ʂɑd

EMPH=down.to

ki

COMP

nɑg

tɑo

ət͡ʃk

2SG.ACC1 none.EMPH

rəç-k

sheep.pen direction.ACC1 go-PRF

nəi.

no

'As for you, it appears to me that you haven't gone down to the sheep pen at all.'
(20) nəi, wuz=əm
no

1SG.NOM=1SG.SAGR

ɑ=rɑ

EMPH=down.to

[daughter] 'No, I was down at the sheep pen.'
(21) bui

tru

mɔl

dr=ɑ

tu,

ʂɑd

tu.

sheep.pen.ACC1 be.PST
wuz=əm

ɑo

two three flock at=DEM3.ACC1 be.PST 1SG.NOM=1SG.SAGR 3SG.ACC1

ðəɤʝ-ni

ət

milk-PST and

ɑ=ʒɑrʒ-i

EMPH=milk-ACC2

ju-ti

carry-PST

tɑ

xun—

up.to house.ACC1

'There were two or three of the flock there, and I milked them and took the milk
up to the house—'
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(22) xɑi

ɑ=qət͡ʃɑ=t

jɑn

EMPH=dish.ACC1=2SG.SAGR

INTERJ

t͡sərəŋg gɔ?

then how

[mother] 'Well, then what did (you) do with the dish?'
(23) jɑ

qət͡ʃɑ bə

DEM3

dish

tə

xun

do.2SG.SAGR

tu.

also up.to house.ACC1 be.PST

[daughter] 'The dish was also up at the house.'
(24) nəi, jɑo
no

3SG.NOM

nɑst.

NEG.be

[mother] 'No, it's not.'
(25) tu=t

jɑn

2SG.NOM=2SG.SAGR then

ɑ=dr=əm

EMPH=at=DEM1.ACC1

'So then, now what are you doing here?'

(26) xɑi,

INTERJ

wuz,

1SG.NOM

zɑ-v-ən=əm

əm

DEM1

child-PL-ABL=1SG.SAGR

zɑi-əʃ

dr=əm,

child-PL at=DEM1.ACC1
wəz-g

dr=əm

nev

t͡ʃiz

gɔ?

now what do.2SG.SAGR
ɑ=d=əm

EMPH=with=DEM1

ʂtik

t͡sər-ɑk.

come-PRF at=DEM1.ACC1 play do-INF

[daughter] 'Well, I, these children are here, and (I) have come to play here with
these children.'

(27) ʂtik

t͡sər-ɑk=ət

wəz-g?

play do-INF=2SG.SAGR come-PRF

[mother] '(You) have come to play?'
(28) ɨn.

yes

[daughter] 'Yes.'
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(29) xɑi,

wuz=əm

tɑ-r

t͡ʃiz-i

1SG.NOM=1SG.SAGR 2SG-DAT thing-SPEC

INTERJ

ki

tu

rəʈ͡ʂ,

mɔl-v-i

nə-çɑt

NEG-say.PST

tu,

be.PST

ðit͡s.

2SG.NOM go.2SG.IMP flock-PL-ACC2 milk.2SG.IMP

COMP

[mother] 'Well, did I say nothing to you, that: You go, milk the flocks?'
(30) tɑo

wəz-g,

ʂtik=ət

ʃəru

kər-k.

2SG.ACC1 come-PRF play=2SG.SAGR begin do-PRF

'You have come and started playing (instead).'
(31) xɑi,

wuz

1SG.NOM flock-PL.ACC1=1SG.SAGR

INTERJ

wɔz

again

mɔl-v=əm

ɑ

r=əm

DEM3

nɑg

ðəɤʝ-ni,

jɑn=əm

milk-PST then=1SG.SAGR
ʂtik

t͡sər-ɑk.

down.to=DEM3 direction.ACC1 play do-INF

[daughter] 'Well, I milked the flocks, then again (I) am down here to play.'
(32) bui, trui

dr=ɑ

tu,

wuz=əm

ɑo

ðəɤʝ-ni.

two three at=DEM3.ACC1 be.PST 1SG.NOM=1SG.SAGR 3SG.ACC1 milk-PST

'Two or three were there, and I milked them.'
(33) nəi, tu=ʂ
no

dəruʝ çɑn.

2SG.NOM=IPFV lie

say.2SG.SAGR

[mother] 'No, you're telling lies.'
(34) mɑʐ

ət͡ʃ

t͡ʃiz

1SG.ACC1 none thing.ACC1

nə-win-di,

nə

NEG-see-PST NEG

ʒɑrʒ dərək,

milk presence none

nɑst.

NEG.be

ət͡ʃ

'I didn't see a thing—there is no milk present, there is nothing.'

t͡ʃiz

thing
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(35) ɑslɑn

tu

çɑt

tə

xun

nɑg

surely 2SG.NOM self.NOM up.to house direction.ACC1

[daughter] 'Surely you yourself haven't gone up to the house.'
(36) nəi, wuz=əm
no

də xun

nə-rəç-k.

NEG-go-PRF

tu.

1SG.NOM=1SG.SAGR at house.ACC1 be.PST

[mother] 'No, I was at the house.'
(37) fɑnd mə-rɑnd!
lie

NEG.IMP-give.2SG

[daughter] 'Don't lie!'
(38) nəi, tu

bət

no

2SG.NOM also

(39) tu

wuz=əm

jəm

DEM1

zi

way

mə-gɔ,

NEG.IMP-do.2SG

[mother] 'No, don't you do things like this, okay?'
tɑo

rəmət-i

2SG.NOM 1SG.NOM=1SG.SAGR 2SG.ACC1 send-PST

rəʈ͡ʂ,

go.2SG.IMP

çɨ

mɔl-v-i

xob?

INTERJ

ki

COMP

tu

2SG.NOM

ðit͡s.

self.GEN1 flock-PL-ACC2 milk.2SG.IMP

'As for you, I sent you that: You go, milk our flocks.'
(40) xɑi,

tu=t

INTERJ

ʂtik

wəz-g

də

pərt͡ʃɔd-ən dr=əm

2SG.NOM=2SG.SAGR come-PRF with girl-ABL

sɑr.

play do.2SG.SAGR

'Well, you have come and are playing here with the girls.'

at=DEM1.ACC1
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(41) jəm

zi

DEM1

nɑn-ðɤʝd-iʝ

way mother-daughter-NMLZR

wuz

tɑo

nə-wɔst

rəmj-əm

NEG-become.3SG.SAGR

1SG.NOM 2SG.ACC1 send-1SG.SAGR
mɔl-v-i

ðit͡s;

ki

tu

2SG.NOM

tu

COMP

wəzi,

ki

COMP

rəʈ͡ʂ,

go.2SG.IMP
tər

flock-PL-ACC2 milk.2SG.IMP 2SG.NOM come.2SG.SAGR over.to

d=ɑ-n=əʂ

with=DEM3-ABL=IPFV

ʂtik

t͡sɑr.

play

do.2SG.SAGR

'Mother-daughter relationships don't work this way, that I send you that: You go,
milk the flocks; but you come and play over there with them.'
(42) e

VOC

nɑn,

tu=ʂ

t͡ʃiz

mother 2SG.NOM=IPFV what

çɑn?

say.2SG.SAGR

[daughter] 'Mother, what are you saying?'
(43) dəgɑr pərt͡ʃɔd rəʈ͡ʂ-ən,
other

girl

məktɑb

çɑt-ər

d͡ʒɔi-ən,

go-3PL.SAGR school.ACC1 self-DAT study-3PL.SAGR

tu=ʂ

mɑʐ

mɔl-v-i

bə

zi

vɑrɑnd,

wuz

bət

2SG.NOM=IPFV 1SG.ACC1 way scold.2SG.SAGR 1SG.NOM also

flock-PL-ACC2
məktɑb

also
də

nə-ðit͡s-əm,

NEG-milk-1SG.SAGR

rəʈ͡ʂ-əm

çɑt=əm

go-1SG.SAGR say.PST=1SG.SAGR

zɑ-v-ən.

school.ACC1 with child-PL-ABL

'Other girls go and study for themselves at school, but you scold me like this; I

will not milk the flocks anymore; (I) said, (I) will go to school with the children.'
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(44) wuz

tu

ɑgɑr ɨt

rɑqɑm

1SG.NOM 2SG.NOM if

DEM2

tɑo-i

rɑnd-əm,

ðɑi-ər

2SG-ACC2

husband-DAT

type

give-1SG.SAGR

t͡sə

SBJV

gɔ,

wuz

do.2SG.SAGR 1SG.NOM

ti

2SG.GEN1

tui

wedding.ACC1

gɔm-əm.

do-1SG.SAGR

[mother] 'I—if you do things like this, I will give you to a husband; I'll arrange
your marriage.'
(45) wuz

ɣɑl d͡zəqlɑi.

1SG.NOM still small

[daughter] 'I'm still young.'
(46) wuz

ðɑi

bə

1SG.NOM husband.ACC1 also
'I won't take a husband.'

(47) wuz

1SG.SAGR

ɑ=də-m

EMPH=in-DEM1

nə-jund-əm.

NEG-take-1SG.SAGR

diɔr

ət͡ʃk

ðɑi

village.ACC1 again none.EMPH husband.ACC1

nə-jund-əm.

NEG-take-1SG.SAGR

wɔz

'I won't take a single man in this village.'
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(48) xɑi

INTERJ

d=əm

diɔr

nəi, wuz

in=DEM1.ACC1 village.ACC1 no

bə-zur

rɑnd-əm,

1SG.NOM 2SG-ACC2

tu,

xɑi,

with-force.ACC1 give-1SG.SAGR 2SG.NOM
nə-jɑo,

NEG-eat.2SG.SAGR

jɑrk=əʂ

t͡sə

work=IPFV from

tɑo-i

INTERJ

ti

bə-dɑrd=əʂ

with-need.ACC1=IPFV

dɑst-ən

2SG.GEN1 hand-ABL

nə-wizit.

NEG-come.3SG.SAGR

[mother] 'Well, not in this village—I will give you by force, and you, well, in
(times of) need you will not eat (because) no work comes from your hand.'
(49) wuz—

1SG.NOM

[daughter] 'I—'
(50) wuz=əʂ

1SG.NOM=IPFV
mɔl-v-i

tɑo

rəmj-əm

2SG.ACC1 send-1SG.SAGR
ðit͡s;

ki

COMP

tu=ʂ

tu

2SG.NOM

çɑt

rəʈ͡ʂ,

flock-PL-ACC2 milk.2SG.IMP 2SG.NOM=IPFV self.NOM go.2SG.SAGR

tr-ji

nɑg=əʂ

over.to-one direction.ACC1=IPFV

ʂtik

t͡sɑr.

play do.2SG.SAGR

[mother] 'I send you that: You milk the flocks; but you yourself go over
someplace, and you play (instead).'
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(51) wuz

1SG.NOM

ɑgɑr

ðɑi

if

jund-əm,

take-1SG.SAGR

jund-əm,

husband.ACC1
ki

COMP

bət

trɑ

ʂɑr

nɑg

take-1SG.SAGR over.to city direction.ACC1

t͡sə

mɔl-v-ən

again from

flock-PL-ABL

bexi

INTENS

xəlɔs

finished

wɔt͡s-əm!

become-1SG.SAGR

[daughter] 'If I take a husband, (I) will take one from over towards the city, so (I)

will be completely finished with the flocks!'
(52) wuz

tɑo

tər

ʂɑr

nɑg

1SG.NOM 2SG.ACC1 over.to city direction.ACC1

nə-rɑnd-əm.

NEG-give-1SG.SAGR

[mother] 'I won't give you (to someone) over in the city.'

(53) wuz

1SG.NOM

tɑo

rɑnd-əm

ji

ʂpɯn-ər.

2SG.ACC1 give-1SG.SAGR one shepherd-DAT

'I will give you to a shepherd.'
(54) wuz

1SG.NOM

çɨ

self.GEN1

dur-ər

ðɑi

jund-əm.

stomach-DAT husband.ACC1 take-1SG.SAGR

[daughter] 'I will take a husband to my own liking.'
(55) jiʝun

some

ðɑi=əm

gɔt-i,

husband.ACC1=1SG.SAGR

wuz

çɑt

find-PST 1SG.NOM self.NOM take-1SG.SAGR

'When (I) have found some guy, I'll take him myself.'

(56) xɑi

INTERJ

dəgɑr kui

tɑo-i

other someone 2SG-ACC2

nə-jund.

NEG-take.3SG.SAGR

[mother] 'Well, no one else will take you.'
(57) wuz

1SG.NOM

tɑo

tɑnɔ ji

jund-əm.

ʂpɯn-ər

rɑnd-əm.

2SG.ACC1 only one shepherd-DAT give-1SG.SAGR

'I will give you only to a shepherd.'
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(58) wuz

ʂpɯn-i

1SG.NOM

shepherd-ACC2

nə-jund-əm!

NEG-take-1SG.SAGR

[daughter] 'I will not take a shepherd!'
(59) wuz

tɑo-i

1SG.NOM

bə-zur

rɑnd-əm.

2SG-ACC2 with-force.ACC1 give-1SG.SAGR

[mother] 'I will give you by force.'
(60) wuz

çɑt=əm

məktɑb

d͡ʒɔi-əm,

wuz

çɑt

1SG.NOM say.PST=1SG.SAGR school.ACC1 study-1SG.SAGR 1SG.NOM say.PST

çɑt-ər

ðɑi

self-DAT husband.ACC1

jund-əm.

take-1SG.SAGR

[daughter] 'I said, I will study at school; I said, (I) will take a husband for myself.'

(61) sɑiəʃ

ət͡ʃk

mɑ-rək

2PL.NOM none.EMPH.ACC1 1SG-DAT

mə-rɑnd-əv!

NEG.IMP-give-2PL.SAGR

'Don't you guys give me anything at all!'
(62) tər

over.to

məktɑb nɑg
school

wuz

direction.ACC1 1SG.NOM

[mother] 'I will not allow you to go to school.'
(63) wuz

1SG.NOM

ti

tɑt-ər

tɑo

2SG.ACC1

çɑn-əm,

2SG.GEN1 father-DAT say-1SG.SAGR

'I will tell your father, and he will hit you.'
(64) məft,

impossible

ʐɨ

tɑt

self.GEN1 father

mɑʐ

1SG.NOM

tɑo-i

dim-əm!

2SG-ACC2 hit-1SG.SAGR

[mother] 'I will hit you!'

NEG-allow-1SG.SAGR

tɑo-i.

hit-3SG.SAGR 2SG-ACC2

1SG.ACC1 hit-3SG.SAGR

[daughter] 'Impossible, my father hit me!'
(65) wuz

dəʃ-t!

dəʃ-t,

nə-lət͡sər-əm.
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(66) məft!

impossible

[daughter] 'Impossible!'
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The following narrative text was elicited using the Action English Pictures story
"A Broken Plate" (Frauman-Prickel & Takahashi 1985: 29).
(1)

xɑi,

INTERJ

wuz=əm

ji

rəwɔr

1SG.NOM=1SG.SAGR one

day

'Well, one day, I was at home.'
(2)

də
in

xun

ji

məʃqɔb

house.ACC1 one plate

ʃɨt-i

ground.ACC1=3SG.SAGR

t͡sə

from

dəʃ-ti,

də xun

at

tu.

house.ACC1 be.PST

ʐɨ

kɑf-ən

wɑʂ-ti,

1SG.GEN1 palm-ABL fall-PST

də

on

ʂkən-i.

hit-PST break-PST

'In the house, a plate fell from my hand, hit the ground, and broke.'
(3)

jɑn

wuz=əm

ɑo

t͡ʃuʈ-iv-i

d͡ʒɑm

kər-ti

də

then 1SG.NOM=1SG.SAGR 3SG.GEN1 piece-PL-ACC2 gather do-PST in

çɨ

kɑf,

fikər=əm

kər-ti

self.GEN1 palm.ACC1 thought=1SG.SAGR do-PST
jəm-i

DEM1-ACC2

t͡sərəng

how

ki:

wuz

1SG.NOM

COMP

nev

now

gɔm-əm?

make-1SG.SAGR

'Then I gathered its pieces together in my hand, and (I) thought: Now what should
I do (for) this?'

(4)

jɑn=əm,

xɑi,

then=1SG.SAGR

INTERJ

jəm-i

dim-əm.

ʂəriʂ

3SG-ACC2 glue

fikər

thought

hit-1SG.SAGR

kər-ti

do-PST

ki:
COMP

jəm,

DEM3

'Then, well, (I) thought that: As for this, I should glue it.'

bɔjɑd

should

wuz

1SG.NOM
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(5)

wuz=əm

rɤʝ-di

1SG.NOM=1SG.SAGR go-PST
dəʐ-di,

də dukɔn,
to

ji

ʂəriʂ=əm

store.ACC1 one glue.ACC1=1SG.SAGR

wɔzəm-d=əm.

take-PST bring-PST=1SG.SAGR

'I went to the store, got a glue, and brought (it).'
(6)

jɑ

DEM3

ʂəriʂ

sɑr=əm

əʈ

kər-ti.

glue.GEN1 head.ACC1=1SG.SAGR open do-PST

'(I) opened the lid of the glue.'
(7)

jɨt

DEM2

t͡ʃuʈ-iv=əm

də

jɔmɑn-ən

bərɔbɑr

piece-PL.ACC1=1SG.SAGR with each.other-ABL equal

kər-ti,

do-PST

xəʃrui.

beautiful

'(I) put the pieces together just right, beautifully.'
(8)

jɑn=əm

then=1SG.SAGR

'Then (I) glued it.'
(9)

wɑxt-i

jɑo-i

3SG-ACC2

ki

kər-ti

do-PST

ʂəriʂ=əm

ʂəriʂ.

glue
jɑo

kər-ti,

time-SPEC

COMP

glue=1SG.SAGR 3SG.ACC1 do-PST

jɑo-i

pɔnzdɑ

dɑqɑ

wɔdɑr-ti ki

ki

dubɔrɑ

3SG-ACC2

wɨdər-t-i

fifteen

hold-3SG.SAGR-SPEC

minute hold-PST

COMP

two.time

COMP

wɔz

again

jɑo

jɑn=əm

then=1SG.SAGR
çɑt-i

qɔim

3SG.NOM self-ACC2 tight
mə-ʂkəlt.

NEG.SBJV-break.3SG.SAGR

'When (I) had glued it, then (I) held it for fifteen minutes so it would hold by

itself so it wouldn't break a second time.'
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(10) jɑn=əm

jɑo-i

ɔistɑ-ək

jəm

wɔz

kɑr-ti

də ji

mez

sɑr,

then=1SG.SAGR 3SG-ACC2 slow-DIM put-PST at one table.GEN1 head.ACC1
xəʃrui,

beautiful

ki

COMP

ʂkəlt

3SG.NOM again break.3SG.SAGR

məi.

NEG.SBJV

'Then I put it very slowly on top of a table, nicely, so it wouldn't break again.'
(11) jɑn

then

ɑ=jɑ

ʂəriʂ=əm

EMPH=DEM3

pɑs,

glue.ACC1=1SG.SAGR back

xɑi,

INTERJ

kɑr-ti

də ji

put-PST in

one

ɑlmɔri.

cabinet.ACC1

'Then, well, (I) put that glue in a cabinet.'
(12) jɑn

then

ɑ=jɨt

məʃqɔb=əm

EMPH=DEM2

ləkər-ti

leave-PST

ki

COMP

ʂkəlt

break.3SG.SAGR

ji

plate.ACC1=1SG.SAGR one
jɨt

xub

3SG.NOM good
wɔz

again

rəwɔr də

day

jir

in

sun.ACC1

wəsk wɔst,

dry

ki

become.3SG.SAGR

COMP

məi.

NEG.SBJV

'Then (I) left that plate in the sun for a day so it would dry well and so it wouldn't
break again.'

(13) jɑn

then
çɨ

ɑ=jəm

EMPH=DEM1

tɑt-ər

məʃqɔb=əm

wɔzəm-di də xun,

plate.ACC1=1SG.SAGR bring-PST

in

house.ACC1

disɔv-d=əm.

self.GEN1 father-DAT show-PST=1SG.SAGR

'Then (I) brought the plate into the house and showed my father.'
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(14) çɑt=əm:

jəm

say.PST=1SG.SAGR

DEM1

məʃqɔb

plate

t͡sə

ʐɨ

from

kɑf-ən

1SG.GEN1

wɑʂ-ti,

palm-ABL fall-PST

ʂkən-i.

break-PST

'(I) said: This plate fell from my hand and broke.'

(15) jɑo

çɑt-i

3SG.NOM

ki:

say-PST

COMP

xɑi,

INTERJ

tɑo

jəm-i

t͡səsɔxt

2SG.ACC1 3SG-ACC2

what.kind

gɔçt?

do.PST

'Then he said: Well, what did you do (to) it?'
(16) wuz=əm

çɑt,

mɑʐ

jəm

ʂəriʂ

dəʃ-ti.

1SG.NOM=1SG.SAGR say.PST 1SG.ACC1 3SG.ACC1 glue

hit-PST

'I said: I glued it.'

(17) xɑi,

INTERJ

ʃɔjɑd

maybe
kɑf-ən

ʂəriʂ

wədər-ək-i

wɔdɑr-ti, wɑle

glue

hold-INF-ACC2 hold-PST

t͡sə

dəʃt,

SBJV

palm-ABL

t͡sə

hit.3SG.SAGR

SBJV

wɑz-d,

pɑs

back

fall-3SG.SAGR

but

pɑs

again

ʂkəlt,

break.3SG.SAGR

d͡ʒɑld

quickly

ɑgɑr də jupk

if
jɔ

or

in

ki
COMP

water.ACC1
t͡sə

from

ʂkəlt.

break.3SG.SAGR

'[father speaking] Well, the glue's hold held, but if (it) should touch water again,
(it) will break, or when (it) maybe falls from (someone's) hand again, (it) will
break quickly.'

(18) jɑ

mis

sɨ

rəqɑm

məʃqɔb bət

3SG.NOM previous on type.ACC1 plate

nɑst.

again be.NEG

'It will never be the same kind of plate again as (it was) before.'
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(19) ɑ=jɑ

nɑqʃɑ-i

EMPH=DEM3

ʂkəŋg-iʝ-əʃ

sk-əm

pattern-EZ break.PTCPL-NMLZR-PL on-3SG.ACC1

wərəʈ͡ʂ-ən.

remain-3PL.SAGR

'Its broken patterns remain on it.'
(20) jɑn

jəm

then

DEM1

bət

dubɔrɑ

ji

pɑnd-i

one advice-SPEC

also two.time

ɑ=mis

EMPH=previous

ki

REL

sɨ

ji

qəsɑ-i

one story-SPEC
rɑqɑm

on type.ACC1

ki

REL

xətɔ

accident

jit-i,

eat-PST

nə-wɔst.

NEG-become.3SG.SAGR

'So this is some advice that (when) a story has an accident [i.e. when an accident
happens], then it is never the same again.'
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The following narrative text was elicited using the Story-builder action and
character cards (Sardinha 2011).
(1) ji

rəwɔr

one day

wuz=əm

tu

ət

ji

ɑnɖewɔl ʐɨn

1SG.NOM=1SG.SAGR be.PST and one friend

'One day, I was there, and I had a friend (with me).'
(2)

jɑn

sɑk

rɤʝ-di

də ji

then 1PL.NOM go-PST

to

'Then we went somewhere.'

(3)

jɑn

ɑ=ʐɨ

then

EMPH=1SG.GEN1

jɑn

jɑo=ʂ

one place.ACC1

ɑnɖewɔl=əʂ ɣɑ

friend=IPFV

then 1SG.NOM=IPFV

ki

COMP

1SG.GEN2 be.PST

d͡ʒɑi.

'Then my friend sang very beautifully.'
(4)

tu.

xəʃrui bɑit

pretty

INTENS

ɣɑ

INTENS

xəʃrui bɑit
pretty

song

çɑt-i.

say-PST

çɑt-i,

mɑʐ=əʂ

song say-PST 1SG.ACC1=IPFV

rəqɔsi kər-t.

dance do-PST

'Then when he was singing so beautifully, I danced.'

(5)

wɑxt-i

time-SPEC

ki

wəz-di,

qɑr

kər-ti

come-PST

angry do-PST

ki

kər-ti

ət,

skə

mɑʐ

jɑn

ji

dance-NMLZR=1SG.SAGR=IPFV do-PST and then one

COMP

ðɑi

man

rəqɔsi-ʝ=əm=əʂ

win-di

mɑʐ-i,

see-PST 1SG-ACC2

COMP

tu=ʂ

2SG.NOM=IPFV

jɑn=əʂ

then=IPFV

on

t͡ʃizər bɑit

çɑn?

why

1SG.ACC1

song say.2SG.SAGR

ɣɑ

INTENS

'When (I) danced, then a guy came and saw me, and then (he) got very angry with
me, [saying] that: Why are you singing?'
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(6)

jɑn=i

wəz-di

də

then=3SG.SAGR come-PST

mɑʐ-ən=i

ɣɔlmɑɣɔl

with 1SG-ABL=3SG.SAGR

argument

'Then (he) came and argued with me.'
(7)

sɑk=ən

ɣɔlmɑɣɔl

kər-ti,

1PL.NOM=1PL.SAGR argument

wuz

ət

1SG.NOM

do-PST

d͡ʒɑŋg=ən

kər-ti.

do-PST

vit-i,

fight=1PL.SAGR become-PST

ɑ=ðɑi.

and

EMPH=man

'We argued, and (we) started fighting, that guy and I.'
(8)

də ji

d͡ʒɑi

ji

vɑit͡ʃ də ji

in one place one

mez

sɑr

jɔd-ət

tu.

on one table.GEN1 head.ACC1 put-PRF be.PST

jug

'In one place, a jug had been put on a table.'
(9)

dəʃt=əm

trɑ

mez,

rɑ

bən,

jɑ

hit.PST=1SG.SAGR over.to table.ACC1

DEM3

sɑr-ən

ʂkən-i.

wɑʂ-ti

vɑit͡ʃ

jug

t͡sə

mez

from

table.GEN1

head-ABL fall-PST down.to below.ACC1 break-PST

'(I) hit over towards the table, and that jug fell from the tabletop down to the

ground and broke.'
(10) wɑxt-i

ki

time-SPEC
dəʐ-di,

COMP

ʂkən-i,

break-PST

də ʐɨ

ɑ=ðɑi

ɑ=ji

EMPH=man EMPH=one

dɑst=i

mɑʐ

t͡ʃuʈ

vɑit͡ʃ-i

piece jug-ACC2
dəʃ-ti,

ʐɨ

take-PST on 1SG.GEN1 hand.ACC1=3SG.SAGR 1SG.ACC1 hit-PST 1SG.GEN1

dɑst

vit-i

wuçən.

hand become-PST blood

'When (it) broke, that guy took a piece of that jug and hit me on the hand, and my
hand started bleeding.'
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(11) wɑxt-i

time-SPEC

ki

COMP

ðɑi

bə

t͡sə

mɑʐ-ən=i

man

ɑirɔn

wuçən vit,
blood

mɑʐ

nɑo-di,

wɔz

wɔz

wəz-di

become.PST 1SG.ACC1 cry-PST

wərəʝn-i,

also surprised remain-PST

jɑn=i

then

1SG.ACC1

tɑo

DEM3

then=3SG.SAGR again come-PST

mɑhzɑrɑt

t͡ʃɑl-di:

bɑxʃiʃ

from 1SG-ABL=3SG.SAGR forgiveness.ACC1 want-PST excuse
mɑʐ

jɑ

pɑs

back

t͡sɑr,

do.2SG.IMP

dəʃ-ti.

2SG.ACC1 hit-PST

'When (it) started bleeding, I cried; then also that guy was surprised, and then (he)
came back again and sought forgiveness from me: Forgive (me), I hit you.'
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The following tokens, taken from 12 of the 24 texts in my corpus, were used in
Test 1. The number indicates the text, sentence, and (in some cases) token within the
sentence. The text following the number displays what was originally said by the
narrator / dialogue participant. Text in parentheses indicates changes made by my
transcription assistant: (∅) indicates that he omitted the token in transcription, while
parenthetical text, such as (mɑʐ), indicates that he either changed the pronoun or inserted
a pronoun where there was initially a null.
1.01

wuz=əm

7.03.01

wuz=əm

1.15

tu=t (∅)

7.16.01

wuz=əm (mɑʐ)

2.01

tu (∅)

8.03

wuz=əm

2.33

wuz

8.18

3.07.01

tu=ʂ

8.19

∅ (tɑo)

3.16

10.04

tu

3.18

∅ (tɑo)

mɑʐ

10.07

tɑo

3.19.01

tɑo (∅)

11.01

mɑʐ

3.34

mɑʐ (∅)

11.07

tɑo (∅)

4.09

tu

17.02.01

wuz=əm

4.28

tɑo

17.06

mɑʐ

5.23

tu=ʂ

17.13

tɑo

5.29

tɑo

21.04

mɑʐ=əʂ

5.31

tɑo (∅)

23.06

wuz=əm (mɑʐ)

5.33

tu

23.08

tɑo

mɑʐ

From the tokens used for Test 1, I selected the following 10 to be used in Test 2. I
selected these tokens based on whether the sentence could easily be used within different
timeframes without sounding odd or unnatural.
3.18

mɑʐ

11.07

tɑo (∅)

4.09

tu

17.02.01

wuz=əm

5.29

tɑo

17.06

mɑʐ

8.19

mɑʐ

21.04

mɑʐ=əʂ

10.07

tɑo

23.08

tɑo
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